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PREFACE 

It is claimed by some Arab authors that the dialect of Belad 

Ghamid and Zahran is nearest to classical Arabic. Ahmad Abdul Ghafur 

Attar has said in an article* that the language of the Hejaz, 

especially that which is spoken in Belad Ghamid and Zahran, is close 

to the classical language. 

Fasiel Ghori, a famous scholar of Arabic literature wrote in his 

book Qabaail-al-Hejazs "The Quranic Arabic upon which our Arabic 

grammar is based does not exist in any tribe. The only thing we can 

say is that there are some tribes whose language is much closer to 

classical language. The tribes of Belad Ghamid and Zahran are a 

good example of this". **' 

Nothing can be said at this stage about the accuracy of this 

claim. It may be proved or disproved when details of the dialect 

features are examined thoroughly. The only thing that can be said 

at this stage is that this dialect is quite different and distinguish- 

able from other dialects of the Arabic language. 

The data of the present study have been, obtained through field 

recordings made during the period September to November, 1966. 

Al-Baha, the main town of Belad Ghamid and Zahran, was adopted 

as a base, from which journeys were made to the villages of the area. 

Some 40 villages within a range of 112 km. were visited: five weekly 

Bazars were attended. A total of 37 informants out of an estimated 

population of 15,000 were questioned and consequently their speech 

was recorded. Among these 37 informants 20 are illiterate, 6 are 

partly literate, and the remaining 11 claim to be educated. There are 

two reasons for the high proportion. of illiterate informants: first, 

the educational provisions of Belad Ghamid and Zahran are such that 

* "Where Pasha is spoken. ", published in the periodical Aladiib of 
8ßiyat August 1942. 

**(p. 175, PP-1352 H)., cater /j'32 
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there is a high level of illiteracy among the population in general; 

secondly, it was felt that the speech of the least educated people was 

most likely to be free of alien influence: and therefore most character- 
istic of local features. Informants were asked to give their name, 

age, profession, family, past history (including any travel), etc. 
There was na fixed questionnaire,, but standard questions covering 

certain basic areas of life (home, family, agriculture, etc. ) as well 

as giving dialectal materials in phonetics and morphology were used. 
Specimens of free speech were likewise systematically gathered. 
Informants were also'asked to repeat. certain prayers or parts of the 

Qur? an to note the dialectal divergencies, and special effort. was made 

to collect lexical materials which would lend themselves to comparison 

with the outside area. 

Material was recorded by UHER - 400 tape-recorder at the speed of 
13 . Photographs illustrating objects mentioned in recorded conversa- 

tions were also taken for the record. All tapes were transcribed into 

phonetic script and translated into English. The analysis of these 

tapes, together with phonetic field notes and photographs form the 

basis of this thesis. 

Although there is virtually no previous work on the dialects of 

Belad Ghamid and Zahran which may be used for purposes of comparison, 

it has been possible to use published works on a number of related 

dialects to bring out; by comparison the special features of the dialect 

of our region. 

Johnstones recent book Eastern Arabian dialect studies in parti- 

cular has been of value for the arrangement of material and classifi- 

cation of the 2nd Chapter 'Morphology' as well as for the compilation 

of the comparison with Eastern Arabian dialects. 

I should like to express my gratitude to H. R. Shaikh Mohammad 

Suroor el Sabban, the Secretary-General of the Muslim World League, 

Mecca, for granting me study leave along with his own support that 

made my stay in England possible. 
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CONSONANTS:: 

?I 

ub 

Zj t- 
.v$ 

Z CT, J 

h 

x 

sd 
$' 

r 

z 
v- 8 

vowels: 
The short vowels 

long vowels-- aa, 
e'ii, 

vowels which are 

as phonological vacil: 

a(a) i(i), etc. 

Notes: 

TRANSCRIPTION 

v'' 
d 

v g, q 

'r k 

J1 
m 

cý n 

ah 

w 

cS y 

are transcribed as-- a, e, i9 a,, o, u; and the 
1(y , 

oo; the diphthongs: ay, eyo 
short but: which under certain conditions such 

Tation are pronounced long, are transcribed 

J is a voiced palatal affricate. J is a palatal semi-vowel. 

To describe an accurate pronunciation of (J) a sonigram is provided 
below. 



Jiyf 

(V) is transcribed generally as g which is the common pronun- 

ciation of it throughout the region, but: when it Is sounded in the 
traditional way it is symbolized by (q). 

An initial hamza before a, i, o and u is assumed throughout the 

transcribed words of our dialect e. g. äd is always ? ard. 

TRANSLITERATION 

h'or the transliteration of the titles of books, names, and quoted 

words of literary Arabic, the system used in BSOAS is followed here, 

except long (a) is throughout the work transcribed by doable (aa) and 

double letters-such as dh, gh, are not underlined. 

References to the informants. 

Every phrase and sentence quoted as an example is referred to 

the number of the informant according to'their serial number. A 

full list. of the informants with their particulars are given in the 

Introduction (B) pp. 14-23. The most frequently used words, such as 

usages of the gender and numbers of the nouns, numerals or compound 

Words, are not referred to any particular informants because these 

are considered to belong to general vocabulary and usage of the area. 
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INTRODUCTION 

(A) 

1. The Geographical position of Belad, Ghamid and Zahran: 

The districts of western Saudi Arabia known as Belad Ghamid 

and Zahran are located in the highlands of southern Hejaz, reaching 

from Lt. 1ao to 20°, and extending from approximately Lt-420 to 42' 301 

in the north and from Ld. 42° 45' to 43° in the south. 

The. relief of the area is determined by the chain of mountains 
known as ei Akabat; this begins N. E. of Taif, presently.? -runs to the 

S. 17., turns north of Lith. to the S. E., finally taking up a southerly 
direction. * The height normally ranges from 9,000 ft. to 10,000 ft. 

rising in certain parts to 12,000 ft. above sea-level. 
It is beyond this chain, in the mountainous area which the Bedouin 

designate by the term Hejaz1, that the regions of Ghamid and Zahran lie, 

in a situation of relative isolation; they lie midway on or rather near 

to, the Taif-Abha road, but communications with major towns outside the 

area such as Mecca, Taif and Besha are poor even in modern times, there 

being no direct. connection by primary roads. 
2 

The slope facing the sea and the coastal plain are known as 

Tehama. Burlhardt records that at the date of his Arabian expedition C, a 

(1814), parts of these adjoining districts of Tehama were in. the pos- 

session of the tribes of Ghamid and Zuhran (sic). 3 

2. Political Geography and History: 

Concerning the tribes of the pre Islamic era in our region, only 

the most summary data are available; it. is said that, the Khas'am, 

coming from the north, were the original possessors of the land, but 

B. B. Oppeieim, Di eduinen, Wiesbaden 1952 Vol. 2, p. 402. 
(1) J. Burckhardt,, Travels in Arabia, London, 1829. p. 46. 
(2) V. below Para 3- 
(3) J. Burckhardt, op. cit., p. 409. 
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were forced by the invasion of theýAzd from the south to move out 
towards Besha and Turaba 

With the advent of Islam an extraordinarily large emigration 
of the Azd to Iraq and Khurasan occurred. 

At this time the land was occupied virtually exclusively by Azd, 
actually the Zahran or their branch of Daus, the Ghamid and the el 
Hijr, whose branch of Shahr in particular falls within our territory. 
The tribe of Ghamid is said-to derive its descent from Ghamid bin 
Abdullah of al Azd of Kahtan who moved northward in the migration 
from the Yemen and settled in the area now known as Belad Ghamid. 

The Khas'am extended from the north-east between the Fiijr and 

Ghamid: today they have managed to retain their separate identity in 

the mountainous region, while disappearing or merging with other 

tribes in the district of Besha. The Hijr, known in modern times as 

Rijal al Hajar, are now confined to Asir. 

It should be noted that the present day tribes are not necessarily 

connected with those of historical times by proven genealogical links, 

for the historical awareness of these tribes, in particular of the 

settled branches, is rooted in the region rather than in the tribe.. 

Modern concepts are as ambivalent in this respect as in the time 

of Hamdani, who observes that names such as el Iiijr/Hajar, Ghamid and 

Zahran may denote both tribes and regions. 

Broadly, we may define our territory'as being bounded on the north 

by tribes of esh-shalaawi, on the eastern side by Shamran and Khusan, 

by Algarn on the southern side and by Zahran on the west. 

In terms of physical geography, in particular soil structure and 

climate, it would be quite possible to identify our region with the 

Yemen or with Asir, but natural boundaries do not dictate political 
boundaries, and those of our region have shifted several times in 

recent centuries. 

(1) Al Hamdani, ýifat4Jazirat 4. i Arabia, V. 2. Leiden 1928, p. 38. 
I 
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In the eighteenth century, being near Hali, the region gras 
reckoned to belong to the Hejaz, and remained so even during the 
Egyptian occupation which followed the campaigns of Muhammad Ali and 
his son Ibrahim Pasha during the early nineteenth century on behalf 

of the ottoman Sultan Mahmud II. 

The Turkish campaign of 1817 brought about the first major change, 
for the territory was then alloted to the Asir district of Yemen. 

Because, apart from Mecca, the centres of power lie further south, 
in the uplands of Asir and in the part of Tehama known as Mikhlaf el 
Yemen (Jezan, Midi, Sabja, Abu Arish), this border country has never. 
been in a position to play a major part in history independently, 

and lines of allegiance, like political boundaries, have tended to 

fluctuate, further complicated by the presence of powerful local 

chiefs. At the beginning of the last century native leaders such as 
Muhammad and Abd el Wahhab Abu PTukta, Tami Ibn Shua'ib, and the el 
Aid ruled the uplands of Asir for the Wahhabis, opposed by the Sherifs 

of Abu Arish, who, with the Idrisi, originated from the Mikhlaf el 

Yemen. 

In fact, before the First World War, the Arabian peninsula as 
a whole was within the sphere of influence of the Ottoman Empire, but 

also subject to the rule of local dynasties, chiefs of the various 

principalities, most. natably that. of the Sherif of Mecca. The 

Sherif was entitled to the epithet Hashemite, for he was a descendant 

of the race of Hashim, the Meccan family from which the Prophet 

himself sprung; he also bore the title of Emir, and exercised power 

transmitted hereditarily since the thirteenth century, although 

bound to acknowledge the sovereignty of the Ottoman. Empire, whose 

claim to Arabia was first. lodged in the early sixteenth century by 

Sulaiman the Magnificent. 

Our territory was divided by lines of allegiance to these two 

ancient authorities, and to the chiefs of local lineage; Ghamid and 
Bani Shihr-owed allegiance either to the Turks or to the Sherif of 
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mecca, while Zahran, Shomran and Bat Garn (Aigam) were under the 

sway of the Idrisi who in Tehama, incidentally, enjoyed greater 

prestige than either the Turks or'the Grand Sherif. 

At: the outbreak of the First: World War, Emir Husein threw in 

his lot with the Allies, more tempted by their promises of aid to 

emergent national feeling than by the pan-Islamic ideology propagated 

by the Ottoman Empire. 
It is known that certain tribes of the Hejaz engaged in the 

campaigns commanded jointly by Feisal and T. E. Lawrence, but it has 

not been possible to make any certain identification of any of these 

tribes with those of our region. 
1 Most probably the remote highland 

area, like the uplands of the neighbouring province of Nejd, avoided 

being drawn into the conflict. 

Non-involvement was a conscious policy on the part of the 

W7ahabite-Sultan of Nejd, Abdul Aziz Ibn Saud, for it enabled him to 

concentrate on consolidating his ancestral power against rival Emirs 

in northern and central Arabia until it extended to the borders of 

Hejaz. 

In the ensuing struggles of 1920-21, the region, characteris- 

tically,, did not-respond in uniform fashion to the claims of rival 

authorities; Bani Shihr pledged its loyalty to the nn Aid, while 

Zahran threw in its lot with the Wahhabis. 

The sequel to-the internal struggles brought a greater degree of 

administrative unity at last; before the war, the village of el Zafir 

had been the administrative centre of Ghamid, but with the establish- 

ment of the Saudi-Arabian. government, Ghamid and Zahran have been 

administered as a unit, and the seat., of local government transferred 

to Biljershi, a town situated some fifteen miles south of el Zafir. 2 

(1) T. E. Lawrence, Revolt in the Desert, London, -1927. 
(2) The name of Biljershi denotes a group of twenty-four small 

settlements scattered over a wide plain, and it is four of these 
settlements, viz. el "Awadha, Alsiliiyya el rugba and el ghorga, 
collectively referred to as Dar el Suk, which constitute the 
nucleus of the administrative and marketing centre. 
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The steps whereby Ibn Saud gained the upper hand over Husein 

are not our present concern; but the characteristics of the Saudi 

State, established by military force in 1925, and retained by dint of 
firm and prudent rule, are of relevance to the development of our 

region and to the predominant-features of its society, best summarized 

as a marked conservatism combined with a cautious move towards accept- 

ance of western influence, with corresponding cultural effects. 

The Saudi state was essentially a conservative one, governed by 

a ruler who, though absolute, observed most strictly the tenets of 
Islamic public law, as interpreted by Wahybite tradition. Neverthe- 

less, attempts at-improvement in social conditions were made,. in 

particular the creation of agricultural colonies intended to induce 

the Bedouin to settle down and engage in productive labour: our 

region, as we shall see later, is predominantly agricultural, with 
1 the conservatism which is the usual feature of such a society. 

. This cautious policy was, however, given tremendous impetus by 

the discovery of oil in Arabia, and the ensuing wealth hastened prog- 

ress in a fashion totally unforeseen. From 1933, when Aramco began 

to exploit the Arabian oilfields, the Saudi government has seen 

airlines, schools, hospitals blossom under its aegis. Western 

influence, still rigidly excluded in the political sphere, has began 

to penetrate the economic and technical areas of life, so much so 

that it is discernible in the lexical features of our region. The 

influence of European languages may be seen in the adoption into the 

local vocabulary of words designatitig tools, machines (motors, 

tractors, etc. ) and imported goods such as tinned foods, and luxury 

goods such as certain brands of cigarettes. 
2 

Naturally we may expect to see more far-reaching effects of the 

new: prosperity in the near future, and certain of these will most 

(1) R. B. Minder, Saudi Arabia in the Nineteenth Century, New York, 
1945. pP 79 - 79 

(2) . :, below Ch... r24) 
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certainly affect the linguistic features of our region, most notably 

the extension of literacy; as yet these influences are limited. 

Our region, less a political than a geographical entity, has by 

reason of its isolated situation always been outside the mainstream of 

Arabian history, and yet, as a border country, always subject to the 

intervention of rival factions and neighbouring states which have 

gained ascendancy at different times, and it might be expected that 

such intervention would affect the dialect features of our region. 

In fact there is very little; the interval of Egyptian occupation has 

left no legacy of linguistic influence; the long period of Ottoman 

suzerainty has had some'effect on lexical features. The administration 

at local level'of the Saudi government does not constitute a foreign 

influence. The Emir, governor of the northern region, is a member of 

the Sudeyri, a major local-family since the eighteenth century; most 

of the officials are chosen from the Hejaz. Thus, apart-from the 

influence in lexical features of European languages referred to above, 

there has been little foreign influence on linguistic features 

attendant. on the new regime. It may be that modifications-in dialect 

features will appear as the employment of Iraqi and Jordanian teachers 

becomes commonplace. 

3. Trade, Commerce and Communications: 

The geographical situation of Belad Ghamid and Zahran makes for 

climatic conditions conducive to fertility, productive farming, and 

fairly intensive settlement in the valleys. (The hills are completely 

unproductive, and not even suitable for grazing). 

The climate is temperate, the highest temperature during the 

Fahrenheit and the summer months rarely being recorded above 72 e 

average annual rainfall is between 9 and 11 inches. Despite the 

natural springs which flow down the valleys and keep them green, the 

low incidence of-rain, and a water table of 40-60 feet necessitate 

the sinking of wells for drinking purposes, it is however beyond the 

power of the inhabitants to do this for themselves, and it can only 
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be achieved through state aid. Hence the frequent use of polluted or 

muddy water for drinking purposes which has resulted in a generally 

low standard of health amongst the indigenous population. Against this, 

the cultivable land is very fertile, and produces abundant food crops, 

barley, beans, wheat, and fruits such as oranges, apples and pomegran- 

ates; wheat is also grown but has to be supplemented by imported grain 

from main centres outside the region. 

Indeed, agriculture is the main occupation in the region, the 

great majority of the population engaging in it directly or indirectly. 

Progress in the development of new agricultural techniques is 

slow, despite efforts on the part of the government to introduce 

mechanical farming and to induce farmers to use modern implements. As 

yet, the local. farmers have no more than the most rudimentary concepts 

of measuring the acreage they own. 

The nomadic Bedouin are pastoralists, fulfilling their traditional 

role as breeders, of sheep and camels for loading and hauling purposes: 

other animals are bred for trade. 

These Bedouin form one of the two major-groups, formerly hostile, 

into which the tribes of our region are divided: The other is the 

Hadar or the settled people. Settlement has taken place in'the valleys 

known as Rinya, Bekha, Turba and Dawasir, and it is not uncommon for 

the Bedouin to encamp in the valley which a related settled tribe has 

made its home. Such branches are known by the names of their fore- 

fathers who gave up Bedouin life and established settlements which 

later developed into towns and villages. The most well-known branches 

are as follows: - 

Barau Zt-byan u 1., y.. 
Banu Kar 
Al H=ää 

- Ramat Wn i c' Lü J, - 
Azzäfir 
Azzu, ý. t alat : yýJ i 

(1) 4'Omazfri@Ea Kabbala, btu' jam Qaba1 l et 'Arabiyya, Cairo, 1930, PP-30-1 
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Al Farzalat 
ý--' Banu'Omar 

Banu Läm 
Al Muntazar 
Balmufaddal 
Al-shut; ban 
Bal'auar 
Banu Nuqma 
Banu IChuraid 
Brill Aswad 

There is a slight difference in the linguistic forms of the 

Bedouin and the Had2r, for the Bedouin of the northern and southern 

regions preserve certain ancient dialectal features. Apart. from this 

qualification, no distinction in dialectal features can be made within 

the region on a tribal basis, for any such distinction which may pre- 

viously have obtained has been obliterated by intermarriage, commercial 

intercourse, and, within the last two decades, the increased facility 

of movement from one area to another, wblhb. has been made possible by 

the use of motor vehicles. 

Traditions and Customs: 

4. All the people of these tribes belong to the Sunni sect of the 

Hanbali school. The traditional Islamic faith and practices are very 

strictly maintained. Shops are closed down at prayer times. Smoking 

is traditionally prohibited. Riding on camels, shooting competitions 

and mountaineering are their favourite games. They have no indoor 

games. 

5. They have special ceremonies when a child is born. His or her 

head is shaved after seven days of birth, a procedure called AQiga. 

At such occasions sheep are slaughtered and a feast is held to enter- 

tain friends and relatives. In the case of a male child, his 

circumcision is carried out the same day. In a marriage ceremony they 

fire guns in the air to make the occasion one of rejoicing. 

6. +ada is a very special occasion for these tribes. It is celebrated 

in two parts, i. e., 'ardat serif ( ice) ) and '=dat shiIr ( . 1Ia,: ý ) 
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The former is performed by dancing with unsheathed swords and the 

latter is a competition in the composing of extempore poetry. Poets 

stand facing each other, with their supporters, called repeaters 

behind them. The repeaters repeat in chorus the last line of the verse 

said by the poet while he takes a pause and thinks of a new verse. 

The other party acts in the same way. 
It has been demonstrated that our regionv. is characterised as an 

agricultural, conservative society, largely homogeneous in terms of 

occupation, religion and social status. A slight rise in social status 

such as may be accorded by appointment to a post in the government 

service does not seem to have any marked effect. on dialect. A real 

change in status effected by the acquisition of wealth or education 

generally results in a move to a large city such as Taif where opportu- 

nity of advancement is greater. A contributory factor to the blurring 

of tribal linguistic distinctions has been the intermingling of groups 

from all areas which takes place on Bazar day, the only mode of internal 

commercial exchange. 

Bazar Day. 

7. Bazar day has a truly social significance in the life of these 

tribes. On this day people from various neighbouring tribes, nomads 

and settlod, come and gather together at one place once a week. On 

this occasion they meet friends and relatives, make acquaintances, do 

the shopping and attend to other sorts of business. Bazar Days are 

called: 
1 

Saturday Bazar - Albalia - al-Baha 
Sunday "- Raghdan 
Monday is - Alqurn - al-Qurn 
Tuesday ýý - Biljershi 

((See mapAIII) 

(1) Misfar mizrah al Ghämdi, Jo1ah fi Rubu' 1.1 Maznlakah, Vol-1, 
Jeddah, 1955, pp. 101-102. 
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There are no permanent shop fixtures, but in a wide open space 

the traders unroll their mattresses and set out the commodities for 

sale. Almost all necessary items of daily use can be had from this 

Bazar, e. g. fresh fruits, vegetables, food grains, sheep, cows, 

donkeys, camels, Arabian gowns, dresses of, all sorts, olives, silver 

ornaments and watches, etc. 

Naturally trade also occurs with the outside world, and modern 

routes have developed, in general, from the old caravan routes estab- 

lished for commercial and religious purposes, as for the pilgrimage 

to Mecca. 

The only primary roads which impinge on our region are the Taif- 

Bisha road, which defines the eastern boundary of Belad Ghamid and 

Zahran, and the Bisha-Abha round, which defines their southern boundary. 

A number of secondary roads branch out from the primary road from 

Taif: - 
i) South to el 'Agiq and a little beyond. (see map No. IV) 

ii) Another branch of the same-road joining up with the main Taif- 

Bisha road. It is therefore possible to reach Taif or Bisha from 

el 'Agiq, the northern-most town of our region. 
iii) Running in ä more south-westerly direction to Bani Sar and el Zafi3 

(North of el Zafir, a secondary road runs N. C to el 'Aqiq (Ghamid), and 

continues as a trail to meet the main Taif to Bisha road). South of 

ei Zafir the road continues as a trail to Biljershi and beyond along 

the western boundary of our region. This trail appears to correspond 

roughly, but by no means certainly, with the pilgrim caravan route 

from Mecca to Sana in Yemen, which Burckhardt tells us was known as 

the 'Iiadj ei Kebsy'. 

There are a number of other trails (by which is meant stony 

tracks just viable for motor vehicles) established on the old caravan 

routes, all running in a S. W. -N. E. direction, as does the el Zafir - 

el 'Aqiq road to join the Taif-Bisha roade 

i) (N, to S. ) Shamrakh Road to Taif road, 

ii) el 'Arq Road. "0 
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iii) Sanah Road (to el 'Aqiq) 

iv) Manzil Road to Taif Road. 

. 
The recognized safe route from Taif is approximately 250 km. long 

and can be covered by a good vehicle in 10-12 hours. The bus service 
from Taif to Belad Ghamid_is semi-regular, and an interesting feature 

of the journey is the cafes which have sprung up along the route to 

provide for the needs of travellers. Lighting in these cafes is pro- 

vided by patromaxes. Every party is supplied with rugs to sit on, and 
is served with black coffee and small-jars of water. Tea is also 

served in tea-pots along with small glasses A type of 
i£ookah known as 'hubble-bubble' will be-supplied on request to any 
traveller who wishes to smoke, but despite these services, travellers 

are expected to supply their own food. 

There is some influence on dialectal features from these modes of 

contact with areas outside our region, but it is limited. There are 

no great merchants resident in this area, for even local men who 

acquire wealth will soon move to the more prosperous district of Taif 

and Mecca. Most trade is at local level, and the inhabitants of out- 
lying districts who only come to the larger towns on the Bazar days are 
in no way influenced by the dialect of traders in transit. Such 

influence as exists is found only in the larger towns of the north, 

such as Biljershi, el Zafir and el Baha, which act as intermediate 

centres for the sale of local produce to such major towns as Taif, 

Mecca, Jedda and Bisha. These towns have largely superseded Mokhawa, 

once the chief corn supplier to Mecca, in this intermediary role, and 
this commercial exchange, together with the flow of pilgrim traffic, 

has resulted in the adoption of features of the Meccan dialect, 

especially amongst small shop keepers and brokers. Otherwise the 

influence of trade on the dialect of our region cannot be said to be 

considerable as yet. 

8. EDUCATION 

Responsibility for the staffing and administration of all schools 
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in our region lies with the Ministry of Education; the Director of 

Education has his offices in Taif. The large majority of teachers 

are from Jordan, but the post of headmaster normally goes to a Saudi. 
There is only one secondary school, in Biljershi, but every big town 

has a primary school. Despite this, the percentage of those who can 

read and write is still very low. The unfortunate example of a shep- 

herd can be quoted who, having received a letter on a Bazar day, could 

not find any one who could read that. letter for him until next Bazar 

day. Even those informants who were conversant with Cl'. Arabic tended 

to lapse very easily into the local dialect. 

There is some indication that recent developments are beginning 

to bring about changes in the educational conditions of Belad Ghamid 

16 and Zahran: since about 1940 the growth of oil companies in the eastern 

province of Nejd has brought increasing wealth to the government, and 

the effects of this in terms of greater economic and educational pro- 

gress have just begun to be felt in our region. The older generation 

remain unaffected, but 15% of those who undergo primary education go 

to the larger towns for further education. * 

Thus, those children born in rural areas who are most highly 

educated do not remain in their home region, so that their potential 

influence on the linguistic and literary skills of relatives and 

neighbours is not realised. 
It is to be expected, however, that within the next few decades, th 

steady influx of government teachers from Jordan and Iraq will begin to 

have some influence on the dialect of a greater proportion of their 

pupils, and also, that a higher level of literacy will influence the 

dialect through greater familiarity with Cl. Arabic. 

9. TIIE PRESENT STUDY: 

The comparative inaccessibility of our region has already been 

*-This information was obtained from the Director of Education in 
Taif in a personal interview. 
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indicated. Philby, who in 1920 surveyed the greater part of southern 
Arabia, was unable to gain access to the region, and there has been 

limited improvement in communications since that date. Consequently, 

although there is a little information available on the history, 

natural geography and culture of Belad Ghamid and Zahran, there has 

been no previous linguistic enquiry employing modern methods of invest- 

igation, such as might be used to check field notes. 
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(B) 

REEL 1 
rq 

INFORUMS AND THEIR GROUPS 

(1) 

MARZUQ BIN SA'icJ) 

A 40 year old illiterate peasant who-has not been outside his area 

for a long time; from al-balir (Zahran). 

Recorded speeches: Answers to the questions designed for Phonetic 

purposes and some vocabulary. 

Also Reel 3 No. 1. 

(2) 

SA' II D ZAHRANI 

A 35 year old partially literate labourer from the village of Mesheni 

of Belad Zahran who lives in Mecca. 

Recorded speech: The names of the tribes. Answers to the phonetic 
items and lexical features. His speeches are also 

recorded in Reel 2 under the No. 1 and Reel 3, No. 26. 

(3) 
I SÄLEH BI11 AI MAD KIRÄT 

About 40 years old, illiterate peasant and dealer in vegetables from 

al-Baha (Zahran) 

Recorded speeches: Answers to the questions about the customs of the 
area, information about health, economic conditions, 

in addition to the phonetic problems. 

(4) 
SALýH BIN SA' (, jý 
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An illiterate dealer in vegetables and a peasant about 60 years old 

or 40 years on his own assumption), frequent visitor to other districts 

of Saudi Arabia since his childhood (al-Baha, Zahran). 

Recorded speeches:: Some vocabulary. Customs and tradition of tribes 

regarding marriage and other festivals, his own 

story of his first job and how he gradually estab- 

lished himself. Speeches show a good example of 

free speech and 'chat', useful for syntax. 

(5) 

SAYYiLD 'UTHMAN 

A 62 year old landlord. Notable person of his area, partially literate. 

Recorded-speeches A talk about his own adventures, problems of his 

area when Ibn Saud invaded the district and 

disputes with Sharif Husain and rulers of the 

Hedjaz. The method of teaching when he was young. 

REEL 2 

(6) 

SA' 1 DJ ZAHRANI 

Informant No. 2 Reel 1. 

Recorded speeches: E'ý. mes of the tribes, repetition of a story told by 

informant No. 5" Some recitation of the Qur? an. 

(7) 

SHAIKH'ABDUIRASHEED 

50 year old religious head of the area, literate. 

Recorded speech. His conversation with an old bedouin peasant who came 

to his office asking him to send a leader of prayer 
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(Imam) to his village (Burni). The bedouin was 

unaware of the recording, and his speeches are hardly 

audible. Some sentences are not transcribed. 

(a3 
A FEW VILLAGERS AND A PHOTOGRAPHER 

Recorded speeches: Mixed voices in a local office for the issue of 

identity papers. The audible conversation casts a 

strange light on tho manner of office affairs. The 

villagers were unaware of-the recording. 

(9) 
,, 

MISPIR BIN MUHHAMMAD 

About 50 years old, a broker who described his occupation as "Jeýd". 

from the tribe of Banu Sar. 

Recorded speeches; Answers to various questions to ascertain syntact--z-ý: 
teal items and phonetic features such as intona- 

tions, stress, etc. 

(lo) 

An employee of the office for the issue of identity papers explaining 

to a villager the aim of 'A". (14 ý ýw 

(11) 
MONAT MMAD BIN MISFIR 

A 15 year old unsettled bedouin shepherd from Belad Zahran, illiterate 

but appeared to be intelligent. 

Recorded speeches: Some vocabulary. Answers to the questions about 

the life of unsettled bedouin. At first he asked 
'A" to stop the recording in order to give him time 

to think about the matter (this is recorded as well), 
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(12) 

SA': {DJ BIN MOHAMMAD 

About 25 years old, shepherd, illiterate, from the unsettled bedouin 

of Belad Ghamid.. Counterpart of informant No. 11. 

Recorded speeches: Some vocabulary -Answers to the questions about 

his life, and a song. 

(13) 

BARIK BIN BAKET 

30 year old peasant from Belad Ghamid, illiterate. 

Recorded speeches: a folk song. 

Seý\ 

(14) 
ABDULLAH BIN HASAN 

A 50 year old peasant, illiterate, from the village of Jofa. 

Recorded speeches: Answers to unpremeditated or spontaneous questions 

to obtain information on lexical items about 

costume and dresso 

(15) 

SA' f. Di ' URAIBI 

A 40 years old illiterate peasant from the tribes of Quraish in Tihama. 

Recorded speeches. Answers to the questions set for phonetic investi- 

gation. 

(16> 

SA .t 
rb BIN L1OHAMi IAD 

About 40 `-years old, a driver from Bani Shanan. Illiterate. 

Recorded speeches: a folk song, some recitations from the Qur? an. 
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(17) 

A YOUNG GIRL 

from the village of Al Atawala of Belad Zahran. Asked by the wife of 

a Pakistani doctor to give information about some vocabulary. 
Recorded speeches:: A few words about dress worn by women of the area. 

REEL NO. 3. 

(18) 

MARZUQ BIN SAIL D 

The same man as No. 1, Reel 1. 
Recorded speeches:. Answers to lexical inquiries about household, 

building and farms. 

(19) 
'ABWLLAH (no other, name given) 

A peasant of the village of Misheni of Belad Ghamid. About 60 years 

old, illiterate. 

Recorded speeches:: lexical points, parts of dress, names of weapons 
usually owned by bedouin and their various parts. 

(20) 

HAMID BIN AHMAD 

30 years old, educated in Mecca. Employee in the local office of the 

Agricultural Department. Village of Mandaq of Belad Ghamid. 

Recorded speech. A poem in the bedouin style of singing. 

(21) 

A SELLER OF ORNAMENTS 

An illiterate bedouin teenage boy selling ornaments on a weekly market 

I. I _1; 
104.: 
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day at the village of Mandaq. 

Recorded speeches: names of ornaments. 
(photograph No-3) 

(22) 

A 
. 
CAMEL MAN 

On the weekly market day-of the village of Mandaq, where sheep, -Camels 

and other animals-were sold. 

Recorded speech: "What da you want? My name? No I. will not let you 

know"". Along with some voices and speeches of others. 

(23) 

MOIIMLL AD BIN AHMaD 

About: 25. years old, camel man on a market day at Mandaq. Obviously 

illiterate, but seemed to be familiar with the speech of literate 

people, as he used some phrases like tab'an 'of course' repeatedly. 
Recorded speeches:: Names of the parts of a camel's body. 

(Photo No. 4) 1 

(24) 

Sb' ID ZAHRANI 

Mentioned in No. 2 Reel 1 and No. 1 Reel 2. 

Recorded speeches: Names of trees and plants. 

REEL 4 

(25) 

SPEED AND JUVIN 

Two bedouin from the village of Bayhakam belonging to the tribe of 
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Ziyab. They are illiterate peasants. 
Recorded speeches: Answers to various questions about their life in. 

the village, agriculture, animals, etc. 
r-z 

(26) 

YAHYA BIN IBRAHIM ZAHRANI' 

45 years old, literate broker from the village of Nusban, belonging to 

the tribe of the Banu Shanan. 

Recorded speeches: 1. A brief talk bidding welcome to visitors to the 

village, 
, 
in 

, which he tried to imitate sophisti- 

cated addresses, delivered on special occasions 

and often broadcast by the local radio. 

2. Answers to questions designed with a. view to 

phonetic items. 

(27) 

SHABBAB BIN 'AWAD 

About-25 years old, -a, 'shepherd". from the village of Kahil`of Belad Ghamid, 

illiterate. 

Recorded speeches: Answers'to questions'about life in the village, 
traditions and marriage customs, etc. 

(28) 

UMM KHADRA 

About 60 years old, a woman who came to the mobile office for the issue 

of identity papers. 
Recorded speech: Inaudible talks with photographer. A few sentences 

can be transcribed. 
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(29) 

A. BEGGAR3[AN 

About 70 years old, - a bedouin from the tribe of Dos. 
Recorded speech: Answers to questions about his occupation, family 

and personal life, some recitation from the Qur? an 

-(useful for phonetic notes). --- 

N 

(30) 

GHURMALLAH 

A-70 year old fruit. seller at Bilgurshi, a large town of Belad Ghamid, 
illiterate. In reply to the question about his age he said, "God knows, 

may be 40,50,60 or 70. "' 
Recorded speech: Names of the items in his shop, names of fruits, their 

varieties: and-other'lexical features. 

(31) 
SALM BIN SULTAN 

40 years old. Partially educated, an employee at the office of the 
local-religious controller., 
Recorded speeches: Answers to the questions about the work and T 

function of his department, his own, life and 
interests, his comments on the, people and young 

men of the town. The speech is useful as an 

example of a partially educated persons talk. 

(32) 
HAMID BIN `ABDUR RAHMAN 

25 years old,. a student. of a. local secondary school. 
Recorded speech: Vocabulary, andwers to the questions about the 

method of education at secondary level. 
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(33) 

MOHAMMAD HANASH 

30 year old-policeman, ea-soldier. Partially literate, now on duty at 
the office of the religious controller. 
Recorded speech: The informant has given his own story and experiences 

when he was with a patrolling group on the border of 

Saudi Arabia and Israel in 1952. An example of the 

speech of a bedouin who had been to army headquarters 

and mixed with people from various parts of the 

country. 

(34) 

ALI BIN A'ALA 

20 year old student of a secondary school from Bilgurshi. 

Recorded speech:. Some vocabulary. 

(35) 

AHMAD BIN MOHAMMAD 

A 17 year old bedouin who recently came to the town to receive education 

at: a primary vernacular school in the village of Nusban 10 miles from 

Bilgurshi. 
Recorded speech-- Answers to various questions about his aims, desires, 

etc, 

,b6) 
IBRAHIM BIN YAHYA', 10 YEARS 

MOHAMMAD BIN 'ABD(JILAH, 8 YEARS 

Children of a primary school at Nusban. 

Recorded speech: Vocabulary, answers to questions about their life 

at school. 
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REEL 6" 

(37) 

AHMAD BIN MOHAMMAD 

45 year old illiterate gardener. Recording took place in the garden 
in the village of MESHINI 15 miles from Bilgurshi. 

Recorded speech: 'Answers to the question about fruit, seasons and 

other items related to agriculture for phonetic and 
lexical points. 

(38) 

MOHAMMAD BIN HANASEI 

A 40 year old bedouin living. in a tent, a, shepherd, obviously illiterate; 

recording took place in his tent 30 miles from the town of Bilgurshi. 

Recorded speedh. - Customs and traditions of the life of bedouin living 

in tents. A typical example of a bedouin speaker who 
is not nervous of recording and'esreless about it. 

r 

(39) 

'AZIZ BIN TOREYH 

A 20 year old shepherd in the village of Miske. r, 
i 

, illiterate poet, 
careless about recording. 
Recorded speech: Some vocabulary, a folk song. 

(40) 

M0' X11?, BIN 'ALI 

60 year oldilliterate poet of the district of 'Aqiq, who called himself 

*poet of Belad Ghamid'. 

Recorded speech: Answers to the questions about costume and dress. Poem 

of his own, composed by him and sung along with other 
readers in the traditional way of singing, story of his 
first composing poetry and the relevant occasion. 
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THE GROUPS OF INFORMANTS 

*1 *1 The total number of our informants is 37, from which five have been 

dropped because their recorded speeches are too limited in extent to be 

useful. Among the remaining 32: informants, 20 are illiterate and engaged 
in-various occupations; most of these are peasants and others are gard- 

eners, two labourers, two grocers, one driver, two camel men and three 

shepherds. Six of them are partially literate; another six are regarded 

as'educated, including students of a vernacular secondary school. 

People who are described as 'partially literate' are those who had 

been to a Qur'#-nic tutor, traditionally called QyL&J (gar'aawi') and 

who had learned in their early youth some chapters of the QuAn and the 

fundamentals of the Islamic faith and practice (an example of the method. 

of learning and memorizing these things may be noted in Reel V of the 

informants under No. 30. Those who had worked away from their districts 

for a long while, on account of their trade, service or any other busi- 

ness, and had an opportunity of mixing with people of other districts, 

who influenced their dialects, are reckoned among the partially literate. 

By 'literate' or 'educated' are meant those who received a complete 

primary education in any (Egyptian-type) vernacular primary school or in 

an institution of Islamic teaching called Madarsa Diniya. 

Persons who received further education in a secondary school o3t 

up to College level and then took a higher post in Government offices, 

or worked as teachers in a secondary school, have not been asked to 

record their speech or give information, because a 'natural way of 

speaking was not expected of them. 

Apart from one informant, viz No. 26, Yaiya B. Ibrahim, who was 

aware of the importance of the recording of speech, and thus proved to 

be microphone-conscious, all were indifferent to recording. 

According to their area and tribe, 12 belong to Zahran, i. e., a 

descendant tribe of Ben 'Abdullah, of Azd, one to Daham and 8 to the 

semi-settled Bedouin called Beni Sayyah, and others to the Belad Ghamid, 
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i. e. descendants of Qahtaan. 

In the-following pages an attempt is made to investigate major 
features of the differences in their dialects. 

ýSPF, ý`CHýýIViý: R(3rýNCIFSi't SPAwý.. dý.. r ". ýaýý-" 
1-2 The Consonantsr 

(a) Informants No. 3 and 11 pronounced. Palatal stop (ä) as /y/ Palatal 

semi vowel. Informant No. (1) is a. peasant. of al Baha, illiterate, 

and No. (11) is an unsettled bedouin of the Belad Ghamid area. The 

common factor in both-is their illiteracy. 

(b) /0/ and at (: ": j ; .>), dental fricatives, often shift to the (s, z) 
pronunciation; especially when they are preceded or'followed by a long 

vowel, e. g., fheys/, - tiayd and /Laziiz/ (informant 1);; 
/zoolaga/ G /coolaga/ !9; 

-*- 'long Arabian shirt without a sleeveº, 
/mä°`'iu saabit/, ' /ma hu Oaabit/' ! it is not confirmed' (No. 5, a partly 
illiterate landlord of al-Baha), /Lu sawaab/ < /Lahu Oawaab/. 'For 

him there is a reward (from God)', No. 15 an illiterate grocer of 

Tihama, residing at al-Baha (Zahran). The common factor is that'all 

of them resided in a town of the Zahran district, that is al-Baha. 

(c) Again resembles a dental stop /d/ (') when it is in"an*-open 

sir 1eble ar followed by a long vowel, e. g. /, a& :. _ 
/(Task/ L/aaalik/ 

'that', is in the speech of informants 1,2,4,8,9,10 of Zahran 

district and 31 and 34 of the Ghamid district:. The common factor in 

all of these is that-all are engaged in business and mixing with other 

people on weekly Bazaar days. 

(d) An uvular stop /q/ which has the commonly approved pronunciation 

of a velar stop, voiceless (g)t sometimes becomessa voiceless velar 

stop (k) when it occurs at the end of a syllable, e. g. /hak/ G /hag/ 

'belonging to .... ' (No. 7, an-educated official of Ghamid, No. 27 an 

illiterate shepherd of Ghamid). At the beginning of a syllable but 

before v is rarely pronounced K /takiik/ < /'agiij/, 'none of a 

village'. (No-36 a bedouin of Ghamid). 
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They all belong to Belad Ghamid. But /? ibriik/ G /? ibriig/ comes 

in the speech of No. 15, a grocer of Tihama who lives in Zahran. 

Hence there is no truly common factor among them. 

(e) In the case of the cluster of two consonants, Nos. 13 and 19 
(both illiterate, peasants of Ghamid) dropped the last consonant. -e. g. 
/mill/ G /milk/ 'salt'and /? uz/ for /? uXt/ 'sister'. But a peasant 

atral-Bala (Zahran), No. 1, said'? uxt" and 'bint', but /buE&/'date half 

riper (No. 14, a gardener of Ghamid). 

A shepherd boy of Al-Sayyah (semi-settled bedouin) (NO-36) was 
heard to say /gabur/ < /gabr/ 'grave, tombs. Another bedouin from an 

unsettled tribe, viz. No. 31, said /milah/. 

Here, therefore, in the case of a_consonant cluster, we have three 

varieties: 
1. with literary pronunciation, i. e., vc. Q (peasants of Zahran and some 

from Ghamid). 

2, with dropping of second consonants, i. e. vc (Ghamid). 

3. with an anaptyxis vowel between two clustered consonants, i. e. 

vcvc (Bedouin). 

1-3 The Vowels 

('a) Informants-Nos. 1,2,4, -, 9 of Zahran and No. T (who now resides 

in Zahran), 13,14 and 19 of Belad Ghamid, tend to'use a half close 

central vowel for the words /balad/'+area, or farm' /melh/''salt'. 

/bazr/ 'boy" or 'child' /gerd/ 'monkey' /bent/ "daughter', and in 

prepositions attached to nominal suffixes, e. g. °/benteh/ 'His daughter', 

/dareh/ Hie house', while informants No. 5 of Zahran, 26,27,28,34 of 

Ghamid and No. 38 and 39 of the Bedouin use the same above mentioned 

words with a close front /i/, e. g. bilad, bizr, hint, and /'ilb/. 

Nothing is common to all of these informants. The only thing that may 

be said is that most'of groupI who use (e) are from tribes of Zahran 

or are influenced by the Meccan dialect, and the others either belong 
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to Ghamid or to Bedouin tribes. 

(b) In the case of diphthongs, i. e. prepositions /'als, /, /tile/' 

attached to the nominal suffix (h), the tendency to (ey) a half open 
central vowel is common among Nos. 1 to'7,17,20 (all of Zahran ' 

except No. 7), but Nos. 30 to 34 and 36,37 of Ghamid and the Bedouin 

turned this vowel into an open front, intermediate to central vowel 

f. E ), e. g. /"Lf eh/, rJr/iaýe. 
kd-/"on it. 

1-4 Imäla 

A slight-influence of Imala is, observed in Informant 1, who is 

an illiterate peasant of al-Baha, of the Quraish tribe: /zibday/< 

/zibda/ 'cheese'. But it is very clearly observable in Informant 26, 

a partly literate one of Zahran, e. g. /mahkamey/ < /mahkama/*'a, 

Government Department/beyäey/ 'a proper namel! It is also observable 
in the speech of Informant 33, a policeman of Belad Ghamid from 

Kebdeh < Kibdah; i/habbey/ /habba/'one, or seed $* 

1-5 Tafkhim and Targrg 

(a) of c" and 

Tam of u° is . observable in the speech recorded by 1hs. 4,5,7 

of Zahran, but not of vo ; both with tafkhim are observable in the 

speech of No. 8. A mixed conversation took place in an office at 

al-Baba, and in the speech of No. 9, a 40 year old broker who belonged 

to Banu Sar of Zahran, only with tafkhim, and without it, have not 

been observed throughout the area, In Ghamid and, Bedouin only targig 

of v° is noteworthy in the speech of schoolboys (36) (tape No, 5). 

These boys came from Bani`Abdullah, a branch of al-Saleh of Shamran. 

Generally speaking it may be said, as the evidences prove, that 

educated people tend to pronounce J with tafkhi, but not c, ' 

(b) .b, , 1, '_ tafkhim of I J' I has not been observed. Its targig is 

noticeable in the speech of 1,3,11 of Zahran, and 26 of Ghamid. But 
}' I has same fate in tafkhim relative to "'P "; for example, in all 

dialects, wherever the word or its abbreviated forms -"b /tab/ 
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or /ta/ ( Lo) only''good' are pronounced,, tafkhim is also noticed; 
but they may be taken as dialectal-forms because in other words like 

°j /tahara '' leanness' (No. 1) the sound is pronounced clearly 
with tarig It is also noticeable that .' loses its tafkhim when 
it is preceded by an unemphatic dental stop ( -=-) e. g. 'h:, j 0 
/le yattahhar/''to get cleaned' (No. 3). The Bedouin of Ghamid preserve 
tafkhim of 15 more than settled tribes, i. e. in the speeches of 36,37 
it is observed more clearly than in the, others. 

I 

(c) C`) t has its simple pronunciation of a velar voiced fricative. 

Its tafkhim is observed only in a sophisticated recitation of the 

Qur, Zan by learned men; otherwise in normal speech it always preserves 

taraia. c .'-, -- -, 
In the speech of illiterate men the targig is softened when it 

occurs followed by a long vowel, e. g. No. 30 of Ghamid: 

(i) ýlý S ýsýº ,s 'My " age? Allah knows'. 

In the speech of the Zahran district: tafkhim of-t- has not been 

observed. It is observable in the speech-of No-36, an unsettled 
bedouin (Reel V). 

2. THE MORPHOLOGY 

41 
2.1 Pronouns 

(i) The independent forms of the personal pronouns. 

1. C. Sings- ana at the beginning of a sentence (Nos. 7,8,9). 

aani .............................. (No. 26) 

na Preceded by negative particle (Nos. 1,21,32). 

ni .............................. (Nos. 3,9,11). 

1. C. P1. Nahno At the beginning of a sentence (Nos. 5,7). 

nehna .............................. (Nos. 1,2,3,16, 

18,23,24,26,26). 
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ehna . ............ ...... (Nos. 4,29.32)" 

hinny .......................... (Nos. 369 38,40). 0 

2. M. Sing. intu .............................. (No. 7). 

ant common i. e. no variant form is observed. 

2. P. Sing, intii -do- 

2. M. Pl. intuu - -do- 

2. F. P1. intuu_ -do- 

3. M. Sing. howa common 
hu when preceded by negative particle /ma/"or /mo/ 

" (Nos. l, 31). 

ho -after interrogative /% (N: o. 4). 

3. M. F1. hummer .......................... 
(Nos. 7,26,32). 

uum when preceded by preposition, e. g. /minuum/- 

"from them" .............. 
(Nos. 4,15). 

hum when preceded by preposition, e. g. /minuum/ 
'from them' 

.............. 
(Nos. 1,3). 

Overall view 

A common factor among the above informants is virtually absent. 

Neitherýtribe, nor occupation is a common factor. Only literacy can 

be considered for the moment as a suitable criterion for- classifying. 

(ii) The pronominal suffixes 

Disregarding what is common to all, only variant forms are 

mentioned here: - 
Cl. hu is ßbaint. from this dialect. Its dialectical form consists . 
in putting (h) on the end preceded by a long (u) e. g. Kitaabuh C d. 
Kitaabuhu *his book'. Now-the dialect has two forms of this: 
(1) e. g. Kitaabuh, i. e. with closed syllable with the ending 'h', 

which is observed in the speech of Nos. _3,4,5,11 
(Zahran), No. 15 of 

Tihama, No. 19 of Ghamid and No. 36, a Bedouin; all these are 

illiterate except No-5 who is partially literate. 
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(2) Another form consists-in saying. Kitaabu, i. e. open syllable with- 
out the sound of (h). This form is represented in the speech of Nos. l, 
13 and 32;; all are illiterate peasants belonging to Zahran and Baduin 
Alsayyah. Therefore no grouping is here possible. 
Cl. ha (3rd P. P. Sing. ) is pronounced clearly in the speech of 32,36 - 
both are Bedouin. On the. other hand, Nos. 1-11,18-22 and 26 pronounced 
it 3aa, i. e. (h) is replaced by Hamza. 

(iii) The demonstrative prohouns 

Cl. haa3"a was heard from No. 3, a partially literate labourer of'Zahran 

and No. 7, an educated man from Ghamid, residing in Zahran. 

hadaak from Nos. 1,2; 4,9,10 (see 1-2C) of Zahran and 31,34 of 

Ghamid (illiterate peasants); when it is attached to the following 

nouns it becomes /ha/, 'i. e. shortened with-intonation of /ha/ and 

doubling of the following consonant, e. g. (min han nahiyya) $and like 

this" (No. l). 

IV. A special form for the demonstrative pronouns- 
(Plural)-.. -Cie 

D 

dol No. l. 5. Zahran 

dola No. 13. Ghamid 

No. 36. Bedouin 

No. 15. Tahama 

V. The demonstrative pronouns 

ci. As 

Lp 
(? allii) No. 1 

3ý(.? allty) No. 3 

- (la) No. 36 

Zahran, 19 Ghamid 

Bedouin 

VIi. The interrogative pronouns 

Cl. J` - C5 1 

main (for min cl. ) No difference is observable. 

? i, 2,3,4,5 of Zahran, 14 of Ghamid. 
.., __ 

s 

sa (assimilated into the following noun; e. g. äasmu 'What is 
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his name? ' No. 23, camel man of Zahran, 36 a Bedouin. 

Vii. The indefinite pronoun 

ci. 
had No. 1 Zahran 

waahid No. 36 Bedouin 

V111. The negative pronouns 

Cl. ma \- before a verb; e. g. ma Ja #ad, *Nobody has comet. 
No. 1 had ma yakrah' laeyr 'Nobody dislikes a good things. 

Or 

before a personal pronoun as 

mani saa'er 'I am not a poet". 
No. 26 (Ghamid). ' 

muu before 3rd P. M. Sing. Personal pronoun; e. g. 
1-- 

-, *0 'It is not the same''. (regular usage). 
mow: (with semi vowel) e. g. rRoer fii Aey 'There is nothing'. No. 29 

(a beggarman at the tribe of Dos manhab). 
Other forms of the negative particle are: 

mass No. l Zahran (Al Baha) 16,38 and 32 Badouins 

maafii No. 32 Ghamid (Shire) 

maafii No. 2,3,4 and 25 of Zahran tribes, No. 11 of the 

Badouin, and 7 and 30 of Ghamid. 

2-2 The Nominal Patterns 

only peculiar forms of nominal patterns are given below, other 

forms that agree with or vary little from Cl. Arabic have not been 

mentioned here, because this work has been done in Part 2 (Morphology). 
00 

(i) The triliteral root CaCC(Js ) becomes: 
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CiCC as Sibr. " < gabr 'patience' 
ýik1 ' fiak1 'kind' 

site satr "curtain' 

CaCaC ' as ba iart bahr 'sea' 

? akal<? akl 'food' 

barad. cbard 'cold' 

CaCuC as xabur4 xabr. 'news' 

CuCaaC as buraad < bard scolds 

CuCC as burr, -- basr 'opinion' 

No. 8 Zahran. 

No. 9, 35 Ghamid. 

No. 15 (Tehama) 

No, 1 Zahran. 

No. 7 Ghamid. 

No. 30 Ghamid. 

No. 23 Zahran. 

No. 29 Zahran. 

-L. Kc. 36 Bedouin Alsayyah1 

(iii) CaCaC becomes;: 

CaCC.. as mahl G mahal 'places No. 12, Ghamid, 

wald < walad #sonx or 'boy' No. 19, -37 Ghamid. 
bald< balad 'country' No. 38 Bedouin. 

CaCiC wariq < warag (g) 'leaf' No. 14 . 

(iii) CaCiC 33-30 becomes: 

CaCaC as malak4 malik 'king' No. 40 Ghamid 'Aqiq. 
, 

(iv) CiCC cJ-ý? becomes: 

CaCC as tafl tifl 'child' No. 8 Zahran. 

CuCaaC as ubaaYdsibb (colour' No. 31 Ghamid. 

CiCaaC as biSaar si'r 'poetry' No. 3T Ghamid. 

OO 

(V) CuCC becomes: 

CiCC as *isb n*uhb 'grass' No. 4 Zahran. " 

zifr- zufr 'nail' No. 15 Tehama. 
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, Cvi) CaCCa (h) becomes: 

CaCaCa as xasafa C xasfa 'mats No. 19 Ghamid,, 

talaga -stalga tshoott 31No. 2O Zahran. 

-eafana -Oafna 'part of camel body' No. 22 Zahran. 

(vii) CiCCa ckj becomes: 

Cucca as bu&raý < bi2fra (colloq. 'children$) 
No. 19 Ghamid. 

kuffa G' kiffe No. 30 Ghamid. 

viii) A. special pattern 6 (fatlaan) to describe a transient 

action (a temporary adjective) and that is common to all 
dialects: Jo'aan 'hungary', 'bardan 'who got cold' is heard 

in a variant form from the following informants; 

(barid) for bardaan 'got cold'. No. 9 Ghamid. 
(ta'ib) for ta'baan 'got tired'. No. 2 Zahran. 
But Jod 'hungry' is heard from the same informants, viz 2. 

Zahran. 

V'r 
(ix) pattern (fuIlaan) can be heard, for which Cl. Arabic has 

'=C s--ý) (ham') patterns:. 
humraan G humr 'red', plural of 'ahmer'': No. 9 Ghamid. 

Other plurals of this pattern have some changes in the vowels: 

nuswaan' G niswaan 'women' No. 32 Ghamid. 

mursaan L airsaan 'earring, No. 20 Zahran. 

(a) The pattern (fi'laan) is also used for the plural form: 

(wir'aan) 'childrent No. 23 Chamid. 

(bildaan) IvillagesC No. 14 Ghamid. 

(diifaan) 'guests' No. 15 Tahama. 

But the plural of (deyf) ! gaest' is doyuuf in the speech of 
No. l, 5 and 26 of Zahran tribes and No. 9 of Ghamid. 
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As an overall view, it may be taken as conclusive that the pattern 

ending on --aan 'has two functions in the dialect: (1) to indicate 

a transient action or state for which Cl. Arabic has a. Ca. CiC pattern; 
(2) as a form of broken plural regardless. of the first vowel, as we 
have observed: biaraan, war-tann, 'children' and Juddaan 'forefathers, 

(a Bedouin 36 Ghamid), Judraan 'wallst (No. 30, Ghamid); but no variant, 

forms of these plurals have been observed, neither Cl. (ýý. o140ý°ý ) 

or (judr) nor dialectal ones. 

(ai) Patterns of a long vowel after 2nd radical (fa'aal), (fu'aal) 

and (fi'aal) type have their common usage as plural forms; and 

they have minor differences in the first vowel from speaker to 

speaker; this is not helpful for grouping purposes. But where 

it is used for the singular, it shows some different tendencies: 

dumaal Nos. 15,19 and 28 Ghamid. 

Jumal 'camel' No. 4 Zahran. 

Jamal Nos. 2,5,8. Zahran; 36 Badouin. 

humaar No. 28 Ghamid. 

himaar No. 7 Ghamid. 

It is not possible to say why two people from Ghamid should pronounce 

a word differently (last two examples). 

2-3 The b 

(i) An Overall View 

The present dialect of Belad Ghamid and Zahran has no sign of 

Cl. gender distinguishable by inflexion, and thus a stopped 't' serves 

both first person singular and 2nd. P. Masc. Sing: Kata 'I wrote', 

Ka tabt "You (masc. sing. ) wrote' (informant No. 2, Zahran). The feminine 

gender is distinguishable by a long vowel (closed front ii): 

Katabtii ''You (Fem. Sing. ) wrote' (No. 2, Zehren). 
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For the number, apart from the dual which is lost from the old dialects 

the plurals of both masculine and feminine, instead of the Cl. (tum) 

and (tann) suffixes, have a long rounded back vowel i. e. uus 
zaraitui3-. 'You (Masc. P1) planted" (No. 4, Zahran). 

talabtu 
. 

', #You (Fem. P1) asked" (No. 2, Zahran). 

As for the first-person-plural suffia,,, of (naa) it does exist, but it is 

used for the singular and it is very rare to. hear the talabt (uu) type 

forms. 
In gender and number no variant form is observable except where we have 

an informant who is partly educated, wanting to appear sophisticated in 

his speech such as informant No-7 from Ghamid and No. 27 from Zahran. 

Thus in this case, gender and number as a basis for grouping the 

informants are out of the question. 

CU) In the use of verbal themes it is noticed that where some infor- 

mants use triliteral roots, especially strong and hollow roots, others 

use for the same purpose a derived theme of (ii) as: 
tarrakna4(ha) '(we) I left it' (No. 9). 

nazalna '(we) I entered' (No. 6), but. further 

examples of a derived theme used instead of'a simple theme of strong 

roots are not in our data, but there are many examples of this in 

weakened themes, especially, as mentioned above, in themes of hollow 

roots: 

ruhna Nos. 1,2,4, (Zahran) 9, (Ghamid). 

rawwahna Nos. 28,31 and 37 (Ghemid)o 

masiit ? ana No. 4 (Zahran). 

$ia66eyna No. 28 (Ghamid). 

These likewise may be observed in the imperfect. 

tismah ? aruuh 'let me go' No. 1, Zahrane 

xallina narrawwah 'let me go' No. 28, Ghamid, 

wahid ma yasib)laeyr I", ', 'one does not leave the good (opportunity; 

No. 3, Zahran. 

ma nassyyib halaal two do not leave the animals', (No. 37 Ghamid). 
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With the transitive meaning the most frequently used derived form is 

II. and it is common to all, but still it is used for intransitive 

purposes in some dialects, where simple themes of a strong root could 

be used: 

naYassil 'we take a bath or. we wash'. Dto. 1 Zahran. 

nagatt. aA "we cut (it)'. No. 1 Zahran. 

baddal 'he changed'. No. 3 Zahran. 

(iv) The theme 11 2 with an intransitive meaning is not observed; it is 

changed to Form I as in the speech of No-4 of Zahran. 

tastanfzk minho ul xawaariJ 'outsiders get benefit of its. But in 

the speech of Informant No. 38, a Bedouin-from Ghamid, it was noticed 

that he used IL instead of VII: 

bald ma kassar al kob "when the cup was broken'. 

But it is a very rare example; in general the common tendency in this 

case is to adopt Form V. but. not VII. 
Makassar +brokent No. 9 Ghamid* 

talawwan "got coloured' No. '. 4. Zahran. " 

taJaaima4 'gathered" No. 4 Zahran. 

In Form IX I, wherecy)is the final radical, the hamza of is 

replaced by a long after the first radical, provided that first 

radical is glottal or pharyngal. 
'aatii ? u'tii 11 gives No. l Zahran. 

This is not so in other roots which have a consonant other than t 

? akrim (ho) ? ukrimho ' I. respect him' No. 1 Zahran. 

The Hamzated root is always changed to '°w' in derived z 
r 

tawaraauu 'they dated* .< to? arraxu No. 28 Ghamid. 

yowaxxir "he removes' ' yo'a it No. 1 Zahran. 

? owaddi "I perform' L ? u? addii No. 1 Zahran. 

But when a hamza is the 2nd radical, it remains as Cl. Arabic in some 

dialects, and is changed in others by transferring it to derived Form II, 

then replacing it by w: 
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ruht, '1 want , gaal, the said', galt, $I said', No. 1,2,5 

Zahran. 

rawwahna, dawwari. t ºI looked forty Nos. 28,30 Ghamido 

but not always is this true of other roots;; e. g. 

sufna, two-saw' No. 28 Ghamid. 

qumna ºwe-aroset, No. 30 Ghamid. 

When a hamza-is the final radical, the simple theme is rarely used 

and is frequently changed to II theme; but when it is used, hamza is 

replaced by y in first person singular and plural and in all genders, 

but in 3rd person masculine it is changed to Owl' and tyt forms a 

diphthong along with preceding vowel. 

grayt grayna, greyt, No. 1 Zahran,, 

malayt mayna maleytii No. 9 Ghamid, 

and (grau) 'they. read' No-3 Zahran. 

gro No. 2 ° Zahran. 

The verb of final y and 'eil hamza, i. e. a doubly weak root, is 

pronounced as: -... - ' 
(raa) the sound of hamza is dropped No. 3 Zahran. 

3rd P. M. raau the sound of hamza is dropped MO. 3 Zahran. 

3rd P. M. raa (h) the sound of hamza is'dropped No. 2 Zahran. 

3rd P. M. row (a change by the same informant) No. 2 Zahran. 

No differences have been discerned in the other., gender and number. 

In the case of final hamza and medial alif the position of 3rd P. M. 

is the same as in (r ?aa). In 3rd P. M. it, becomes: 

Jaan No. 1,2,4. Zahran. 

Jo No. 36 Bedouin. 

Jo-W, No. 9 Ghamid. 

Finally, a major difference is seen only in the vowel followed by 

prefixes of the imperfect. It is in some speeches i and in some others 

u; examples: - 

1. Strong roots: -i- after imperfect prefix 
tisbah 'You put your hand on dust in order to 
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get clean'. IK, . 
tifham "you understand' 

nizra' 'we sow, 
nirgud "wo sleep'{ 

tiJlis 'you sit' 
ti'mal *Yom dot 

No. 1 

N. o. S'1 

No. 4 
No. 9 

No. 2 

No. 4 

Zahran. 

Zahran. 

Zahran. 

Ghamid. 

Zahran. 

Zahran. 

-u- after prefixes: 

nurgud 

yoxbur- 

tudmus' 

'we sleep' 

'ewe protect' 
the informs' 

4 ']o.. &, Gurca ' 

2. Weakened Hollow roots: - 

No. 27 

No. 15 
No. 16 

No. 36 

Ghamid. 

Tehama. 

Ghamid. 

Bedouin. 

noguul. No. 14 Ghamid. 

But nogul is common to all; this pattern varies in -a- and -u- as: 

ya uuf 'h" sees' No. 5 Zahran. 

tuguuf 'you seer No. 1 Zahran. 

? azuur 11 visit' No. 9 Ghamid. 

? aazuur" ý, No. 
, 
36 

_ 
Bedouin. 

norauh WL °ý No. 36 Bädouin. 

narauh No. 3 GZahran. 

3: In final. y imperfect the vowel followed by prefixes is -i- and -a, 

tiid'ii, '? y; 't, 4 'r e.. -4' 

yid'ii. 1+C emu, Nos. 19 3 Zahran. 

taJii . ̀/ "'cows 

yad'ii we e.. 41-º No. t 27 Ghamid, 

naaäii ''''t cam' No. 36 Badouin. 

Participles. - 

3-l, The Active Participle: 

Here differences are not in the forms but in the places of its use. 
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? ana ? iJii Kum (verb) 

ma howa Jaa'ii. Kum 
6uf how hamilha 

ma how raadii 

? aakul ha (imperfect) 

nahna gaaribha 

IL will come to you'. No. 

'He is not coming to see yo 
'See he is loading it (F)'. 

'He does not agree with'. 
'I eat it'. 

'We drink it'. 

I 

al. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

No. 

Zahran. 

No. 10 Zahran. 
16 Ghamid. 

3 Zahran. 

8. Zahran. 

27 Ghandd. 

Thus informants No. 10,16,3 and 27 use the participle in a place 

where informants No. 1 and 8 use an imperfect verb. 

3-2. The Passive Participle: 

These have different forms of simple and derived themes and no 

rule can be established. I. e. some of the informants use a passive 

participle of the simple verb and others of derived themes for the 

same purposes 
syyare mashuuna' le Jeddah 'A loaded car deddah'. 

syyara musahhana bandora 
01 - 

yii&ii fit ? ingaq mosabbara 

? awaanii maksuura 

graayalmukassara 

41 4. The Imperatives: 

a 

No. 4 Zahran. 

'A. car loaded with tomatoes. 

No. 15 Tehama. 

'It (tomatoe) comes in a packed tin'. 

No. 4. 

'broken pots' No. 12. 

'broken reading', 

4-1. Since the dialectal conjugation consists of only four forms, twCr 

for masculine singular and plural and two for feminine singular and 

plural, the differences among the informants occur in the last form, 

i. e. Fem. Pln. as a group of informants use the form of the Masc. Plu. 

for Fem. Pluo as well. Besides this, the other difference concerns 

the vowel process. Both kinds of difference may be observed side by 

side=, as followingr- 
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From strong root *Katabl to write 
From weakened root (ham za&d ) (gra? a)'töreadt. 

Maso. Sing. - ? oktob (i) ? oktub (3,5 and 9) ? agra (all of them). 

Plu. - ? oktobuu. (i) ? uktobu (3 and 9) ? agow ? agruu (5). 

Fem. Sing. - ? oktubnah (3)". ? uktobii. (3 and 9), ? agrii (3) 

? oktubnah (3. ) ? a(öw (all of them). 

The same conjugation as'above is collected from the speech of informant' 

Nos. 319 18 and 26 of Ghamid In this way: - 

Masc. Sing. ? aktub ? igra 

Plu. ? aktobuu. ? igro 

Fem. Sing. ? aktobii. ? egrii 

Plu. ? aktobuu. ? igro 

Some odd forms that are enough to give an idea of other forms; those 

which have been collected from the speech of different informants are 

given below to illustrate 1) Imperative forms from derived themes, 

and 2) the differences among groups of informantsi 

Form IL raww., h °C -J 1 ruh de ( O': j 

sayyeb ' L0, siibuuh - 
ý''4 , 

s" 

haddin 
PrOä -+r ýIý+. ptyaliM7 

waxxir e ! ra ek 

From the reduplicated radicals Imperative forms are noted as following: 

K. Sing. S alley 

F. Sing. S allii_ 

5*. The Forms of the Plural 

As far as the eý- c? , or sound plural, is concerned, what is 

common to all is that they have no -uun pattern of the active participle, 

e. g. c'Ä muslimuun. The only surviving pattern is of the -teen 

suffix for both active and passive participle plurals. 
There are some kinds of difference in the usage of broken plurals, 
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but the patterns of broken plurals have no peculiarity in the dialect. 

Since all of them are endorsed by Cl. Arabic, the difference occurs 

in the tendency of some informants to depend on a certain pattern 

rather than on others. Another difference is in the usage of a pattern 

that is peculiar in a word, as sasyaat L±. (No. 4 Zahran) instead 

of ',, L.. '' ; this is commonly used and recorded by informants as 
follows: - 

haflaat- 3.5 Zabran. 2:: baafayel 22 Zahran, 
tankaat- 2,4 Zahran. 

? asbaak 15 - Tehama 

3. baauura 1 

The single words used 

much used by informan- 

halaal 

belaad 

xasab(1) 

Zahran 4" 

tawaanik 30 Ghamid. 

sabaayak 29 Ghamid. 

bictraan 29 Ghamid. 

wir'aan 17 Zahrano 
bildaan 34 Ghamid. 
buldaan 8 Zahran. 

9 Ghamid. 

only for the plural and having no singular are 
is 29,, 34# 36 and 38, of Ghamid: e. g. - 

lcattlet. 

"agricultural farms", 

(1) In lit. Arabic (xasab) is plural and to describe its singular a 
t is added: 
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6. ' -The-Conclusion - -, 

To place the informants whose speechris similar in separate 

groups according to the variations noted in the above pages and to 

reach a reasonable conclusion, we have to bear-in mind the follow- 

ing points; r__, 

i) The various tribes and their branches no longer preserve any 

distinctive speech-characteristics. Thia. may be a result of their 

movements from place, -to 
place which. have been greatly facilitated 

during the last two decades by new modes of transport which have 

largely superseded the camel, their mixing with the people of other 
tribes on Bazar days, intermarriage, or any other factor that has 

had the practical result of reducing the differences from tribe to, 

tribe. 

ii) Occupation does affect speech, but in the case of. 'these: tribes 

it may be"seen from the list. of information that the majority of the 

people are engaged in agriculture. Those who are not peasants and 

engage in other occupations, =such as shepherds, milkmen,, * grocers 

and labourers, are also connected directly or indirectly with agri- 

culture, either as part. -time workers or by-doing labouring jobs on 

farms, or-farming their own'smallholdings. Thus . the' inhabitants of 

our-area are not distinguished from one anotherby trade or'occupation. 

iii) Communal religious differences are not operative in this area 

asiall the inhabitants adhere to the Sunni branch of the Muslim faith* 

iv) Changes in speech consequent on changes in the social status of 

a person have also no place in this area because people who become:, 

wealthy move to the big cities of the kingdom such as Mecca, Jedda 

*These men are engaged in mixed farming which includes small-scale 
dairy farming, their-surplus produce, milk, and sometimes butter 

and cheese, being sold for profit. Occasionally cattle are sold 
for meat, generally to local butchers. ) 
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and 2Lif, 'leaving their native villages-to the poor peasants. There 

are famous trading firms in Jedda, Riya*d and other cities of the 

S , gdom belonging to natives of Zahran and Ghamid. 
Those who hold low ranking jobs in any Government Department, 

for instance in-the lesser clerical grades of the Post Office- or 
Revenue Office:, have a big; enough change in their social status to 

distinguish them from the rest of the population, but their speech 
does not. show any special characteristics. 

v). The effect of education on speech may be observed to some limited 

extent and it is known in all dialects that educated persons try their 

best-to speak, especially to foreigners, in classical Arabic or in 

semi-Classical style. In this area there were some who were partially 

literate and who. tried to be sophisticated in their speech but were 

unable to continue for long in this way, especially when they were 
interrupted by cross questions. 

Hence the only distinctions which may be observed are the diff- 

erences linked with the area to which informants belong and our 
distribution maps shows that. our. informants are differentiated in terms 

of three zones: - 
i) Those who live in a central town, like al-Baha, al-Zafir and 
Raghdan and their suburbs, -are under the influence-of the Meccan 

dialect and their-speech is distinguishable from the rest of the area. 
ii) Those who live in the Northern part of Zahran and those who live: 

in the Southern part of Ghamid make special groups which sometimes 

agree: with each other and sometimes not. 

If this view is correct, we can assume three groups in all: 
1. Central region. 

2. Northern region. 

3'. Southern region. 
( See Map, Ai) 
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GEOGRAPHICAL ASPECTS OF THE DIALECTICAL VARIATIONS 

We now study the variant features occurring in the speech-of our 

region as listed above (6.1. ) according to their geographical distri- 

bution. Map-No.. (A-i) shows the location of our informants and the 

speech variations occurring in the materials obtained from various 

informants will be plotted accordingly. 

1. Phonology (Cf 1-2) 

(a) (J) is pronounced as English /J/ and it also resembles /y/, a 

palatal semi vowel. If both pronunciations are plotted in the map it 

will appear that /J/ resembling /y/, i. e. palatal semi vowel, is 

pronounced once in the central area by informant No. 5 and in the 

northern region of the map by Nos. 3,17, and, 29. /J/ is common to the 

whole central northern pocket of "Agiq and throughout the southern 

region (Map Ph. I). 

(b) /0/ (cf. 2, b) has three variants: (i) as English (th) in (thing), 

(ii:. ) as unvelarized /t/ and, /s/. Maps No. 2 and 3 show that the /s/ 

pronunciation (informants Nos. 4,5,9 and 15) occurs only in the 

central west, the /t/'pronunciation occurs (informants Nos. 36,33, 

39 and 40) in the-central east and /$/ is common everywhere. 

(c) /&/ (cf. 1-2C) has three pronunciations: /a/, /Z/, and /d/ 

(Cf. l-2 b, c). When these variations are plotted on the map it shows 

that: 

/t/ (informants Nos. 1,4,8,9,15) is pronounced in the centre and 

in the north of our region. 

/z/'(, informants Nos. 3,14,34,19 and 31) occurs mainly in the south 
and sporadically in the north. 

The /d/ pronunciation has only one example (viz-NO-304 it is in the 

south (Maps N. o. 4). 

(d) /q/ has two pronunciations; /g/ and /k/ (cf. 1-2d). 
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/g/"is common to most of the informants throughout our region except 

on the border between north and south. 
/k/ (informants Nos. 15,11,36 and 28) is found only in the west- 

south and centre; see Map No. 5. It occurs only, in the final position. 

(. e) Consonant clusters (see S 1-2 E). There are three ways of deal- 

ing with clusters: 
1) Both consonants are pronounced without anaptyxis; 

2) With anaptyxis; 

3) The final consonant is dropped. -- 

After-plotting'these' - variants on the map it will appear that: 

No. 1 (both consonants pronounced without an anaptyxis vowel) 

(Informants Nos. 3,20, -29,32 and 34) is found in the north, 

northern fringe. of the centre and-the extreme south. 

No. 2, viz. pronounced with an anaptyais'vowel, (informants Nos. 359 

36 and 16) is found in the eastern central area. 

No. 3, viz. final consonant, is dropped (informants Nos. 19 and 31) 

is found in the southern central area. . (M4 Nod) 

(t) The Vowels 

/e/'= /1/ (cf. l-3A ) occurs: clearly in the north together with the 

borderland and central area (informants"Nos. 1,2,4,5,26,3,29, 

23 and 25)- 
/i/ = /I/ (info =ant s.. Yos.... 7, J11, '36,31 and 19) occurs in the 

southern region 

g) The Diphthong ju3 3', cf. l-3B) pronounced in two ways. as /ey/ 

and as long /aa/ before hnfna1, suffixes. /ey/ (Nos. 5p 20 and 11) 

it occurs in the centre and the north. /aa/ is heard from informants 

Nos. 28,31 and 27 in the eastern part of the southern area. 

(12) Ida-la 

The only sort, of Iiila. observed (that. is /a/ to /e/) occurs in the 

north and once in the centre. (informants Nos. 1.26,33). (Map 7) 
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2. MORPHOLOGY 

(a) anaa has four different 

1) anaa Informants Nos. 

21,22,24,25,26, 

2) aani Informants Nos. 

3) aana:,. Informants Nos. 

4) aane "0. 

forms (of 2.1), - 

1,2,. 3,4,5,7,8,9,15,19,20, 

31 and 32. 

10,13,16t'-230 27,33,36 and 39. 

129 20 and 30- 

14. 

It'these four forms are plotted on the map, it appears that anaa 

occurs all over the greater part (south, centre and north) of our 

area, but not in the east, centre and north). 

*aani occurs in the east, north and south (including centre). 

ºaana occurs in the west, south and north (but not in centre). 

""sane occurs only once in the north. See Map No. _$. 

(b) anta has four forms (of. 2.1); 

1) int informants Nos. 1,2,3,8,9,11,35,16,23'and 29. 

2) into-, intü. informants Nos. 7,13,30,31,33, and 35. 

3) inta-inte 5,26 and 29. 

4) att, " "' 10,12 and 14. 

If these four forms are plotted on the map, it appears that int 

occurs in the centre (B. and W) and also in a pocket in the extreme 

north. 

into into occur only in the south. 

inta i_nte occur: scattered over. the edges of mountainous regions, in 

the north and centre. 

att. occurs only in the extreme south. See Map No. q'. 

(0) aanntI has two forms: 

1) int - informants Nos. 1,8,9,10,23,20 and 27. 

2) intii - informants Nos. 5 and 11. 

If these two forms are plotted on the mag it appears that: 
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intii is apparently common. 
int is scattered and rare in the west-central area. iec rt, 1o. 

(, d) Kowa The various forms of howa are-. 

1) hum informants Nos. 1,2,3,5,9,18,24,25 and 28. 

2) hoo 

3) ho "-" 12,13t. 199 20,23, 
"28,29 and-31. 

4) huuwa 7. 

5) howa 10,22 and 32. 
6) howl " 4. 

If these forms are plotted on the map, the following facts emerge: 

we can divide these forms into two main groups: -- those without (w) 

and those with (w). 

A. forms without, (w) 

huu is found in the central area south and east, and also 
in a pocket in the north. 

hoo. occurs once as a 
-variant 

to huu in the centre. 
ho occurs in the extreme north and in the south of our 

area, but not apparently in the centre. 

B. forms with (. m) . 
huuwa occurs once in the western central area. 
howa occurs scattered in the north and south. 
ho_ occurs once in the south (. see Map No, l"B). 

(e) nafiu has; four forms: 

1) nohno informant N. o. 5. 

2) nehna informants Nos. 1,2,3,4,8., 9,1 ; 26 and 32. 

3) aehna informants Nos. 7,10,23" and 24. 

4) hinna 12,13,16,19,20,27,29,33,34,37 

and 40. 

(ý) hu } howa. 
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If these forms are plotted on the map the following facts emerge. 
We can divide these forms into two sub-groups: 

A) with /n/; 

B) without /n/_and where, there is initial hamza: fehna nehna 

nahnu, 
1e 

s ein. j 

A) with /n/'nobo occurs once in the western centre. 
fiehna occurs in the western centre and in pockets in the 

north and once in the extreme south. 
hinna occurs in the south and sporadically in the north. 

rýehna occurs in the north and once in the south. 

See Map No. 1a.. 

(f) antuen has two forms: 

intuu - informants Nos. 1,2,3,4,7,11,15,16,24, 

25,33 and 37. 

into intum informants Nos. 5,14,30 and 38. 

If these two forms are plotted on the map it appears that: 

intuu occurs in the centre, west and east and in a 
pocket in the north. 

intom occurs in the extreme south and in the south of 
the centre. 

See Map No. iß. 

(g) hum has five variant forms: 

1) hum informants Nos. 9,15 and 25. 

2) huum 1,2,3,8, -26 and 27. 

3) humma 4,5,20,24 and 40- 

4) um 7,32 and-33. 
5) umma 't " 10,11,14,16,19 and 34. 

If these forma are plotted on the map it appears that: 

hum occcurs in the centre and north. 
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humor occurs in the centre and once in the north, 

humma occurs in the centre and in the north. 

um occurs in the west and east and in the centre (towards the south). 
Umma occurs in-the south and on the border and the centre (south/ 

" north). 
See Map No. 1k. 

(h) haha has two forms: 

haa/ haaaa informants Nos. 1,4 and 5. 

hadaak informants Nos. 7 and 3. 

The map shows that: 

haadat; occurs in the western centre. 

hadaak occurs in the north. and south of the centre. 

See Map No. 15. 
k0. ' d ,'r 

haat" -y has two dialectal forms: 

1) dopt informants Nos. 1 and 5. 

2) dola informants Nos. 13,15 and 36. 

The map shows that dol occurs in the central west and on to the north, 

and dole occurs in the south and along the western border to the south. 

See Map No. 1'9. 

(i) ma (negative particle) has two formst 

ma informants Nos. 5,9 and 26, 

mow; informants Nos. 13,20 and 20. 

The map)shows thata_a. occurs in the western centre and on towards 

the north, and mow: occurs in the south and in the extreme north. 

17 

If we now review our findings as a whole we see that there are 

three regional sub-groups as follows: 
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1) the South. 
2) the North. 

3) the Centre. 

The southern part-is sometimes, linked with the north in particular 
features. The centre is often linked with a pocket in the north, but 

often stands alone. 

The main characteristics of these three sub-regions are as 
follows: 

A. The Southern Region: 

1) In this area the pronunciation of (Z) as /7/ is preserved, 

no variant sound being heard throughout. the area. ( c3 ) is pro- 

nounced commonly as %g/, but on one occasion it has been recorded as 
/k/ in the final positions. ( 7) is usually pronounced as At and 

has once been heard as /d/. ( -) is pronounced as /(Y/* as a common 

feature, but: near. the border between Ghamid and Zahran it is: sounded 

as /t/ (dental stop unvelarized). In the-case of vowels, a closed 

front-short vowel is used in its: closest. position as /. T/ of Alp,, r, 

as-in (bilaad). 

As a general tendency the final consonant of a cluster is dropped, 

as ('lux) for ('uxt), 'but in some parts it is used without an anaptyxio 

vowel. 

2) With regard to Morphology, a paradigm of the Personal Pronouns 

may illustrate the characteristics of the regions 

lst: P. Sing. ana - as a general form, but sporadically aana 

2nd P. M. "'. into intu is common, but sometimes att (i. e. without 
the e'nt). 

2nd P. F. ". intii. 

3rd P. M. ". ho - but sometimes how; i. e. (/w/ as a consonant). 

lot P. Plu. hinna - is common; in one case only, near the border line, 

it was heard as ehna. 

2nd P. M. " '. intom. 

3rd P. M. "0 uma and om . 
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For the demonstrative pronoun haaa for masce haaäif for fem. are 
recorded. 

For the lexical features this group is distinguished from others 

as it has some words used. with a different meaning from that in other 

regions, e. g. kursi; in other areas it is a special kind of bed,. 

but is used here for any kind of seat; likewise ibriig is used in 

other areas for a special kind of water-jug, while in this region 

it may apply to any vessel used for water* 

Apart; from these and certain other examples, this region preserves 

Cl. Ar. words in their unchanged meanings, e. g. (dard) (to walk) 

arsad (to lead). 

B. The Northern Region: 

It-is distinguishable from other sub-regions in the following 

respects: - 
In phonology the C) pronunciation is linked with the south, 

as it is pronounced as /0/p but, in some parts of this region it resembles 
the /s/' sound. ( U) in some parts of this region is pronounced as 
/k/", but in final position only. The Imala of (alit to an /ö/ sound 
is one of the characteristics of this region which does not occur 
in the other two sub-regions. As for the diphthong, especially in 

the nominative suffixes, /ey/ is sounded as in 'ale ha , while in 

other regions it becomes /Lalaah '. Clusters are pronounced without 

an anaptyxis3vowel; e. g. /mild/' (salt). 

In Morphology a paradigm. of personal pronouns may once again 

illustrate the facta#more clearly: 

lot P. Sing* anaa 

2nd P. M. "' . intu is common, but in some parts /int with a 

closed syllable'is heard. 

2nd P. P. "' . int. - as for M in other parts. 

3rd p. g. ". how - as in the Southern region. 

1st: P. ` Pluo ea- is common and hinna (as in the south) is 

found sporadically. 
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2nd P. M. Plu. intu -- is common, without any distraction from 
2nd P. M. Sing. 

In demonstrative pronouns has&a is-common, and for F. haactii 

without. an At sound. after., (d) is used. 

The special pronoun for the Plu, in Cl. Ar. has the form 
dola in this region. , 

In lexical features this region is distinguishable from the centre; 

e. g. ISafair is used for 'knife' as in the southern region, while in 

the central region. it. is used for awoman's breast. In other features 

the region agrees withthe south, but not with the centre. 

See maps 23', 24,25,26,27 and also (cf. 4.5). 

C. The Central lion: 

This is distinguishable from the rest of the main regions in 

phonology as follows: 
(Z) is pronounced commonly as /J/', a. semivowel with palatal sound 

resembling /y/, throughout the area. 
In the pronunciation of /9/'and /a/ this region agrees with some 

N 

parts of the north. (. 'c9 ) is everywhere as 
A short close front vowel /1/"is pronounced here as A. P. I. /. /. 

half close to half open, e. g. /btlaad/ for /bilaad/ in the south and in 

the north. 
In Morphology its features are illustrated by the following paradigm 

of the personal pronouns: 

lot P. Sing. ana. 

2nd P. M. ". int. 

2nd P. F. ". intii - sometimes it becomes int, i. e. without any 

distinction between 2nd P. M. And P. 

3rd IL . huu. ' 

lot P. Plu* uehna -. is common, rarely nano. 

2nd P. M. ". intuu or into is commonl,: r(both in an open syllable 

and in final). 

3rd P. M. ". Fhuum is common. or uum is also heard, but 

only once. 
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For the demonstrative pronoun haaaa is common. 
For the negative particle ma is in common use. No variant such as 
/ma is observed as it is in the southern region. 

As for lexical features, most of the foreign words are used in this 

region (cf. 4,5). In other features it often agrees with some parts 

of the north, but rarely with the south. 
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PART I 

T iIh'CiýISTIG DATA; 

(Chapter I) 

PA6 tJOLO(3Yr. 

ý, ä 

The p4onological system of the dialect of Belad Ghamid and Zahran 

is, as is that of other Arabic dialects, made: up. of consonants, semi- 

vowels and vowels as well as certain stress patterns. 

2.1. Consonants: 

The classification of the consonants is related to the place and 

the manner of the articulation; thus according to the place of the 

articulation the dialect has bilabial, labio-dental, dental, alveolar, 

palatal, velar, uvular, pharyngal, and glottalt according to the 

manner of the articulation we have: plosive, nasal, lateral, fricative, 

flap, roll, semivowel and velarized consonants. 

A full set of consonants of the dialect; may be drawn as follows: - 

(Note: In the transliteration of the. dialect, the plosive voiced 

velar is transcribed as (g)s as the uvular (q) of the Cl. Arabia does 

not exist in the dialect). 

ýýý 
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BILABIAL LABIO- DENTAL ALVEOLAR 
DENTAL 

PLOSIVE 

NASAL 

LATERAL 

FRICATIVE 

FLAP 8c ROLL 

(Yy) 
W 

SEMIVOWELS 

WITH PLOSIVE 
VELARIZATION. 

FRICATIVE. 



ýr_ 
-ý5b- 

I 

..,, -_ 

a a 

PAL AL VELAR UVULAR PIIARYN- CLQTTAL 
GAL 

" fi ý: PLOSIVE; 
L F. 

NASAL 

LATERAT, 

FRICATIVE 

FLAP & ROLL 

SEMIVOWELS YLJ 

WITH PLOSIVE 
VELARIZATION. 

FRICATIVE. 

1-2. An Overall view of the above consonants; 

There are eight. groups of the unvelarized consonants: Velarized 

consonants are discussed separately in the appropriate section below. 

1Z Plosivesx There are six plosives represented by b, t, d, k, g and 
, ", these occur in all positions (initially, medially and finally). 
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Examples of their'use in various positions may be given as follows: - 

beet "a'"house" tibYa, "you wish" turaab "dust"-. 

2. tura46 "dust"- martiin "rifle" best "house". 

D. dalw "bucket", bidaal "exchange"' b trd "cold". 

K. kabiir "big" bukra "tomorrow" mabruuk "blessed"'. 

G, Baal. "he said" yogaul "he says" hh Wbi1 ngjng-1tow; 

to ? ibn "son" so? aal "question" laa? M /. y "no". 

The glottal catch (i. e. a (? ) sound) may; also occur, as any consonantal 

sound, in a two-consonantal cluster at: the beginning of a word; 
t? axxar'_"to be late", ? alf, "thousand"; when the glottal catch is 

initial snd ? ollowed, by a. vopel, it disappears if there is a liaison 

with the preceding word; xuuya ? axuuya "my brother". and buys 

? abuuya "my father". It also. disappears when the following consonant 

is a pharyngal, or t or-when it is preceded by a central a vowel, thus: 

'aarif ? a'rif 
had ? ahad 

madrii. ma? adrif. 

2. Pricatives: 

There are eleven non-velarized fricatives; seven are voiceless: 

f, 4, s, A, x, h and h; -and four are voiced: ' cY, z, y, and !. All 

of these fricatives occur in all three positions, except that 'h" and 

�9�, are., rarely used in the final position, thus' 

Y. fagiir "poor",, aafi 
, 

"protector"', xelaaf 

0. 8'a mar "fruit"' inuOmir "fruitful"' haye 

s, alaam "p: QQCe" Muslim "Muslim" bass 

ukr "thanks" yistaa'il "he works blaaA` 
OR 

., 

mans 

"opposition". 

"as". 

"stop". 

"for nothing" 

"ntlri" . 
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Q 
Z. xeyr, "good" 2axbaar 

h, aafi "protector" mahfuuz 

h, humma "they"' fah1a 

d. cTubaab "fly", 

Z. zirfaal "pipe" 

.Y anam "cattle" 

�, "aý "clever" 

biict aan 

mizbala 

laa'wat 

ma I luum 

"news" 

"protected" 

"ignorant gar 
joJpeople"' 

"egg-plant"ý 

"dirt,,:, " 

"language" 

"known" 

taariix 

baare 

bulh 

laaii1 

xurz. 

Subaa» 

mat 

"date"'. 

"last night* 

"stupid". 

"delicious". 

"hole". 

"colour". 

"with", 

3. Affricates: 

The only affricate in this dialect is /i/: The affrication of 

lc to C that: isjfound in some northern dialects is not observed here. 

4. Nasals: 

The two nasale, represented by 'n' and lmr occur in all positions. 

5. Semi-vowels: 

The two phonemes represented by /v/ and /y/ function as consonants 

in all positions. But where morphological change puts /y/'between two 

other-consonants, it functions as the respective vowel /'i/, as in 

yargud - 'he sleeps': when it is prefixed by the 010 preposition 

it becomes it d'- for his sleeping. $ (5) Likewise /w/'passes 

into the vocalic role of "u" when it is brought between two consonants, 

as: - 2iOneyn ueisriin . 
? iOney wa *, eäriin "twenty-two". Numbers 

21-29 are pronounced similarly except in deliberate speech, (D 

A. voiced palatal semivowel /'y/ is a variant pronunciation of a 

voiced palatal affricate /J/, heard by informants Nos. 1,9 and 27. 

05 cc P. Sq 4,,,, e,, -4 
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6. Lateral: 

The non-velarized lateral represented by "1"-is pronounced as 
an English "114, and velarized "1",, has an-emphatic voice: (see note on 
velarization). - 

7. '. Flamm 

. The alveolar flap is produced without pharyngalization only 
when it is preceded-by-a front close vowel-(i) or halt closed (e) 

as (riJ]. i "foot" or ! eba"', "entrust": 

8. Soll 

The alveolar roll represented by "rr"°occurs only in the final 

position, as in lburr ', "wheat"', but not when final "r" is preceded 
by a long vowel, as fl aäiir' , "barley", "babuur'", "ship"', ýkubaar; ', 

"big ones". 

1-3. Velarization. 

In the dialect; of Belad Ghamid and Zahran the velarization falls 

into two groups; phonemic and non-phonemic, 

A. Phonemic 

Forming contrasting pairs with a, t, d and z are the velarized 

consonants, s, t, d and z. (The last one, ive., Ff is very rare and 
a 

is commonly produced like(d)except in deliberate speech). These 

pharyngalized consonants are independent phonemes; examples: - 

tiin "fi s"' -i daan "distance" g,, seyr ,, 
tiin "clay", daan "sheep", yaSiir "becomes"; 

and zafra "hair-bun", and zafiir "name of a torn"-. 

" (1) By "deliberate speech" is meant the dialect of those (contd. ) 
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B. In non-phonemic velarized consonants we have two groups: 

conditional velarization and stable velarization. 
i) Any consonant, except glottals, (? ) and (h), may be produced as 

velä. rized if it occurs before or after-a phonemic velarized consonant, 

as in tabla, "drum", 'darr, "hauberk", jayyar, "very little" and 

zaalim, "villain". But on the other hand it is also observed, 

especially in, the dialects of !: -, "ý ="`groups (1,8 ¬'I 26), that a 

non-velarized (s) passes its influence to, a phonemic-velarized 

sawwii saber c sabr "keep patient"'but, this is rare. 

ii) Another_'set of consoants often receives velarization in (r) fol- 

lowed by a central unrounded short vowel /a/ orýa rounded back vowel 

"u"t- rabbil-kalba, "owner of a katba", ruhnal best, "we went home". 

/i/ is commonly velarized when its positioning brings it into the 

middle of a syllable, --'i,, *oluum, "sciences". An initial 

sometimes receives velarization: labbayk, "I am present". The most 

commonly occurring but exclusive instance of its velarization is the 

word 'Allah or Wallah. 

24 The Vowels System: 

As for other Arabic dialects it seems best. to envisage the 

vowels as arranged in two sub-systems of short and long vowels. 

The approximate tongue. positions of the short vowels in this 

dialect, as a whole, are indicated by the diagram and by the details; 

relating to each below: - 
u-ýýý7 

(Contd. from back page) partly educated informants in which certain 
words are recorded very consciously, in order to attain the "correct"; 
level of speech, as defined by the traditional manner-of reciting 
the Kuran. 
(2) Velarization. Consonant sounds are sometimes modified by the 
raising of the back of the tongue. 
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0 

i)=(I) A short front unrounded close vowel with centralization and 

slightly forward, occurs in all positions, but it is often stressed 

when it occurs in initial and final positions; thus: - 

bildaan "land, country" 

fidaar "in the house" 

iwa? "yes" 

illa fi "yes, there is" 

int "you" (P. M. ) 

a()A lower high half close front unrounded short vowel 

occurs only in medial positions and has no long equivalent; 

bolaad "village, land or farm" (1,9,36) 

k:, taab "book" 

xayaam "tent" 

/e/ A half close to half open unrounded short front vowel occurs in 

all positions but rarely in initials; 

behakam "proper name" 

medaan "field" 

imbaareh "laut night" or "yesterday" 

"Imala" is indicated by this vowel and the following are examples of 

its use in the final position; 
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. adde "proper name"- ) 

triode "kidney" 

musajjale "recorder" 

(22) 

(18 and 3) 

/a/ . An open central vowel with no lip rounding, when it occurs in 

the contiguity of an emphatic consonant and often in contiguity with 
bilabials, sounds as (a) back quality. 

hadar "settled tribes" 

äomal "camel"' 
Sallu "pray (Imperative). 

It is also sounded as (14) when it occurs in contiguity with the 

emphatic and guttural consonants; - 

walad w ac Lxý(ý "child". (4), 

aabar, 
CKM"news", (2) 

hag "belonging to" (used by many informants) 

In the final position it, occurs only-, when stress is given to initial 
/a/, as häya "shynessO, but if the final /a/ is stressed it goes 
halfway to a long vowel; hayä (haya) "life"'. 

A. lower mid-back short vowel with lip rounding equivalent to 

unrounded front /e/ occurs only in medial positions; 

Tom "day" (frequent) 

01 b "cloth"' or "shirt"' (frequent) 

&. 3 g" "taste" (1). 

o: A. htgher rounded short vowel of back quality occurs in all three 

positions; 

oktob "write" (M) (Imperative) (2) 

oktobii "write" (F) (2) 

banadora "tomato" (1,4 and 5). 

raayaho "they went" (24) 

bardo "still" (frequent). 
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u= rounded back closed vowel, occurs in all positions; 

'uemaan "proper name" (5) 

urdun "proper name" (32) 

intu "you" (for F. and M. ) (1 and 2) 

burr "wheat" (1) 

2.2. Long Vowels 

The diagram below shows the tongue positions of the long vowels 

used in this dialect; - 

tý üu, 

ee 
00 

/iiy This is a close spread long vowel frequently occurring in final, 

often in medial position, and very rarely in initial position; 

iiwah "yes" (12) 

zambiil "bag" (18) 

fii "there is (certainly)" (frequent) 

zahraanii "one belonging to Zahran". 

/ee/ A mid-front spread long vowel. 

beed "whites" biid 

beed "eggs" 

keef "how" 

xeer "good". 

It is a free variant of /ii/. 

according to lit. Ar. 
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/aa/" The long open, slightly retracted, central long vowel; 

xaah -"he Went"ý .ý 
ufre quent ) 

buldaan "land" or "areas" (1 and 32) 

banadoraa "tomato"' (12) 

oa A. mid back rounded vowel occurring.. rarely in initial position 

and frequently in medial and final position; 

? oomur-- "give orders", (, Imperative of omr "to order") 

daa? oo "they came"' > -, (13; ) 

gaalooh: :. "they told me"- =( ) 

uu s -A-close-back rounded, vowel.. occurring in medial and, final 

position; ._;. _ ,, "' 

buuya "my father" (1) 
- (When calling them) 

xuuya.. "my brother" (1) 

duubu "just now"; 'c (2) 

riibaatuu "their doubts" (5) 

2.3'. . Diphthongs* 

The treatment =of the diphthongs in this dialect is similar to that, 

of many other Arabic dialects; therefore, diphthongs of various kinds: 

occur for which lit. Arabic has the same combinations, as: - 

/ay/ ayyat "Which", 

xurayya, "my brother" or "slave'". 

/ey/ howey "what is the matter? " (4). 

In fact the long vowels /ii/, /ee/, /uu/ and /oo/ serve the purpose 

for which in lit. Arabic /ey/, '/uw/, /ow/ were used. The necessary 
diphthongs which are not indicated by long vowels are /ayf and /uy/; 

otherwise lei/ is indicated by /ii/ and /ey/'by fee/. The only 
difference; between long /ee/'and diphthong /ey/"ia that /ey/'receives 
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a stress while the long vowel does not necessarily receive any; 

-beet 
beyt. "house" 

nasiit naseit "forgot* 

2.4. Consonant clusters and Anaptyxis: 

i) Initial positions; 

In the combination of two consonants that occur initially the dialect 

as a whole tends to assimilate to the following consonant unless that 

consonant is emphatic or /? /' or. /'*/'. 

/t/ plus /sawwi/ is usually "ssawwi"' you do" (20). 

and likewise post consonantal clusters tend to assimilation; - 
? es, plus /sawwi/ becomes a ? essawi "what shall I do? "- (18). 

In post-vocalic positions the initial consonant cluster generally 

remains, thus; - 
lamman taruii "when you go". 

it) Medial position; 

The above examples are sufficient to show that. this kind of cluster 
is common and no helping vowel (anaptyctic) is required; 

niAtY tl "we work',! (1) 

yoktub who writes"'(2). 

iii) The two or three consonants which occur in final positions tend 

to be treated differently by the various informants. Some of the 

informants tend to pronounce consonant clusters without any anaptyctic 

vowel while others cannot pronounce it. without a helping vowels 

? ozt. (2,59,15) ? oxt" (18,28,31) oxit (26) "sister". 
6e'r" (2 and 5) 26444r (33) ýa'aw(24) "poetry". 

Jabl. (4 and 5) Jabal (30) -Jabal "mountain". 

bard (2) barad (16) barad "cold". 
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iv), Three consonant clusters: 

Such a cluster may occur after the article "al"-which is usually 

pronounced tust. as "L"; (that is, it is pronounced so laxly as to 

be: almost inaudible), and when the syllable endwin a vowel, or 

when there is a plural of a word ending in a vowel; 

1-mdaaris "schools" (5). 

1-graya- "recitation of the Quran"' 

or "reading". (4). 

1-bduura "children"- (i). 

2.5. Gemination: 

Al final geminate cluster occurs in the plosive consonants and nasals 

as endorsed by Cl. Ar, under the terms of "Qalgala". - examples from 

the dialects are as below: - 

habb "seeds*, 

watadd "Peg" . 

damm "blood". 

The nasal geminate clusters are retained in word junctions: - 
(.? int Jinn wala ? ibn ? aadam) "Are you. a jinn or a human being? ", 

(damm raah blaas) 'His: blood was spilled with impunity". 

The dialect has a tendency to gemination in the case of the lateral 

consonant: - (kull) "every" or "all" - provided it is not followed 

by another word, in which case the gemination is retained, an to 

(kull saa! a) "every time". An-initial geminate cluster may be 

assumed when consonants are of "Shamsiya", type and the article "al" 

or-"el"'is dropped either as a forma as in (yaa s-salaam)1 

(1) yaa. s-salaam is a forma with the meaning "How wonderful! "or "How. 

surprising it ist". Salaam here is a name of God. In greetings 
(salam UL''aalaikum), "Peace be on you"; na initial geminate cluster is 

rossible because .t is always followed by (ºalaikum) and is therefore 
single consonan . 
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"How wonderfult"' or in the course of rapid conversation; 
A--eamsiya "parasol" 
1, alaýr. "prayer". 

An emphatiä consonant and preceding long stressed vowel often compose 

a. geminate cluster: 

mariidd''ý "Is he ill? ". 

2.6. Stress: - 
If the ultimate syllable is long, whether-, closed or open,, or if the 

word ends with 
'a 

double consonant, viz. cvvc, or evcc. 

The stress falls on the final syllable thus; - 

- CVVC: nahgar "day"' 

gumäah. "cloth" 

zafiir "proper- name"- 

mazru: Saat.. "cultivate"- 

muslaiin. ý "muslims". 

raJdäaI "man" 

CTCC: magiSS "scissors"-. 
W balädd "county",. 

gabädd. "to receive"-- 
"enough",, tagatt "end". 

When a final syllable receives a stress the preceding syllable is 

usually shortened: - 

milaad for miilaad "birth"' 

diraan. for eliraan. "bulls". 

If the final syllable is short and closed or if: the word ends in a 

short vowel, viz. CYC or CV, the stress falls on the penultimate 

syllable: if it is long and open or short and closed; 

s 
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C. Yv/'CYC. Mohaafi: z 
n° rr mabaarak 

CVC/CVC )i bhab 

bimd 

CVV/CT mo4alläbiiya 

"haräami. 

"protector"', "governor",. 

"blessed one"- 

"water-melod" 

"gun"'. 

"5ri ceýudding" . 
"thief", 

But sometimes the stress falls. on the antepenultimate syllable, as: - 

? albaraka "blessing". (1). 

waladi "my son",. (1). 

Im other cases the stress is pushed back as far back as possible, 
but it never-falls&on an article or on any prefixes: - 
? almädrasaa "school" (4) 

ßäb 1 s; ; ýw "mountain"- (1 and 7). 

hurma. "women"ý (1) 

rawweh "to go" (36) 

B. - Tanween or Nunization: 

There; are a certain number of words that preserve nunization as a 
formula, e. g. ? abalan wa sahlan, tablan, ? abadaa, tafwan. 

Among these wordsyh is used as a fixed formula. '#ab'an 

in. used by literate people orýby those whose speech is much influenced 

by radio-programmessas a camel boy in the village of Mandaque has 

often used this word. ('afwan) (in reply of thanks) sometime it is 

used without nunization i. e. (? al'afw) or (fafw). 

The word ? abadan has a variety of sounds and ways of pronouncing and 

every style has its effect on the meaning. 
(? a tba. +dan) i. e. central juncture after first and second syllable 

the sound pitch may be illustrated by this diagram. 

(1) 

a (ý .. of a. ºý 
1'4_ i's I _pcss; 

Ut 
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(2) 

?a4. bad (without tanween) 

9o, It never happened" 

tab + dan 

"Donot do-this. You are not allowed to do this". 

Lrikewisei Y2 (Sukran) though very rarely used; It is, said in 

two syllables with stress on the first syllable it. means that 

(thank you) is meant. 
Informant No. 4 an- old peasant used "bardun"'in a sentence where, 

was. required by grammatical Ar., but'it is an exceptional 

case; could not be taken as a general rule. 

?, 
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CHAPTER TWO 

MORPHOLOGY 
fL 

The morphological. system of this dialect does not deviate'from 

that of related Arabic dialects. The material presented in this 

study is. arranged on the traditional system of M. Ar., classification. 
The original, Semitic roots or base-forms are used for the paradigms. 
As-all the material. was entirely oral and the occurrences of the 

morphological variations were always subject to a certain amount of 

vacillation, it seemed wise that all variant occurrences-should be. 

presented with the reference to the informants indicated by their 

serial numbers. To avoid overlapping of the same material no compre- 

hensive claims or statements are made except where they are unavoid- 

able. 

io 2n- VERRý 

The feminine plural forms, i. e. fa'lna and fa'a1t4nn'a of Cl. Ar, 

forms and taf''aliina of imperfect 2 fem. singo or plural yafralna and 
taf Tam are no longer found in the dialectal usage of this region. 

For the passive verbs the dialect has very rare use; oily 

3 masc. sing. as sifi (cl. ufi a) "cleaned" (informant No. 1) is 

noted. Other genders and numbers are not heard. A substitute of 
the passive verb is in use from the VII infa'al pattern, e. g. 

" At 
inaaba )killed!!. 

(101. ) The Strong root. 

1.1.1. The Simple Root: 

(a) Perfect. 

As a general observation the dialect has three traditional 

patterns of the Cl. Ar., i. e. fatal. fi'il and ft'. l and in the speech 
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of "C*'sub-region no specific rule or condition is noted regarding 
the usages of these patterns, while in Northern and Southern regions 
(especially in the North) the usages of the patterns seem to be 

governed by certain conditions; or rules.. Thus according to our data, 
the form fatal (CaCaC) is used for general action, e. g. Ba tabs "he 

wrote", xars. J "he went", dazal- "he entered". The form fi'il (CiCiC) 

is a variant form of Cl. (CaCiIa). Used mainly to indicate a trans- 

ient meaning, e. g. mind "he became ill", xirib "he was destroyed", 

birid "he became cold", or where in, the Cl. Ar. (CaCiCa) pattern. it 

is used for the indicating of an action, e. g. irib "he drank", 

ig bid "he caught", s_ "he heard"'; or for a lasting action for 

which Cl. Ar. has the pattern of (CaCuCa), e. g. Kibir. "he is old", 

xibi8 "he became wicked". 

The Vattern faul (CaCuC) is rarely used in the dialect and where it 

is used it has the meaning of a lasting action, e. g. hhasun "he 

became beautiful"', but generally piattern VI is used for the purpose, 

e. g. tah a_ "he became beautiful". 

In the dialect of "Cr sub-region form fi'il becomes fi'al as 5iba_ 

"he was fed", 'itast "I became thirsty" and fibam "he understood" 
(8,26,9). Another difference in the usage of (CiCiC) pattern is 

that some verbs do not seem stable in all forms, thus: fiham, 

fahamt, fahmuu. (9), but 19 of the South and 25 of the North repe: gted 

the same word fihim in a fixed way. 

Vowels after the first radical are always audible throughout the 

dialect but not in all forms; especially in the 3 masc. pl. the 

vowel of the second radical is missing and the plural suffix --u or 

uu becomes o, as Katbo "they wrote". 

As the pattern (CaCuC) is rarely used and all its forms have 

not been observed, the table below, gives the conjugation of two 

forms (CaCaC) and (CiCiC) according to informant 3(C)s 
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1. M Sing. 

2 masc. Sing. 

2 fem. "' 

3 masc. 
3 fem. " 

1. C. pl'. 
2 Lmaso. pl ( 
2 fem. plu. F 
3 masc. ply, 
3 fem. pIV. 

(, b) Imperfect. 
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Katabt, Siribt 

Katabt, Siribt 
v 

-Katabti Siribti 
u 

Katab Sirib 
J 

Katbat Sirbat 

Katabt, 6iribt. (25). 

/ Serbit 
. 
(II) 

V 

kat-abna Siribna 
Katabtuw.. Sirbäi / Katabtum,, Sirebtam (9,15). 

Katabtu birbu / once Katabtun (24 N) 

Katbo birbo (4), 

katabna 8iribna / katbo Sirbo/ Katabnah (3). 

The most frequently used patterns of, the imperfect are 

arf! ul and ay f"al. Verbs which have the root (CaCaC) in the perfect, 
have the, imperfect pattern as ay ff, ul (yaCCuC), as for example yoktub 
The writes"', aY ksur "he breaks", ay Jbur "he combines":. 

Verbs which have the root (CiCiC) corresponding to Cl. (CaCiCa) 

or which have the root (CaCaC) but; with its 3rd radical a guttural or 
"10, have the imperfect of the pattern ay fSal (yaCCaC), as: 

aasmal "he hears" (4). asrab "he drinks (1) 

"y$ abah "he kills" (18). ay tidal '"'he changes" (7). 

yamnall "he prevents". 

Sometimes verbs of (CiCiC) root have in the imperfect the pattern 

ay f tul (yaCCuC) :. 

av brad from birid "to become cold", 

aýsrud from sinid "to run away from home"', 

drub from xirib "to be destroyed". 

The paradigm below gives the conjugation in the imperfect of 
o 

the verb Katab "to write" and Sirib "to drink". 
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1. C. Sing. 

2 masc. Sing. 

2. fem. 'Sing., 

masc. " 
3 fem. " 

aktub/kaktob 

taklub/takiob 

takiubi/toktobi 

yalktub/yakt ob 

taktub/toktob 

Y 

aarab 

taa"rab/tisrab. 

tasrabi/tisrabis 

yaerab 

tasrab/tiärab. 

L. C. pluo naktub/noktob nasrab. 
22 maso. Plur. taktubu/toktabu taärabu/tiärabuu. 

2 fem. "'. taktubu/toktobu/taktubun - tasrobu/tisrobu/ 

tasrabna. 

3, masc. "I: yaktobu/yoktobu yasrabu 

33, fem. "'. taktobi/toktobu " tasrabu/tasrabna. 

The 2 fem. Sing* ending - een. jand 213. maso. pl* endings - uun are 

not in use in the dialect.,. 

2: masce fem. plo has only one form taf'lu u in some parts of S and 

N.; in "C. ": and in the speech of educated speakers a special form 
#Ajt ý; 

tLs observed. 

(C) Imperative: 

As traditionally, the imperative is formed from the 

imperfect and has its. initial vowel similar to the vowel of the second 

radical of the. imperfect,. The 2-, fem. pl. is not in the dialectal 

usage; the 2 masc. Pl. is-common to both genders. A. partly literate 

informant, viz. 3, suggested oktobnah for 2 fem. pl., but this was 

only evidence of his knowledge of the lit, forms. 

: The paradigm of the imperative is 

2 masc. sing* oktob/uktub asrab 

2fem. sing. oktobi/uktubi asrabi 

2 C. p1,, oktobu/uktubuu agrabuu. 

(d) The active and passive participles and the verbal noun: 

_, 

0 
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The feme plo of the active: and passive participles is used only in 

names of foreign words or goods which are given some Arabized form, 

e. g., tractoraat, bis_, mohruugaat, malluubaat: or mc$'allabaat. 

Apart from these words the feme pl. is absent from the dialectal 

usage; 

The paradigm ist. 

masc. sing. kaatib maktuub 

fem. sing. kaaPba maktuuba 

masco plkr, kaatsbiin maktuubifn 

Forms of the verbal nouns noted during the investigation do not go 

beyond the ten forms given below. 

(1) fa'l as bard "being cold" 
(2) fu! 1 as surb= "drinking"- 

(3) fi'l as aikr "remembering" 

(4) fa'OX as safar "travelling"' 

C5) Ya+aal as naäaah "success" 

(6) ti*aai as hisaab "calculating"" 

(7) fu*aal as su? aal "questioning"ý 

(8) fu'uul as ruäuu' "returning" 

tärk "leaving"- hafr "digging' 

Aukr "thanking" 'udr "excusin 

film "knowing" li'b "playingh 

sama "hearing"; alab 

"demanding"., 

salaam "being is peace" 

xaraab "being destroyed",. 

kitaab "written"' 

gimaar "gambling".. 

subbaal "coluring"o 

gabuul "accepting" 

wa ul "approaching". 

There are a few other verbal nouns which are either variants of 

above-: forms or-feminine forms of them, e. g. *azuma "invite" or 

"inviting"', i. e. variant of fu! uul with -ah of fem., or Barad, i. e. 

variant of bard. 

1.1.2. Derived themes: 

With the exception of theme II the usage of derived themes 

in this dialect is not frequent. Thus theme: III is not observed in 
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this region except for some traditional words that are related to 
the meaning "quarrel", e. g. faahad "struggle" (11) hb "quarrel" 
(5) and as verbal noun mocaaaasma "quarrel" (2). Theme IV is observed 

only in two verbs, but not: in complete forms; the first arsaanii 
"ha: sent me"'where the final radical is dropped and replaced by, 

pronominal suffix -ni; and the second '1aaa aani where initial hamza 

of IV is replaced by 

Theme Via in use'to some extent but often with metathesis; e. g. 
ta3awwaz'tazawwaJ "he, got married"- (24), 

, 
taballas Gt abbas "he 

got confused" (1). Theme VI, though very rare, is still in use and 

the following four examples have been obtained. 

(1) Perf. 3 masc. pl. tawaarxuu "they dated" (18). 

For the same meaning another informant, Az. 1, used 
tawarraxuwfrom theme V. 

(2) Perf. 1. Co sing, taaa aT "I. quarrelled" (3). 

(3) Perf. 3; masc. sing. tala_a'ab "forged" (24)- 

(4) Act. Participle masc. sing. matsaa'id "Broker" (11). 

Theme Y13 is frequently used with the. meaning, of the passive 

voice in the Perfect; e. g. inaabah "he was killed". (5), infat? h_ 

"it"was open", (15) inxarib "he was destroyed". This theme is 

also used in the form of verbal nouns, most of them introduced by 

Radio news bulletins or the: conversations of educated peoples e. g. 

ingalaab "revolution"'(8)t indilaal "setting onfire"" (11), 

infidaar "eaplosibn1"(5. ). 

Theme VIII is-; used only by educated speakers, e. g. ixtibaar 

"esamination", (27 a student), imtehaan "oral exam", (27). 

Theme IX has not been observed. Theme I was only once heard 

(from 4) in imperf. 3; fem. sings tastanfe*c' "gets use of". 

Theme It, i. e. the most frequently used theme, covers most of 

the meanings for which in. d . Ar. other themes were used. The 

following are examples: 
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with the meaning of theme III. and VI: sallahuu (15) "They compro- 

mised each other": 

with the meaning of the theme IV: rawwahuu (22) and its variant 

rayyahuu (. 17) "they sent or gave rest": 

with=4the�meaning of the theme V Jawwaz "he. married" (34). 

with the meaning of the theme ä` t ? k: ̀ `ý "he asked permission" (4). 

The table below gives basic forms of the derived themes of strong 

roots which are used in this dialect: 

Perf. Imp erf. Muper. Act. Participle. 

II daxxal yodaxxil daxxil mudaxxil 
III Jaahad yrulaahid iaahid mudaahid 
Y taJawwaz yatJawwaz ------ mutJamwiz 
VL taxaasam yatxaasam ------- mutxaasim 
VII ingalab yangalib ------ mungalib 
VIII, ixtabar yaxtabir ------ =xtabir 
x istanfa' yastanfe* -------- mustanfi' 

The imperatives of the last five themes are not used. To express 

the meaning of these themes in imperative sometimes the imperative of 

theme Il: is used as in the case of V and often in other cases a 

sentence is used;: e. g. 

for 12 xalliik mutxaasim "keep yourself in the quarrel", meaning 
"fight", 

for Vu. eawwi inglaab "make S revolution"o 

for Vilt adxul. fil ixtibaar. "enter into the exam"* 

for Z xud naf5 (uh) "take its benefit"-(Not from the theme 

a). 

The verbal nouns of the derived themes, according to the data 

are as below:: 

II tä&liim "education"' 

(1) The imperative of the theme V is used in the theme II, L. G. 
Jawwiz 4 tadawwaz. tagabbal "(may God) accept. (it)" is an 
established formula; therefore it could not be considered as a 
dialectal form. 
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III: Jihaad 

IV ikraam 

VI muxaasma 
VII ingilaab 
VIII imtihaan 

I. istigbaai 

"struggle" 

"hospitality"-or "honouring". 

"quarrel" 

"revolution". 

"examination". 

"reception". 

1.1.3 Geminate Verbat 

(a) The simple verb. 

The vowel after the second radical in the imperfect is 

usually i, less frequently u and rarely a... When the geminate conso- 

nants are labial this vowel is almost invariably u; e. g., yamidd, 

yaJurr, yasubby yadaff. 

The table below sets out the conjugation of the, perfect, 

imperfect, and imperative of the verb madd "to extend,,, stretch"". 

Sl"i 

1. C. Sing. 

2 mwc. " 

2 fe-. " 

3 mom, " 

2 mast" 
2 fc«. "4 . 
3, maces" 

3 ff". " . 

Perf. 

maddeyt 

maddeyt 

maddeyti 

madd 

ma. ddat 

maddeyna 

maddeytu 

maddo (o) 

Imperf. 

amidd 

timidd 

timiddit 

yamidd 

timidd 

nimidd 

timiddut 

yamidduu 

Imp ei'. 

middä) 

middii 

middu 

The active and passive participles of madd are maadd 
C1) 

and 

mamduud respectively. 

(1) The example of this act. participle is assumed only. 
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(b) Derived themes. 

The only use of the geminate verb in a derived theme observed 
in our data is amtassfrom mass of the theme VII (informant 32 S). 

TII 

: l) 
1.1.4. Quadriliteral Verbs 

The table below gives the-conjugation of the root-galgal 
"to fry". 

Perf, Imperf. Imper. Act. Participle 

galgal yogalgil galgil (not heard) mugalgil or mugalgal. 

(1.2. ) The Weak Verb 

1.2.1. Hamzated Verbs: (i) initial hamza 

(a) The Simple Verb, 

The initial hamza in the imperfect becomes a long aa, 

assimilating to the imperfect prefix's vowel. Thus alkul aakul, 

nä. 7kul ' naakul, but when it is attached to prbnaminal suffixes 

hamza is sounded, e. g. na kulah. 

They table below gives the conjugation of the verb akal "to eat". 

'-° Perf. Imperf. Imo. 

1. C. Sing. akalt, aakul 

2 mAc, "' . akalt taakul kul. 

2_ fs . akalti taakuli '' kuu: Li 

3. mu-" . akal yaakul 

3 f0,,, Mý . aklat taakul 

1. C. Plur akalna naakul 

2 m. uý. ". akaltuu taakuluu, kuulu 

2 f. e... "'. akaltii taakuliii. 

L1) All examples of these verbs are obtained from informant 1 (Reel 1). 
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3, m. ukpl akalo yaakuluu/yaakuluun 
3f n=. akalna/akalo yakuluu/yaakulna. 

No Act. Participle from akal is attested. The passive Participle 

are maakuul, maaluuf, maamuul, etc. These are'frequently used words. 

(b) Derived themes. 

From theme IL amman "he gave peace/'security" and verbal 

noun taamiin "to give peace/ security" are common. From thecae IV 

" only-verbal noun iiäaar "rent" is heard: Act. Participle mo'aJJir, 

and Passive Participle f. s. mu7a3Jara "lived"-from II are common. 

(ii) medial and final hamaa. 

Although medial hamzated verbs are very rare in the dialectal 

use, when it is used its hamza is. pronounced except when it is attached 

to)the open syllable of a pronominal suffix, e. g. saaloh "they asked 

him"';, -but if the pronominal-, syllable-is closed, hamza is pronounced 

as-in yas? alak "he asks you". The imperative form is if? al as in 

is? al. (ol. sa4). The Act. Participle saa? il and Passive Participle 

maser are common and frequently used. 

The final hamza is often dropped and resembles a final (y) verb; 

thus graa, yagra, greyt, yagro and imperative agra "to read". 

1.2.2. Verbs initial w and gt 

(a) The Simple theme. 

Verbs with initial-w have no form for the imperative. The 

imperative of theme II. takes up its function. 

Verbs with initial Z have. ne passive participle form; the imper- 

ative"of such verb is not heard. 

The table below gives the conjugation of the verbs wagal and 

arbas. 
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Perf _ 

I. C. Sing. walalt yabast 

2 masc. Sing. wasalt' yabast 

2 fem. "' . wasalti yabisti 

I masc. "' . wasal yabis 
3 fem. "' . waslat yibsat 

1. C. Plu-r wasalna yabisna 
2' masc. P]w' wa$altuu yabistuu 
2 fem. ". wa$altu/ yabistu/ 

wasaltum,, yabistum 
3 masc. ""o wasolo yabeso 
3'" fem. ". wasolo/' gabeso/ 

wasalna yabiana 

Imperf. 

Iloeal iibas 

toosal yaybas 
tooslii taybis' 

yoosal yaybis 
toosal taybis 

noosal > naybis 
taseluu 4 tabisuu. 

taselu tabisuu 

taseluu: (tabisuu) 

Im er. 

f 

Other verbs with initial wand y on the basis of which the above 

paradigm is arranged, recorded in'our data are: 

farad "to arrive". 

wabax "to reprimand". 

waram " to swell"". 

yasir "toi make easy",.. 

The Act. Participle of initial w is Nail and the Passive 

Participle is mom. Prom yabs the Act. Participle is av abis. 

(b) Derived themes. 

The commonly occurring derived themes are as follows: 

II. waggaf yowaggif 

III, iah 'yowaadeh 

V tabaddal yatbaddal 

The verbal noun of theme II is often used: 

togiif "to terminate", 

tosiil "to fetch". 
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From theme ä isti iraad to import" is used in the speech of businessmen. 

1.2.3. Hollow Verbs% 

(a); The Simple verb. 

The vowel of the first radical of the perfect is u if the 

hollow radical is w; - and i if the hollow radical is 1; e. g. pult, 

"I` told", be ' t., "I sold". 

The conjugation of hollow verb Baal is as, below: 

1. C, Sing. gult 

2 masc. Sing. galt 

2 fem. "' gulti " ,ra. 

33IDasc. -" . gaal - 
3 fem. ",. gaalat ,.. 

gulna 
2 masc. Pl+. gultu / guto /' gultum. 
2 fem. "' . gutuu /' guttun. 

3! masc. "' . gaalu / gaaloo. 

3 fem. "'. guln / gulna. - 

In the course of rapid speech gait-. type-forms lose the 1 sound 

and it-becomes Butt. 

The imperfect: of hollow-. verbs may have. its distinguishable vowel 

aa, ii. or uu: thus _, yanaam "to sleep", baat ay bii' "to sell", 

raa jarqutL "to go"'. 

The following paradigm gives the verbs Real, naam� baa" in the 

imperfect. 

1. C. Sings agul/aguul anaam abii` 

2 masc. Sing. taguul tanaam tabu' 

2 fem. ". taguuli tanaami tabii'ii 

3 mass. ". yaguul/yoguul yanaam yabii' 

3 fem. ". taguul/toguul tanaam tabii''. 
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1. C. Plw naguul/nogaul nanaam nabiit 
2. masc. P1. taguuluu tanaamuu tabi uu. 
2 fem. "'. taguuluu/tagulna tanaamu tabii'uu. 
Imasc. "'. yaguuluu yanaamuu yabii'uu 
3 fem. "'. yagulna/yaguulu yanamna (sic) yabii'na (sic) 

Imperative: 

2 masc. Sing. guul nam 
2 fem. "' . guulii` naami. 
2. C. Pl,. guuluu naamuu 

The active participle of these verbs is: 

masc, sing, gaa2el naa? em 
fem. ". gaaZela naa2ema 

. 
No passive= participle of hollow: verb is, ri 

(b) Derived themes. 

II zawsaf yoxawwif 
bayyin yobayyin 

vi taiayyar, yat]ayyar 

VII inhaaf yanaaaf 
VIII ixtaar yaxtaar 

bey' 

biisii 

bii'uu 

baa I e, 
baa? eta 

3corded:. 

"to frighten" (medial w) 
"to declare"' (medial j) 
"to be: late", (cl. "to be surprised"). 
"to be seen". 
"to choose". 

From theme IV araad yoriid (or iriid "to intend" is common, but 

in "N"'Sub-region the imperfect prefix of l. C. Sing form is dropped 

as in riid L oriid. 

1.2.4. Verbs Final 3rý'ý 
) 

(a) The-simple verb. 

The conjugation of the perfect of final Z. rama "to throw" 

is given belown 

(1) A', typical verb final Lid` (as assumed) is used only in the 
imperfect. Its perfect of the simple root is not recorded. 
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1. C. sing. ° rameyt 
2 masc. Sing, rameyt 
2 fem. remytii 
3a masc. " ramaa- 
3 fem. " ramat 

1. C. Pl'. rameyna 
2 masc, p1u, rameytuu/ rameyto 
2 fem. rameytuu 

3 masc. " ramoo 
3 fem. " ramoo /rameyna. 

The Passive Perfect of final X is also observed in the speech of 
informant (5 "C"): rimiit; "i was shot"' and from (1 "C") §ifii 

it was clean" from a$ faa "to clean". 

Verbs of final w verbs (as cl. tale ay tlu; aza, yauzu)are not heard. 

The table of the imperfect, of the verb rams, is as below: 

I. C. Sing. armii 
2 masc. Sing. teLrmii 

2 fem. tlrmii 

33 masc. - " yarmii 

3 fem. " tirmii. 

1. a. Pl. nirm: L 

2 masc. p1'. tarmuu 

2 fem. tirmuu 

I masc. yar=n 

3 fem. " ------ 

The imperfect vowel is not governed by any fixed rule; - than in ba a, 

ii bxi i is: common to all forms. To distinguish 2 masc. sing. from 

2. feme sing. the final vowel is changed; e. g. tib-ra for 2, masc. sing, 

and tibvil for 2-fem. sing. 

The imperative from masa.. "to walk", is as follows:. 
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2- masc. sing. 
2 fem. " 
2. C; Pl. 

amsi 

amhuu 

The Act. Participle of these verbs is: 

maasii, raamii, saafii. 

The Passive Participle is heard as mamsaa(: 
) 

(b) Derived themes. 

Cl. theme IV araa yori_becomes in this dialect warra 

oýararri ("to show") from II. From III naada yonaadii was only once 

heard. As a verbal noun mabaaraat "match"'is heard, but it is 

obviously the result of the influence of educated speakers. No other 

word of this root is noted. 

1.2.5- Doubly Weak Verbs: 

(a) Simple verbs. - 

As in cl. Ar* doubly weak verbs are two kinder (i) verbs with 

separated two weak radicals, (ii. ) verbs with two weak radicals together 

e. g. wafts "to pay in full"-and nawaa "to intend". The most commonly 

used verb is Saa '"he came". 4 
The table of conjugation of the herb Jaa is as fol; lowsz 

Pert. 
1. Q. Sing. Beet: 

2. masc. Sing. feet 

2 fem. Jeeeti 

3 masc. "' fta 

fem. Jaat 

1"C.. Plv. Jiina 

2. masc. Plw Jiitu 

Imperf. Im er. 
2aJii 

tiaii 
ti: ii. 
Jiöii 

tidii 

niäii 
tii*? u 

Act. Participle 

Jaaii 

(1) This form is also used for the noun of place (CI 'ý"'I ), 
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Z fem. P1. i-iitu tiiJ? u. 
3 masc. P],. a yiduu daa? iin 
3. fem. "'J )JiiJJiina 

}to%imperative of this root is used. 

(b) Derived themes. 

V tawaffa, yatwaffa "to die". 

It wadda yowaddi'-, "to give""(alo adda yo? addii). 

2. THE NOUN 

The dialect has a few primitive nouns of biliteral form, e. g. 
habb "seeds", burr "wheat", rubb "God":, but the great majority of 
the nouns falls into definite types, all modelled on: a trillteral 

base. Modifications of the simple type are caused (i) by a change in 

the vocalization, e. g. =1, Jamal or-bard and barad: (ii) by the 

insertion of long vowels or a diphthong, e. g. äumaal Jamal or moev 

_r (iii) by duplication of the middle radical, as hammal ayR. asN cARIC"Ar 

bared, "teapot"-- (iv) by a combination of these last two modifi- 

cations, e. g. suwayya "slave, or brother", bayyara.,. Lgr'A-wzs n; T°H" 

besides rother stable forms for Act. and Pass* participle, or special 

forms indicating times and place that are discussed under verbal forms 

below. 
The forms of the nouns which have been abstracted from the recor- 

ded conversations and speech of our informants are given below. The 

divergencies of their occurances are shown by the numbers of the 

informants. The examples here given are arranged under roots in the 

following order: 
(a) from strong roots (b) from assimilated roots 
(c) from geminate roots (d) from hollow roots 
(e) from defective roots (f) from doubly weak roots. 
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THE FORMS OF THE NOUNS 

(. i) (, With short vowels) 

From Ya1l. 

INFORMANTS 

1) (a) bars "plant" 

(c) ßz g "up" 
(d) lard "earth" 

(f) yam "day" 

2) (a) dars "study", s lahm "meat'!. 

(a) beyt. "house", na' "sort'".. 

(d) lard "earth". 

3) (a) bard "cold", hadr "settled people"# karm "vineyard",, 
aabh- "slighting". 

(b) wahr- "uneven", dalw" "bucket". 

(c) zäyn. "nice"%,, sag "water supply", tayr "bird". 

4) (a) Bahr "month", gars "peaster". 

(b) ward "rose". 

(c) baab "door", heal Oaffair". 

5ý (a) galb "heartb, sabr '*patience"q tard "duty". 

(b) da1x- "bucket"'. 
(a) 5 ayn "eye".. - 

7) (a) balh_ "date", darb "pay", nafs "human being"". 

(c) bate "ducks". 

a) (a) tail "child", taht "below or under". 
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9) (a) bahr "sea", sa%l "work", -daxl "interference". 
(b) is$d°, "promise"', yabs "draught". 
(c) zayn "nice". -- 

(d) ? ard "earth". 
(e) barr "field". 

11) (a) baft *a design of cloth". 

(b) 4adw "peg". 

(o) 8b "clothing". 

12) (a) mahl "place", hamd "praise". 

13) (a) bazr "seed", ', _ sagf "ceiling", xams "five". 

(b) Wald wwalad "child". 

(c) xayt "thread", @äb "clothing", raas:, "head". 
(e) narr "evil". 

14) (a) %ars;. "plant", zar, "sowing", bard "cold". 
(b) badw "Bedouin". 

(c) layg "bread",, layl "night". 

(f) Y-zm "day". 

25. ) (a) tamr "date", tagb "following". 

(d) ? amr "order". 

16) (a) bald <balad "läwu". 

(d) ? alZ "thousand'*. 

18) (c) $ýt "voice". 

(e) haZZ "fate". 
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19) (a) hand ' "praise'!, gabl "before". ý 

(b) waJh "face"! ' 

(o) Gob "clothe". 
(d) ? anf "nose". 

23) (a) nafs" "soul", (a reflective pronoun). 
(o) iayn aye", fig "up", ? iid "hair on the neck of a camel", 

raas 

25) (a) tab' "belonging". 

26) (a) nazi" "palm", nand -a proper noun, tamr "date". 

(c) dayf "guest". 

27) (c) to& "pound", hol "about", bayt "house". 

(f3 yými "day" 

28) (a) xall "mixed up". 
(c) 'ayb "blemish". 

29) (b) wagt "time". 

30) (a) saht, "bunch", hand "praise", h bl "string", sa*r "wool". 

*(c) f, >g; "up", sok. "the tongue of the balance". 

31) (a) days "study"q PaJr "dawn"p hamd "praise". 

(b) wagt.. "time". 

(c) bays "sale" ,#' yS "life". 
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32) (a) saus "person"', bard "after", larb "war", gabci "holding". 

La 'army". (o) days "army, So 

Cr) yam 'day"". 

33. ) (a) ggaed "intention*, dare "study". 

(c) xer "good". 

34) (a) vamr proper noun, nahw "about". 

(c) baad "after" (t is replaced by (a) ) aayf "guest". 

S 
35) (a) dasf "weakness",, '. gajd "aim". 

(d) ? ard "earth". 

36, ) (a) bar "opinion'" (also burr is heard with the same meaning 
i. e. in the reply of "Yow look a good boy" he said basrak 

"It. is-your. opinion" once again in reply to "your school is 

very far-from your. village"` he said buusrak "as you see"* 

bald "after". 

(d) ? akl "food". 

37) (a) naf * "benefit". 

ýc) n8' "kind". 

(d) ? ard "earth*. 

38) (a) mahr'Ra fixed sum paid by a husband to his wife at the 

time of marriage". 

(. maid v. n* of maxad "to churn milk or cream". 

(c) zayn "nice''. I 

39) (a) faL "grace". 

(c) sex "head". 
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40) (c) 8'b "clothe". 

(1-2) From Fatal ý'`' 

1) (a) 'Damar "fruit", fala3 "waterwheel". natam "yes"'. 

(lx) walad "son" or- "child". 

(d) adab "politeness". 

(a) tfabal "mountain"', falag "precious", 

zabar" "news", aaäab "wood". 

3) (a) "adas "lentils", bagar- "cow". 

(b) *atan "homelandn. 

(d) hawa "air's. 

4) (a) galam "planting", balad "town"-or "home" (the 2nd vowel 

after "1" is dropped if it is attached to a pronoun, : Lee* 

the word does not exceed two syllable whether it is spoken 

separately or attached to other nouns. The same is true with 

walad "child". 

(b) walad "child�. 

(d) amar, "order". 

7) (a) faraJ "relief". 

(d) akal akl v. n. "eating". 

e) (a) bahar, "sea", batan "stomach"-, basar" "mankind". 

(b) malad "child". 
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9) (a) gamar" "moon". 
(b) yaman proper: noon. 

11) (a) safar "Journey-, aal "mind", eanam '"sheep". 

(b) äaraa; "purchase", (Hamza is dropped and replaced by a short 

a). 

12) (a) mahal "place"'(Also mahl when attached to a pronoun) 
hadar "settled tribes". 

14) (a) to&as "lentils"'. 

15) (a) 'asal "-"honey*, kadar "tree", balad "town", (same as 

walad). 

18) (a) xasab "wood", ma$a1 "place":, tabas "belonging",, 

Samar "fruit". 

19) (a) I(anam nsheep", hadab "eyebrow"-. 

25) (a) maia1 "place". 

M 
26) (a) Samar "fruit", reel "sand".. 

27) (a) jawad proper noun. 

28) (b) walad "child". 

29) (a) ö anam "sheep", badan "body", raamar "fruit". 

6- 
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30) (b) walad (It remains as two syllables even if it is attached 
to a pronoun as: hada walldii "This is my son"'. 

31) (a) jama1 "work"# i Oat Proverb; uanam "sheep", 
Saraf "respect or honour". 

32) (a) badal "exchange"g ratan "homeland", SaJar "treew,, 

maract "sickness". 

33) (a) famal "work", talab "demand". 

34) Ca) sanam "sheep". 
(c) fawaci' "exchange". 

35) (a) bagar "cow", I'ama1 "work", ranam "sheep". 

37) (a) Sa-ar "tree", kaäar "stone". 

38) (a) Xanam "sheep". 

39) (a) i5anam "Sheep". 

40) malak_G malik.. "king". 

From faSi1 °t1-'' 1::. : 3') L 

(a) bane "name of a tree". 

2) (b) warig (leaf*. 
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5) (d) 2alif "first letter of Arabic alphabet". 

11) (a) ma il. - "place". Z. mahal. 

(1-4) From fis 1 c)y'ý 

1) (a) ! 'äb G fuäb "grass"-. 

(c) kur, Iiir "tools of a carpenter". 

2) (a) mißl "likewise"'. 

4) ýa) 5i1b "imported dates". 

biet "daughter"!. 

5) (a) tibn "dust". 

(e) hill "insideearea of a town". 

6) ýa) tiilf "oath"'. 

11) (a) 3ikl "likeness",. 

b3) (a) sitr. "curtain or cover". 

14) (a) xidr'"veil". 

15) (a) #itr �nail�. 

19) (a) Zind "wrist". 

26) (a) 4ifr "nail"' (also 4ifir- was heard from this informant when 

he was asked to repeat it). 
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28) (a) n1sm "nice"'. (A special form of verb to express admiration: 

nelmal? ax "a good brother". Here ni'm is used with the 

same meaning. The final vowel after 'm' is "a' attached to 

the following noun. ) 

29) (a) niqf "half". (This word is recorded in three different 

forms by the same informant-- ni$f, nuqf, nusq)**. 

30) (a) Jild "leather". 

31) (a) 'rill "foot". 

(o) bes "sale 

32) (a) SiSb "nation", siJn. "prison". 

34) (a) ridl "foot". 

35) (a) riZg '"Godts gift". 

36) (c) jiid "festival"'. 

37) (a) Sik1 L 3ak1 "like". 

38) (a) Zibd "cheese", Jild "leather". 

40) (a) eaf rý "poetry". Cs ti y 

(1-5) From tic al 

The,, word "inab o ld, "grape"' is heard from the informants; 3,4,19, 

23t 27 and 3b. 

Nisf and nusf are endorsed by classical lexicon; r. 3 lisan`alarab, 
mob. ü ý. etr, V-13* 

L- 
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oy 

i1-6 ) From fall: 

l} (a) gurs "loaf"., 

(o) suzzg "market",. 

2) (a) Surb "drink". 
(c) tunt. "name of a tree",. 

3) (a) duJr- ` bta. 4ZL' 

4) (a) busr "date before ripening". 
(b) muyi. "water". 

5) (a) 'ugb "afterward", rub! "quarter". 

7) (a) 'usb "grass". 
(e) bann "coffee". 

8) (a) su-or "chi7. dhood"', guns "loaf"-. 

11) (e) burr "wheat'. 

12) (c) suer "boundary". 

1Y, ) 8ufr "gold", Zubr "star on the handle of a sword". 

15) (a) Subh "morning", yusm "inexperienced ones"( singular 

ua"siim). 

(c) kuub "cup". 

16) (a) Iumr "age", Sail "work". 

(e) nuur "light". 

18) (a) 'hukm "order". 

19) (a) Sayl "work", rums "eyelashes". 

(c) sung "market". 

23) (a) ? uzn "ear". 

(c) kuu' "upper part of a camel's leg". 

25) (a) duan 1ný1[et' 

26) (a) dufr "nail". 
(c) suuk "market". (q is replaced by K, while generally 

it is g. ) 

28) (a) nusf "half". 
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(: e) kumm "cuff". 

31) (a) fuhr "noon"°. 

(c) 8uuf "wool". 
32) (f) muya, "waters. 

36) (a) busr" "opinion". 

37) (a) 'ulb "tin". 

38) (a) Subft "morning". 

40) (a) lumr page". 

-------------------- 

(1-7) From Fuºal: 

2) (a) tonab Kgrape"" 
(b) Yuna "song".,, 

19) (a) xutar. "hold veil for men". (singular )rutrah 

23) (a) Etmal "camel". 

26) (a) 'onab "grape". 

32) (a) weal "bunch of grapes". 

(1-8) From Fi'il t "ýý y 

l 12) t1lib 0 ý^^s 

15) kitib "' written! '. 

sitir-<satr "God's protection and curtain, cover". 
Ciilig G fialaq. ' aereS' 

)" 

(1-9) From fa'la (t or h). - 
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1) (a) lahJaa "dialect"'or. "style of speaking" (the final "h" is 

dropped and ä takes its place). 

2) (d) 'ahlah "tool" ("h"'instead of hamza)( ý1 

3) (a) rai ah "mercy". 

4) (a) dablah 'wedding ring or any gift". 

5) (a) Sadmah "shock". 

6) goes with No. 2. 

7) (a) San' ah "craft". 

8) (a) Sabxa "salt-pan". 

9) (a) Badga "charity", xasma "quarrel". 

12) (a) Santa. 

13) (a) xasfa "mat", Santah "bag". 

(b) garya "village". 

14) (a) haJra "stone". 

15) (c) bayda "egg". (plural is bay$). 

16) (c)uayba "old man". 

19) (a) Jabha "forehead". 

26) (a) Zat2mah "crowd, farhah "beddings". 

29) (a) sabkah "engagement for marriage". 

30) (a) xaslah "bunch of grapes". 

(c) sokah "tongue of a scale". 

31) (a) mamba "distance", bartia "open place". 

32) (a) daxma "heavy", baldah "town". (A feminine form of balad). 

34) (a) Iajra "stone". 

35) (c) garya "village". 

37) (c) garya 0 
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(ý. -10) From f a' alah: ý, 
ý9 

1) +atala "waterwheel". 

13) -'ataba 

xaaafa 

19) ragaba 
23) 9afana 

ragaba 

30) Itanama 
32) +agaba 

u 
Sadara 

talaga 

34) xatera 

"threshold". " 

xasfa "mat". 

"neck". 

"neck of a camel".. - 
"neck". 

"sheep". 

"proper- name of a place"". 
"a tree". 

"gun shoot". 

"beating of the heart". 

From FitIah: 4., j 

1) giAta "cream". 

2) (c) gisea "story". 

5) (e) midda "duration" c muddah () xitmah "Qur(dn?. 
'hidyah<hadyah "gift". 

29) liiJJa "pilgrimage". 

32) xidmah "service". 

39) n: Ltnah "gift". 

.v 

(1-11) From Futlah: 

1) 3nm! a '*Friday". 

5) nugta "point". 

13) (e) fuddaL fiddah "silver". 

18) Xutra "head cover". 
27) (e) Jubba "gown". 
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30) (e) Kuffa. Kiffa "balance part*. 

32) duml. a "total". 

0* xufsa "a spoon made of a piece of bread"'. 

The forms fa*ila. futulla and fi'illa have not been found in 

this dialect. 

(ii) '(With long vowels) 

(2.1) From fa'laan: c» 

1) (a) bardaan. "one who caught cold". 

3) (a) S"atbaan "an Arabic month". 

(b) maydaan "field". 

5) (e) fiarraan 
. "one who suffers-from hot weather". 

11) (a) Za'laan "angry". 

15) kaslaan 

23) samraan 

32) (a) 4ahraan 

(b) eartaan 

"lazy". 

"proper - name". 

"proper name", 'bathaan "proper name". 

"children". 

(2.2) From Fi'laans. (3yL,. 3 

1) (a) bizJaan "egg- plant", * 
CCM güta4n ' ý... +s'a)(! ýw'_ 

5) (d) ? insaan "human being". 

This pattern is mainly used as a 'Stil plural. 

(2.3) From Futlaan: 

5) gulmaan. "pen or camet'sellers". 

Words generally heard in a party or festival, not by a particular 
informant are referred here to 0. 
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12) stubhaan "exalted one". 

15) xuzraan "a kind of wood", zursaan "earrings". 

PatternSthat have a, short vowel after 2nd radical, as fa'alan 

or-'fa'ulan, - do not exist. 

_(2.4) 
From Fa'aal: 

1), 2), 4) -fialaal_ "animals". 

7), ` 11), 15), 16) - ,.. 

18), 19), 23). 25) 

27), 30), 31). 39). 

5) (c) 
. -dawaad "employment" xalaas "end". 

15) gabaab "roof", makaan "place". 

16) lalaam" "darkness". 

31) ýabaab "youngs", färaaY "free from work". 

Oamaan "eight! ', Si'aar "poetry", L Sisr 

'anaat "a tree", nahaar "daytime", 

sadaad "right path". 

ýý"9 
(2: 5) From Fitaa1-. 

1) kitäab "book", "Writing". 

2) bilaad "area", . 'bountry? o 

4) hizaam "waist belt", Heäaaz "proper name". 

5) Silaah "weapon". 

11) (c) xiyaam, "tents, tiggaal "head binder", Jimaal "camel". 

12) ! izaam "waist belt". 
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(c) reyaal 'silver currency of S. A. ". 

15) Jidaar "wall". 

(c) 6iyaab "glothings". 

17) tiizaam "belt". 

18) h"iilaal "moon". 

30) ßiraas "beddings"'. 

32) (c) miyaah "waterstore". 

34) xilaal "during", bilaa& "country". 

38) hilaal "moon". 

_(2.6) 
Fröm Fu'aal: ' 13 

2) kubaar "bygones". 

12) Sugaar 

17) Zumaam "nose ornament of a bedouin girl". 

18) nusaab "hilt of a sword". 

20) turaab "dust", bowaal 

23) kuwaa' "of camel's body". 

23) subaaY "colour'. 

25) Jumaal 2- Jamal "camel". 

29) ffumar e himaar "ass". 

. 32, ) buraad "cold". 

Subaar = "steam". 

ý2.7) Prom Fa'aala: , 
ýýy. " 

i 

1) salaams °peace", tahara "cleaning", 
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5) (b) 'abaaya "gone". 

7) Jemaa'a "group"$, z areata< ziraagah "agriculture". 

12) ragaada "aH-ornament"'* 

cTalaala "majesty", 1amama "turban". 

15) banaau'a "button". 

32) salaama "peace"* 

saläamat (f). ^ 

(2. '8) ý-Fröm Fi'aalahi_ 

2) 
. ziraa'a 

4) diraasa 

5) tiimaala 

21) (b) wii 

32) ziraa'a 

"agriculture". 

"study", ziraajah "agriculture". 

"porter's fee". 

3aad". "pillow". 

"agriculture". 

(2.9) From Putaala: 

31) lumaara '14,55 Cci, -Yiaýý 

(2.10) From Fa'uul: 
ýp''ý 

2) batuum . butuun -"stomachs". 

3) habuub" "air"t 

4) taluum 4. $uluum _"Sciences". 

12) ºaguul G°'aql (fall) "mind or wisdom". 

24) (d) ? amuur < ? umuur "matters"'. 
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25) Jaluus=G Juluus "sitting"... _ 

aasuus "regarding". 

26) tahuur G tuhuur "cleanness". (verbal noun of "tahura") 

12 11) From- Faluulah/t-. 

5) tiakuuma "government". /-hukuumah 

9) ramuula "commission". 

31) iiakuuna F "government". - 

(2.12) From Fu'uulah: 

2) ruJuulah. "walking on foot"'. 

3) buzuurah "children". 

MAI) From Fa+ül.: 

1) (a) Sa'iir "barley", basiit "easy or ordinary". 

2) (a) Sa'iir "barley". 

(ý) yatiimi "orphan". 

3) (a) kaOiir. " "much", galiil "little". 

4) (a) Sa+iir "barley". 

(d) amiir "governaor, % 

5) (a) Satiir "barley", kabiir "big". 

7) (a) Satjjr "barley". 

8) (a) taliib "milk". 
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9) (a) Iiariim "women (al$: o $urmah). 

11) (a) gabiil "connection". 

12) (a) Sariif "superior". 

(b) yamiin "right! ". 

13) (a) mariid' "ill". 

14) (a) tariig "a tent in aform". 

15) xasilm "inexperienced". 

16) ka8iir" "much", haliib "milk". 

18) tariif "monitor"; §a'iir 

19) rakiib "rider on camel". 

23') ' agiig "proper noun". 

24) habiib "beloved" (used as a symbolic title for Prophet Mohammad), 

26W) galiil "little. ", kaOiir "much". 

27) %asiim "inexperienced":. 

29) samiin "with much fate". 

30) 6a'iir haliib (again half way to S 'iir). 

31) hamiid "praised one", mn. ji: Ld "exalted" (both in praise of God). 

32) ba'iir "camel". 

(d) ? amiir "governor". 

33) (a) madiir "director", -cmudiir. 

35) baxiit "Proper name", (tending to "e" after "b"). 

36) Sa'iir, fiaaliib, kaeiir. 

37) hariim "woments dress°: (see No. 9). ' 

38) 1'ariis "creeper" (see No. 14). 

39) gabiil "tribe"' or gabiilah. 

* The first vowel after "r" is tending to "in.. 
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40) 'ariid` "wide". 

(2614) From Fa*iila. ., ý. ý 

5} (a) iiägiiga "fact". 

natiiJa "result". 

7) gabi: L3. a "tribe". 

9) dä'iifa "weak". 

27) waliima "a repast prepared on the occasion of wedding or 

killing a, sheep for guests'.. 

32) (d) xatiiya "fault",, "mistake". 

40) gasiida "a complete poetry". 

(2.15) From Fallaar 

11) barhaa 'open ground". 
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(2.2) The Gender of Nouns. 

2.2.1 The feminine gender 

Most feminine nouns have the ending -a (h) in the absolute 
state:, thus: 

Joza. 4 ZoJa "wife", garya "village", sayyarati"motorcar", etc. 
The following are feminine by usage: 

a) dual parts, of the body as: 
*eyn "eye", iydd "hand"', rij .. "foot", etc, 

b) names of town-and countries, as-. 
Saam "Damascus", Yemen "Yemen", Ma1i(a "Mecca", etc* 

o) a few! common words, like: 

Sams "sun", rii1ý "wind", naar "fire". 

Nouns which denote. females are feminine, as: 
umm "mother", uxt "sister, etc. 

Some nouns ending in (aa) or-(aa? ) corresponding to lit. Ar. nouns of 
the pattern fa'laa or fa laa? are feminine, as: 

d` a "world", bathaa(? )�"Zarge bed of a torrent", etc. 

2.2.2. The formation of' the feminine" of adi'ectives 

(a) Adjectives are usually made feminine by the adding of the ending 

-a (corresponding to Init. Ar. -2j hp ad: 

tayyeba from tayyeb "good"', battala from battaal "bad", 

kabiira from kabiir ib g"', ta"baana from ta'baan "tired", or"sick"', etc. 

(b) Adjectives of the pattern af'al denoting physical defects and 

colours have the fem. sing. pattern fa'la as: 

ahmar "red" r. fem. Sing*.; hamra 

aadar "green" xadra 

asfar "yellow" "' "' safra 
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abyad "white" 

a"ma "blind", 

'Fem. Sing:, bayda 

M. - Mr ' amya 

(c) Certain adjectives applicable only to the faminine are of the 

pattern faa'il and fatla, as: 

haamil "pregnant", xurda "divorced woman", etc. 

The number- of nouns . -,, : .. 

Substantive have three numbers; singular, dual and plural, ass 

garya, garyateyn, garaaya, "village". 

finJaan, finJaneyn, fanaaiiin. "teacup". 

Adjectives have two numbers; singular and plural, as: 

tayyeb, 'ayyebiin "good"'* 

mabsuut., mabsuutiin "fine". f 

2.3.1 The dual. 
Kt 4r 

The dual is formed by adding -e M to the singular form. In 

feminine substantives the ending . a. becomes Lt- t before: suffixation, 

thus. -, 

ketaabeyn "two books",, madrasateyn "tiro schools". 

2,3.2. The Plural. 

(a) The sound plur+ 

This is formed 

tuting -aat for the 

mudarrisiin 

muslimiin 

marraat 

i1 
by adding 

-iin to masculine nouns and by substi- 

singular ending -a of feminine nounsp thus: 

"teachers" from mudarris 
"Muslims" from muslim 
na few; times"- from marra. 
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The sound masculine plural is generally confined to participle and 
adjectival forms and relative adjective ending in i or wi ass 

kaOiiriin "a large number", 

mabsnutiin "'happy ones"* 

bardaaniin. "who p became: cold". 

baladiin "native object-is or people". 
6itwi n. "of winter time". 

Feminine nouns in -a (h) frequently have broken plurals, or both a 

sound and a broken plural as: xutraat, , cutar, "head covers" from 

Y utra. 

Foreign nouns often have a sound feminine plural as beskwM t, "biscuits' 

lambaat "bulbs", but, not. in Arabicized words as saöaayer from 

si'Jaara "cigar" or "cigarettes". 

(b) The broken plurals. 

The main broken plura 

Ghamid and Z, ahran dialects 

1. fi'al 

hilag from halaga 

2. fa''al 

'ulab from 'ulba 

Is patterns which have been observed in 

are listed below, with examples: 

"acres". 

"Packet", 

3. fu'ul 

xu6m from Yasiim "iatrained men"'. 

4. fi'aal 

Jibaal from Jabal "mountain",. 

5, fa'iil 

hariimifrom hurma "woman". 

6. fu'uuL 
suyuux from seyx "Shaikh", 4iuyuuf from 14 eyf "guest". 

7. futaal usually this form is a common plural for fay type 

singulars as: 
kubaar from kabiir "big one". 

suYaar- from sariir "little one". 
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8. fu'ala. From the faa*il pattern of verbs of final z. as: 
gudaat from gaadi "judge". 

9. af'ul 
anmuL from anmu4 "finger". " 

100 af'aal. This is very frequently used pattern from fill as: 

arzaag from rizq "food or any gift from God". 

11. of'lila 
1 adwiya from dava "medicine". 

12. fawaaOil 

gawaafil from gaafüla "caravans. (bsually from faalila 
singular). 

13. fa*aayil 

gabaayil from gäbiila "tribe". 

14. fi. 'laan 

bizraan from bizra "child". ' 

15. fu'laan 

gulmaan. from galam "pen"' or "a trip by camel". 
16. fa'aaliin 

ba''aariin from ba'ra. "camel". 

17. - fu'alaa 

umaraa from amiir "prince". 

18. af'ilaa asdiga from sadiiq "friend". 

19, fataala 
badaawa from bade "bedouin". 

The quadrilateral patterns are: 

faraaliil 
fanaadiin from finJaan "teacup". 
sayaatiin from seytaan 

2. fa'aalil 

baraatim from bartum "lip". 
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C) The Diminutive 

Apart; from proper nouns such as hulayyil l. '/&'' ;' bodayl 

rofa4da (f) there is frequent use of sowayya (1,4,11,27) 

and Kawa! (, 3'y 25) "a little" derived from bay '"something". 

Informant I once' used bonayya "little girl". The words, honayyey , 
honay (26) gotayyer (2) 'very little" were also used. One bedouin 

of Ghamid (31) called a window boweyba (from baab). 

d) Anomalous: Plurals 

The common plural of this type are-. 

ummahaat from umm, "mother"* 

duddaan- from Jadd "grand. =father"* 

ixwaan from am. "brother"* 

axwaat _from uzt "sister". 

banaat, from bint "daughter". 

2.4. The idafa state 

The -iin or oyn endings of dual or plural ). of masculine are 

reduced in the idafa thus: 

mo? addafi 1 hokuuma "The officials of the government". 

udneyl bagar "Two ears of a cow". 

Feminine: singular nouns in the 4afa end in -t and feminine plural 

end in -aat remain unchanged in the iaafa: 

sayyarat. ei mohkema "the office car". 

sayyaraat el imaara "the cars of the governorts house". 

The dual, however, usually has the ending Li not iin with the suffix 

personal pronouns as int 

aeydii "my hands", 

roduulii "my feet". 
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(2.5) The comparison of adjectives: 

The elative of adjectives is of the pattern af'al as: 

kabiir "large"', akbar "larger". 

The comparative is undefined as: 
hada akbar (min hada) "this is larger (than this)". 

The superlative ordinarily occurs in idafa as: 

akbar-' wähid "the biggest one". 

The feminine pattern of af'al is not<he. ard& 

(2.6) Compound words. 

To express the desired qualities in the genitive, compound words 

are formed by the use of abu "father", um "mother", best "house" 

in the construct case corresponding to the Cl., Ar. au and aaat. The 

usage of abu is most frequent and flexible. Um and beyt are used 

only in. certain contexts-. - 

abuuaarba'- "a teapot containing four small cups (finJan) of tea", 

and likewise abusitta. "of 6 cups" abu "agra"of 10 cups; ", but 

umahaat. tamaniyya "of 8 cups". 

Names of the varieties of cigarettes, tinned fruits, cloths, etc. 

are formed by abu plus the name of the picture on the article, thus: 

abu bis Caravan cigarettes indicating the picture of a bis "'4' 

"cat"ýon the packet, 

abu bahhaari Players Cigarettes indicating the picture of a 
ba aari "seaman"-on the packete 

abu ghazala "a fine quality of silk"- indicating a picture of a 
Vazala "gazelle" on a length of 

cloth of this kind. 

abu yaman "one belonging to the Yemen". 

aba äign "one wearing a beard". 

abu 6anab "one having a moustache". 
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The word umm "mother" is not used in the above case; but it is used 

to indicate the root of something, as. 

umm el-balsa? "the origin of an affliction". 

ummas-narr, "gambling" (as a source of evil). 

The word uxt "sister"-is used specifically for each part of a pair, 

or'for one object which closely resembles another: 

uxtel-Jezma "the other shoe of a pair". 

uxtel-ta&la "the second wheel"(just like the first), 

The word ibn "son"q apart; from its use in denoting blood relationships 

as ibnel-*amm "cousin" ibnel-uxt "nephew", is also used to describe 

other relationship, such as: 

ibnal-balad "a native one". 

ibnal-madrasa "a school boy". 

The . word be tt is used as: 

, 
beytel-maa? "house of water" for. "toilet", 

beytan-nur "house of light" for"mosque1°. 

It is of interest that the practice of using abu, ibn, etc. as above 
described seems to be a survival from Cl. Aro usage. 

2; 7. The Numerals: 

a) Cardinal numbers. 

The cardinal numbers from 1 to 10 are: 

Masculine 

1, waahid, ? shad, had. 

2. ? iOnaynI/ ? isnayn 

3- oalaae' 

4. ? arbaoa t? arba when absolute) 

5. cams 
6. sit 
7. sabla (the 2nd "a" results 

Feminine 

wahhda, wahd? 

? ihda, (only i# i i. attached to 
? ahr e. g. ? ih4an,. 
Bintayn, sintayn. 

OalaaO'a 

? arbala- 
xamsa 

sit La 
sab+a 
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t ff tA lig It 

8.76amaan @amaanya 

9. tie'a (the 2nd "a" 

results from articul- 

. 
ting "0"). tis'a 

10. 'asra "asra 

The final "a" of 'asra is absent; the "t" is pronounced when the 

following noun is a, 
e. g. 'a6artril "10 riyals" (32) 

'"art a 
waadim "10 men" (23). 

From 2 to 10 the attached noun is plural, e. g. ? irnayn beyuut 
"two houses" (23). In absolute cases they are distinguished, masculine 

from feminine; e. g. "How many are they? " "They are xams or xamsa" 

according to the gender of "they", but in the case of counting things 

they always use only the feminine forms, e. g. sabbat xaruuf (2,12). 

The numbers ? arba', sab*a and tabra have similar forms in feminine and 

masculine. The plural forms of numbers fiäriin to tietiin have only 

one form, ending with iin,. The tendency is to pronounce the first 

letter with the (a) vowel, e. g. "asriin, xamsiin, tas'iin (12) (32), 

but there are examples of tistijn heard from partly educated people 

in both areas. For "hundred" the sound of Hamza in mi? a is absent. 

The only form is miyaor miiya. Compound cardinals heard are as 

follows-- 

miitayn 
tultmiya 

? arbämiya 

aumsumiya 

r 

sitmiya 

sabnmiya 

tumunmiya 

tis*amiya 

? alf 

milyon 
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The "teen" numbers are pronounced as follows; 

? iOna's and ? itna's (32) 

talattars (clear-t) 

? arbata's 

xamasta's 

sittats 

sabtataä 

tawata's (: t} 

tis'atae 

2.7- b: o troLwý-t -Ku"mteirs 

The only numbers heard a, 9. e 1...., 2_ 

Masculine Feminine 

(2) ? awwalaani (2) ? awwalaanya 

6aanii. (2) 9aaniyah 

eaalis, saalis, 

raabe'-, 

3) The Pronouns: 

(3.1) The Personal pronoüas 

The dialect has two kinds of, personal pronouns: (i) independent 

personal pronouns, and (ii) the pronominal suffixes. Arab grammarians 

usually include a third form, viz disjunctive pronouns in this group 

as well, but: the obtained data of this study consist; of insufficient 

evidence for the compiling of a pardigm; some isolated examples are 

mentioned in Chapter-3 (A). 

Both kinds of pronoun are presented here in lists to show the 

divergencies of their usages. 

The gender number may be seen at a glance from the following 

paradigm-. 

hh. ý 
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1 P. Sing. 

2 P. masc Sing. 
2 P. fa,. Sing. 

3 P. m., c Sing. 

3 P. fa. Sing. 

1 p -- play 

2 p. mes<". 
2 P. f4,. "". 
3 mwc.. 

3 f 

ana/na 

int/inta/intu 

intii/int. 

ho/how/howa/hoo. 

hii/heya. 

nehna/hinna/ehna/nohno. 

intu/intom/intuu. 

. 
intu/intom. 

hum/um/uum/humma. 

hum/hun. 

(3.2) Pronominal suffixes 

The pronominal suffixes are presented in the chart below to show 

the variant occurrences. The following paradigm gives us a complete 

statement of the usages according to the gender and number. 

1. P -- Sing. -i /' -ii A. Y. 

2. P, M. ". -ak A. Y. 

2. P. f, "' . -ik /' iik A. Y. 

3. m. Sing. -uh / -hu / -hum -uu. 
3o f. "' . ha / aa. 

1. P. -- Ple naa. 

2. p. m. P1. -kum (without any vowel for the final consonant and 
before a suffix, e. g. kitaabkum "your book") 

2, pe f. Pl. kam / kun (the latter is rarely said by educated 

speakers). 

3. p. m. Pl. hum / mum. 

3, p. f. ". hum / hun (the latter is rare). 

'Chart (1) 

Chart (2) 

6- 
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THE PRONOUNS 

y" The personal pronouns 

-(i) 
The independent forms of the personal pronouns 
Number of Informats: - 

C1.1 23} 

ýA+ 
a c;,, ý , ýnrý r ana ana ana at. P. Sing. ana ana ana ana 

td. P. Masc. 11 anta int int int 

111 
} "i 

jjj,. 

Znd. P. Fem. anti antii anti anti 

j 
rd. P. blase. howa huu huu huu 

rd P. Fem. 1 hiya 

ýt. P. Plural- neu nehna nehna 11 nehna 

P.. Masc. '!. antuen intuu intuu, r intuu 

d. P. Peen. n 4 antunna 

d, P. Masc. " hum hu= huum 
4; 

huum 

P. 'Fen. ' (hunna) ii 
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p, Sing. ana ana ana ana 

P. Masc. " int 

P. Fem. 

P. IýIc cc. "1 huw 

inta 

int 

huu 

P. Fem. 

z 
P. Plural 

1 

nehna 

heya 

nohno 

" P. Hase. intuu :1 intum 

" P. Fear. 

humma humma 
. P. 21asc. 

n P. Fem. 
4 

Y 

5 '' .7$a 

into int 

intii 

huuwa 

ehna 

intuu 

lUM 

nehna 

t 

huuni 
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9 10 11 12 

t. P. Sing. ana aani aana aani 

3. P. ilasc. int att int att 

P. Fem. " intii inti int 

P. I'It-.: c. " huu Kowa hoo ho 

P. Fem. 'i 

t, P. Plural nehna ehna hinna 

3. P. Masc. " ü intuu 

ý. P. Fem. " 

I. P. Masc. "' hum ý uum uum 

P. Fem. 



XI 

11 14 15 16 

. P. Sing, aani aane ana aani 

P. Masc. " intu att int int 

P. Fem. 

P. Mc o. ho huu 

P. Fem. n hii 

P. Plural hinna nehna pinne 

P. Masc. " atom intuu entu 

. P. Fem. onto 

ý. P. Hase. uum hum uum 

M 
ý. P. Fem. "' 
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19 20 21 22 
P. Sing. ana aana ana ana 

P. lIasc. 

?. Fem. " 

`" IIý:: c. " ho ho howa 

ý" Fem. 

Plural henna nehna 

P. Masc. 

Fenn. 

P. Masc. "f uum humina 

Fein. n 
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ý\ 
ýýsý. 

23 24 25 26 

It. P. Sing. ani ana ani ana 

ýq. P. Ilase. " int int iota 

P. Fem. " intii intii 

P. IIc.:. c. " ho huu huu huu 

P. Fem. " 

-t. P. Plural ehna ehna nehna 

P. Masc. 
intuu intuu intuu 

rr. do P. Fem. 

'1. P. Masc. "f humma hum huum 

d. P. Fem. "' i 

% 
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.. 
\ 27 28 29 30 

A 
" P. Sing. aani sane 

ý" P. Nase. " inte into intu 

" P. Fem. " intii 

f f 
l P. Maze. ho ho 

` P. Fem. "I 

'" P. Plurals hinna hinna 

ý" P. Masc. " intuumQ. 

" P. Fem. "j 

n P. Masc. uum 

P. Fem. " 
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31 2 

P. Sing. ana ana aani 

into into 
" P. tiasc. inta into 

" P. Fem. 

f 

1 
-- 

p. Fem. " 

. pý Plural 

T 
P. Masc. 

77-7ý--t- P. Fem. 

of P. Maso. 

" P. Fem. 
t 

ho Kowa ho '>. hoo 

nohno hinna hinna 

intuu 

uum 

um um umma 
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35 36 

gam. 
P. Sing. aani 

37 8 

`"P. 
Ilasc. " into 

" P. Fem. 

P. Fem. " 

plural. 
7p-- 

P. Masc. 

" P. Fem. "" ' 

P. Masc. 

P. rem. 

ho 

hii 

hinna 

intuu intom 
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39 

ý"p. 
S irng. aani 

" p. liasc. " 

" P. Fem. " 

p. IýIa3c. " 

' 
?. Fem. it 

. P. Plural 

" P. Masc. n 

P. Fem. 

"} P. Hase. 

ý" P. Fem. 

s 
'7' i 

40 

Kowa 

hinna 

humma 

.. 
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THE PRONOMINAL SUFFIXES: 

Classical 1 

"*"4ý 
* The verbal suffix (ni) is disregarded for the purpose of the charts 

23 

" P. Sing. After V. A. V. 

" P. I-lase. n ka 

i 

A. V. 

" P. Fem. " ki 

P. hu A. V. 
9.. 3. nafsuh. 

A. V. A. V. 

P. Fem. " has 
( 

a: (A. V. ) A. V. A. V. 

" P. Plural na cna A. V. A. V. 

P. Masc. " kum A. V. A. V. A. V. 

' P. Fem. Ana 
ý 

kon 
#f 

n! P. Hase. hum A. V. A. Y. A. V. 

t 
P. Fem. "f hunna 

I 
hon 

kkhý 
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45 

. ýý- TKII 

. P. Sing. A. V. 

ý. P. Hasa. " 

ý. P. Fem. 

P. Marc. A. V. A. V A. V. 

P. Fem. " A. V. ha 

Plural P A. V. A. V. A. V. 
. 

` 

. P. Masc. " 

4 A. V. A. Y. 

ý" P. Fem. 

ý. P. Masc. " A. Y. } A. V. 

4 
a. P. Eem. i 

3 

L.. 
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Sing. 

." P. I-lase 

P. Fem. 

1 

Y- j 

Fen 

ps plural 

P. Masc. 
, 

P.. Fem. ºº 
i 

" P. Tiasc. 

ný 
" P. Fem. 

AV. 

ha 

A. V. 

A. V. 

A. Y. 

ha 

A. V. 

A. V. 

1 
s s 

i 

a 
l 

4 

i 

T 
T 

A. V. 

8S 

A. V. 

A. V. 

A. V. 
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P. Sing. 

ý" 
P. flasc. " 

" P. Fem. 

13. 

f 
i 

14 x5 

1 

4 

i 

16 

A. V. 

A. V. 

a: 

-. Fem. ýý 

. ice 
. pý plural 

" P. Masc. 

"P. Eela" 

" P. Tiasc. 

" P. Eem. 
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(3.3) The Demonstrative Pronouns 

A. Referring to the nearer object. 

m. sing. haaa most frequent in all sub-regions. 

variant forms: 

haaa generally among "C" region informants 

haad and occasionally in "S" (59 9,16,38, 

39). 

(. sing. haadii most frequent in all sub-regions. 

variant forms: 

haadii (3,10,15,17,27). 
11 haadi occasionally in "S" region (5,6,16,9). 

B. Referring to the remoter object. 

m. sing. haaaak (. 7,14,15,18,24). 

variant forms: 

hadaak (3,8,13,38)" 

hadaaka (1,2,5,16,20,21,40). 

f. sing. hadiik frequent in all sub-regions. 

dick 3,14,18,23,29). 

C.. The special form for the demonstrative pronoun in the plural. 

dola (7,12,21,28), 

dool (1,2,5,16,19). 

haadol (19,24,26,30). 

(3.4) The Relative Pronouns 
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m., #ng. allii (1,2,4,5,7,9,14,36,40). 

alladi (8,18). 

ills (3,10,16,19,24). 

le/ley (12,21,27,26). 

1o other forms for fem, or pl. have been observed. The different usages 

are given in Chapter 3 (4-C). 

Interrogative and Indefinite Pronouns. 

The. most common interrogative pronoun is ? GYs, ? as 

(1) (? aJ ma'naatu) "What does it mean? " 

(5) (? ay6 gultultau) "What did you say to him?,! 

When it is attached to the preposition bit becomes beys; 

(8) (? axacltu beys) "For how much did you purchase it? " 
(i. e. "How much did it cost7you? M). 

(kam) "How much? " 

It is always heard with prefixed, i. e. �bakam" 

(2) (bakam elgota fit taa? af? ) 

(40) (bakam tistrii minna? ) 

( adds s) 

(10) (gaddeys el! 
mr 

21walad? ) 

(26) (gaddeys tibia ? int) 

"How-much are tomatoes in Taef? " 

"How., much will you pay for this? " 

"How many". 

"How old is the boy? " 

"How many do you want? " 

A shortened form of ayh or aes is s, but: it is used only when it is 

assimilated to another letter: 

(5) (Jaana sismuu ---- yofaaic# min) "He came, what is his name, --- 
? bn Sa'uud to negotiate on behalf of Ibn 

Saud". 

(sinho) *Who is he? " or "What is it? " is 

also observed. 
(29) (äinho? ) "Who is he? " 

(39) (sinho? ) "What do you want? " but äinho has 

- not been heard from any literate 

erson. 
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The Indefinite Pronouns. 

The commonly occurring indefinite pronouns are: 

triad (masc. ) 

wahda (fem. ) 

gay 

flaan 

kam 

("one" "someone") 

"something". 

"someone". 

"some", "a number of a few". 

(4) Particles 

Apart from old classical particles, 
(1)the 

remaining ones are of two 

kinds; 

(a) Inseparable (consisting of one letter always attached to the 
following word). 

(b) Separate. 

(a) Inseparable Particles. 

4.1. Preposition 

"by", "with" etc. 

The vowel which links it with the followed nouns is "a" as; 
(1) (balgalam) "with the pen"-. 

(2) (balloyl) "at night". 

(4) (balmahal) "in the place". 

(5, ' 11,26,31) (baha) '"with her" (attached to pronoun). 
(9) "with her" "h" replaced by long vowel aa. 
(23) (balbalda) "in the town". 

(25) -(balmoya) "with water". 

(30) (bal ? ittifaagiya) "by agreement", and sometimes it is "i" as 
in literary Arabic, as; 

(ý) Some of them have disappeared even from modern literary Arabia, 
such as (haahaa) L. L (xalaa) 'ti-; some of them are in use in lit- 
arary Arabic but not in dialect, e. g. (cada) (rubba) followed by a 
negative particle absolute is out of use even in literary Are 

(contd. on next page± 
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(1) (bileiiraan) "with oxen". 

(4) (birrejuula) "on foot". 

.. > n 
ýtsºt{lam %ý Strvawýý ý 

(8)' (bilxuddaam) ncr 

and'it is "u" when it is attached to masc. sing. or masc. p1". 

personal pronouns; 
(2) 

(1) (buu 'C bhu); L (bohu < bihi) (12, -23,36,38)-'' 

(28) (buum4 bahum L bihum) "with them". 

Only two examples were recorded of this prepositionvti. the meaning of 

"swear", that-is with "a"; 

(29) (ballah G billah) "by God"; 

(25) (billah t'alayk) 'in the name of God you are asked to". 

for "to'", "belonging to". 

In the dialect this particle is confused with the demonstrative 

pronouns 6.3 t and ( which sometimes become c c) f( LQw) 

(5) (huuwa laraah) "he. who went". (This has been discussed in 

demonstrative pronouns 2.12). In the prepositional usage it undergoes 

no change in the meaning, but it does in pronunciation. It, sometimes 

takes-the "a" vowel as (4) (lahad ? ana'aarif) "as far as I know". 

Informants (12,23,25,26,32) used U1. ß with this meaning. 

When it is attached to the personal pronouns(t)a long vowel "aa" is 

added after it; 

(1) (14 ya) "'for me". 

Informants (2,3,4,5,11,15,21,25,32,34) used with this 

meaning. When it is attached to 3: Fem. Sing. the "h" of the personal 

pronoun is assimilated into a long "aa"; (laa) or (la? a); 

(11) (maa laa) "What is wrong with her? " 

(1)(Contd) Some of them are in occasional use in literary Arabic, e. g. 
('ada) but not in dialect. Some of them are replaced in dia- 
leot by other particles, e. g: "resembling", or "as" with ('ay & m161) 

(2) In the Meccan dialect when -I is attached to personal pronouns 
2 masco it takes a vowel as (? asbak) "What is the matter with you? " 
and in 2 fem. with long "ii", (bilk). 
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When it is attached to 3 masc, sing, it takes the "u" vowel as (11) 

(luuh) =ef(lahu) "for him" ' and, 3 masc. pl. as. c(11) (luum) (lahum) 

"for them". (25). 

Most usages of (ý) are replaced by (hagg) or (haggat), (which will 
be discussed separately), therefore the dialect, has little use for it. 

With the meaning of c cis) hM frequent usage in. the dialect; 

(4) (1pJedda) "to Jedda". 

hu,, s; ýýa c}'"ý' "we send it to Jedda". 

rQQ,, C (ý laýlL9.1ý 
ß`i1 Z ý-J "he went to Jedda". 

(10) (la? ahlu) "to his family". 

(12) ( la ha4makKa) "up to Mecca"*, 

Other usages of 3 are observed as following: 

(4) (lehaaluu) "alone himself". 

(l&haalii) "alone myself". Instead of cl. 
(lahalum) "alone themselves". ) wah ýLý. ýýý' 

(18) (lahaalha), "alone herself". 

(25) (lanafsuu) "for-himself", cl. 

(26) (lahadcaymaärib) "until sunset". 

way C9) 
(a) As-a conjunction it has the expected frequent usage throughout the 

dialect and there is no need to list this. But in the meaning of '! -., 

"while", -which is called in c1. Arabic (al-waw al-haliya), it has-no 

place in the dialect. 

(b) As a preposition with the meaning of "swearing" it is very rare 

and is only found attached to "Allah". 

(12) (Wallah maa jo) "by God they did not come", but even in this 

case "swearing" is not meant. The informant merely wanted to emphasise 

his' statement. Similarly in the negative sense it has frequent usage" 

preceded by the negative particle "laa". 

(4) (1aa vrallah- maa $ufnah) "I did not see him". 

(5) (laa wallah maa h4fiih) "he is not in". 

(23) (laa wallah ma *indna karaasii) "we have no chairs". 
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(25) (laa wallah hu maa fii filbeyt) "he is not in the house". 

(c (L. )"then", "after", "therefore". (see syntax, conjunctions). 

(b) Separate Particles 

1. i (zay) alike"-, "similar to". 

Though the word with this meaning, as a preposition or participle, 
is not endorsed by classical or literary modern Arabic, it is common 
to all the eastern dialects. It may be taken as a substitute for 

lit. J but with the following differences: 

tas&ýk is not used with pronominal suffixes, but Zy is. 

2). ý f has two usages with the meaning (i) "such as": e. g. 
6- "My friends such as x and z came; 

(ii) "like", 'or- "resembling"; e. g. "This face like the 1 
moon. But i= has the usage of the latter exclusively. (For the 

former our dialect uses the noun "miol"): e. g. 
(10) (waladak zay waladii) "your son is like my son". 
(1) ('indna fawaakah mi©l al "unab) "we have fruit such as the grape". 

Other examples of zay: 

(4) (wiý dii kaan zay wahid 'aalim) "my father was like a learned man". 

(12) (howa zayyoh) "he is like him". 

(16) (kulla zay wahid) "all are similar". 

(23) (zay miin taal'umrak) "like who? may your life be longer! " 

(25) (maa Kowa zayyoh) "it is not like him". 

(2) (fii ? awtTaar miel 'uerub) "there are trees such as..... �. 

(26) (nat*allam mi-Cl a1 htsaab wa. l figh weh nahes) "we learn such 
(subjects) as mathematics, jurisprudence and grammar. 

(28) (zayyaa biäcakt) "exactly like her". 

(28) (nar'a m8'1-Al anam w1 damaal) "we graze such (animals) as 

cattle and camels". 

(32) ('indnaa mi91, >1 ba'aariin) "we have such (animals) as camels". 
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, jr min "from",, "by", "through". 

(i) It has its unchanged sound if it is prefixed to the unassimilable 

letter-of the following noun on to the article where "1" is 

pronounced: 
(1) (min zaraata) "through agriculture". 

(2) (min Jeddah) Ofrom Jeddah". 

(32) (min xuuya) "from my brother". 

(ii) When it is attached to a noun the initial letter is bilabial 

plosive or nasal; "n" becomes "m". 

(1) (mim beytah) 'from his house". 

(24) (mim madrasa) "from school". 

(25) (mire bilaadii) "from my village". 

(iii) When it is attached to a pronominal suffix "n" is duplicated: 

(3) (minno turgii) "from it to higher ranges". 

(4) (minnaa i. minha) "from her". 

(g) (minnow L minhum) "from them". 

(iv) "n" is also duplicated if the following noun has an initial 

`glottal h, which is changed to a hamza sound or-is replaced by the 

long vowel 
aa: 

(5) (minnak G min hunaak) maa-daa had_ 

but: if h is pronounced the particle 

(1) (min han naahiyya) "Of this kind"'. 

OU miin "who", classical man 

The only difference between cl. man 

"Nobody has come from there"t 

( eY) will remain unchanged. 

and this particle is that the 

latter has a long vowel (ii). 

It is not used with pronominal suffixes. 

It; has not been observed in any variant form, thus: 

(1) (ma' miim ) "with whom? " 

(12) (miin howa daak) "who is he? " 

(14) (. orat miin) "whose photograph? " 

But this dialectal miin does not agree with all the usages of cl. man; 

e. g. in dialect miin does not- have the relative pronoun usage e. g. in 
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cl. or- lit. Ar4 man is used instead of 

ý; - 
j ",, f , 

ýý 
,, " "Who enters the house is safe". In dialect 

only or its variant forms is used. 

'about" "Not observed. 

There is no substitute for it in prepositional form. If they have 

to express a phrase requiring a preposition like this they use the 

direct pronominal suffixes for this purpose; e. g. to say "Mr. X was 

asking about you". 

(L'1130 L3 V cýyl, they say YaSadia. k `5j --ý 

or l-ýa , earºx yasaaýAk "he asks about you". Other cl. usages such 

as 2.. e. "from one's side", or to change the meaning of a verb as 

compared with other prepositions, are not observed in this dialect. 

,; 
ýv Latta even 

This preposition has only one usage, that is with the meaning 

"eveno followed by a rounded "u" on a rising intonation. 

(4) (hattaw fil beyt man fii ) "He is not even in the house". 

(11) (hattaw ? imaan "not even an Imam". 
) 

is there". 

maa fii). 

(13) (dawwarna hattaw fi b lforiäi) "we went round looking even in 

Bil3ershi". 

(18) (hatta humma maa hum raactiin) "even if those people don't agree". 

Vp fi 

The difference between fi with short, vowel and fii with long 

vowel must be noted. The former is a preposition and this Ieatber is a 

dialectal verb in the meaning of "to be". 

When it is a preposition the vowel "i" sometimes becomes "a"; 

(1) (fal? aswaag Uy)'J ) "in the markets". 

(1) He who leads Muslim prayers. 
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(2) (fal haws ) "in the air". 
(3) (fal furaas ) "in bed". 

But frequently it remains the '*i"'vowel: 

(1) (fil ? arcl ) "in the ground". 

(2) (fil beyt ) "in the house". 

(4) (fiddukkaan ) "in the shop". 

No change is observed in the case of assimilation. When it is att- 

ached to a noun which has no following article and is not assimilated 

to the first letter of the noun, it is pronounced with short 

(4) (fi btuu ) "in the house". 
ýba1ju u) "in Bil j ershi". 

(7) a, tnuu p "inside of it". 
(5) 

E(T-i 

(18) (fa yardnaa ) "in our land". 

fii- 

Although it is used as a "verb" it resembles a particle such as the 
4N 

modern lit. or spoken hunNthere is/are". 

It is used for both past and present; 

(4) (fii madarrisiin ) "there are teachers". 

(4) (najam haaik-al ? ayyam) "yes, at that. period there were teachers". 

fii maddarrisiin) 

This; "verb"'is frequently used throughout the dialect. The only 

difference occurs when it is preceded by the negative particle "ma(a)", 

as: 
(1) (maafii ) "there is no "'. 

bat the people of Ghamid, especially the peasants, say. 

(23) (masii ) 

In to statement followed by this negative verb they, say;.. 
(26) '%11Q- ý11UlXaJ 1' #ä. 

To illustrate this difference the following conversation is 

provided:, 
Q. "have you money? " 

(27) (maalsii wallah ) "nothing, by God"., 
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Q. "how is your business going on? " 

(27) (maas ? al matar min "There has been no rain since last 

"aam ma Jaa). year". 

When it is put at the end of a sentence it remains simply (iii). 

(30) (So'aar maasii ) "We have no poetry". 

Another difference between (iii) and (fii) is that-(fii) is not 

changeable while (sii) sometimes loses its long vowel as stated 

above. 

cý! (? ila) "to"', '"up. to"', "till". 

Its dialectal form is (? ileyn) and (? alaan) (i. e. with the added 

particle u' ). 

(1) 
(4) 

(5) 

ilk (banadura fafSeyf "tomatoes are(grown). in summer as in 

? ale ? assita) winter". 

(dawwarna dawwarna "We went on looking until sunset". 

? ale= ? 1mayrib). 

(Jalasna deek ei muddah 

aleyn Jaa marsuul min assariiß). 

(12) (xalliik hinaa,? aleyhnaxlus) 

(25) (i Ina hinna? Aaan mondag) 

"We eat there at that time 

until the representative of 
the eharif came", 

"keep yourself seated here until 

I. finish". 

"Our business extends from here to 

Mandaque". 

(26) (? alaan . 1mator yidi mafii ? aural). "there is no hope until rain 

starts". 

(40) (? alaan Jaa howaa fis$af "as soon as he entered a row I 

wo.? ana fi: saf). entered a row". 

(Yalayn) or-(? aleyn) is not observed with the meaning of lit. 

(? ila) "to". Instead of f? ila) we have in this dialect "1 TM for this 

purpose;, e. g. (raah l-a dedda) "he went to Jedda" (4) as discussed n 

(b 3) 
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It is not observed attached to pronominal suffixes such as 
(%ýleyh) or (? aleyha), (? a. leyhim) etc., except in the recitation of 

the Qur? an. 

('alaa) "on", "up"', "according to", "with". 

This preposition occurs in three forms, according to certain situations 

as now listed* 

a) BefozM a noun without the article the pronunciation is Ralaa. 

(4), ('alaa haalu) "himself alone". 

Aalaa migsa4du) "according to his income". (3)' 

(5) (+alaa maraaga) "with broth". 

b) Before a definite, noun rwith the article suppressed it. is 'al. 

(23) (IalhbJaaz) "up, to Hejaz". 

(26) (raldiira) Oat the village". 

(27) (. 'alJamal) "on the camel". 

(11) (*alhaalu) "he alone". (to be. compared with No. 4). 

c) Before the article when followed by a samsiiya letter the pronunci- 

ation is shortened to 'a. When the first consonant of the noun is 

camariiya it remains ! al. 

With before article. 

(1) ("assayyarah) "on the car". 

(8) (talbarkah`. 'alai barclkah) "along with God's blessing". 

Often, in this case, ('a) takes the place of (? a) of (al). 

(4) (*allaai: L fal bad&wa) "what is practised among the bedouin". 

(2) (mojuud taddukkan) "it is in the shop". 

(7) ('albaeyt. ) "at the house". 

(11) ('almodiir) "up to the directors". 

When it is attached to the 3rd P. pronominal suffixes it remains 

unaffected:. 
(12) ("alaah=) "on them". 

('alaayaa) "on her". (again h is changed to (y) sound), 
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But when it is attached to 2nd P. suffixes the form is ºaley. 

(5) (? alaan- yohkum ? ibn sautuud taleykum): ýnöw": Ibn saüd rules üp'o"n yoni 

(25) (billah t'aleyk). 
LYou swear by God 

The preposition is also used to express the meaning of ? ela(a) 
atOn" 

(4) (ra4 t-aladdira) "he went (to) the village". 

(4) (laff 'addurJaan) "he turned to the staircase". 

C4.2.1) jg. "of", "belong to"-, "for". 

Though this particle is not endorsed by cl. or lit. Arabic(') 

almost every dialect has a particle similar to it with_the same meaning 

and usages. In most parts of the Arabian Peninsula h_a is used 

(In Yemenite Lag) but in Kuwait, where there is influence from the 

Iraqi dialect, maal is used in Egypt btaat and in Syria tab', and in 

western (Maghribi) dialects mtaa', etc. 

It is used for the following purposes: 

1. It replaces the cl. idaefa: - 
e. g. ALA. "House of Ali", becomes in the dialect. ýrLL 4'. 

2. It acts as a substitute for IJ", to express ownership>: .. 
L 

e. g. In cl. 1ý "This is for you" t becomes j. jX 
(4) "for whom? " 

(cl. )- 

3. It. is attached to pronominal suffixes superfluously, i. a* the cl. 
s 

zaa? ida 

e. g. ý �r' i (5) for ? amiiruhum "their governor" in 

cl. ( ýrl )" 

A feme form of haýý is often used, namely haggat, at, as in (laI 

(ý) We should differentiate between cl. and lit. Ar. By the latter 
the modern lit. Ar. (which does not necessarily agree with the 
cl. in all respects) is meant. 
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Since an informant (2) used haar and 
lha 

gat without any obvious 

differentiation being made between them, it may be that any 

original distinction has now been lost 

(2) (hagg almoya) "of water". 

' (haggat ? aret) "of the earth". 

But in the Northern region it, seems that they differ about this, 

e. g. a camelman (36) said in answer to questions about the parts 

of a camel's body. 

( jum juma haggat al-3amal) 
(ruff hagg al- jamaIJ) 

Other usages of karg. 

"the skull of a camel". 
"the hoof oä a camel". 

It is frequently used to indicate material. 

(kursi hagg`i xasab) "a wooden chair" 
(reyaal hagg. 1 fudda) "Riyal made of silver"(') (18). 

Ta indicate relation to a certain time, incident, etc. 

('akil haggal ? ams 14)42) "Yesterday's food was fine". (2) 

(baagii ziinat haggatalfarha) "remains of the decoration of 

5, Adverbs.. 

the marriage ceremony'". (18) 

The adverbs that are still in use or their substitutes are: 

5, ], (bq Ss) "only", "enough", "stop",, "that is all". 

(i) (b1)a5s ma nibYa kalaam zaa? ed) "stopt T' need no more talking". 

(1) The Saudi currency before notes were introduced; the old 
silver coins are now used as ornaments. 
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(1) (''Indna bass haadar 'no') "We have only this sort". 
(2) (ba. $s ma fii c eyru) "that's all(that we have), Nothing else", 

(3) (b&ss aalaaS ' akulha) "it is enough that we eat it". 

(4) (-Jalasna yom bass was"iridna) "I stayed one day only, then run 

away",, 

(5) (9ult btsshaat ? es 
4iindak) "I said, "That's enough! Give me 

what you've got"*. 
(11) (maa fii funab wa rummaan ba-s. ) "We have only grapes and 

pomegranates". 

Only a few examples are cited, because it is very frequently 

used and there are no variants of usage. 

5.2 hang .i 

It is sounded hana(a) in the Lcern usages 
(1) (haha balaad zahraan fii mo-drasaa) "Here in Belad Zahran there 

are schools". 
(4) (fii hina mdaaris diik l? ayyaO)n)"there were schools at that time". 

'S' 
It is pronounced (a) "honay" among the n tribes: 

(26) (honay ma fi matar) "there is no rain here". 

b) Also honaryay (with Imala) 

(28) "honayyey" "here" (in reply to "where do you like? ") 

(32) (*induum bzlaad hanayyoy) "they have farms here". 

5.3. (Y-2Z 
-f) 

"how", "what? " 

(1) (keyf haalak) "how are you? " 

(23) (keyf ?' mafahimt) "what? I could not understand". 

(25) (keyf el *arab 'indokun) "how are the people of your tribes? " 

(26) (keyf haal cl +arab) "how are the people? " 

(29) ('alu keyfak) "as you like". 
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c ý. f) 

5.4. (bardo) "too"t "nevertheless". 

Does not seem to be of Arabic origin. 

(1) (Jaaii bardha) "The word "Jaaii. " is used for the feminine 

too". 

(2) (bardo 'ammo-na ma rash) "nevertheless my boss did not go". 
(4) (bardo maanii- zä. 'laan) "nevertheless I am not angry". 

., 

5.5 (du=} "Just now". Not of Arabic origin. 

(11) (duubuu xallaSt 1ma''mla) "just now I have finished the case". 

(21) (? ilhag duubuu howa xarad-) "catch him. He has just gone". 
(25) (duubuu_ 'araft) "just nowt I learned". 

5.6. (fajrn) "where". 

(1) (fa yn ?4 min baladnaa)(1) "where from? From our homeland". 

(ý) (fa yna howa raa? )h) "where is he going to? " 

(10) (? alwarag4ta fa yna) "where is that paper". 

5.7 ( 
iýý 

`jý (" :SJ "under", "below"'. 

Very rarely used as in the lit, form. 

(3) (miin daarii ? es taht ? ard (? ) "who knows what is under the 

. ground? " 

As the opposite of (fag), (? asfal) is generally used. 

(5) (mahllana ? asfal) "our place is down below". 

(11) (humma fig 1-ETabal ? hna ? asfal) "they are high up and we are 
down below". 

5#8# 0-s fog "on", "over"', "above" of place or rank (opposite 

of 

It is generally used as its litinform= 
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(1) (fugal dabul) "on the mountain". 

(2) (t7)la'naafag) "we climbed upwards". 

(3) (fagnaa Allah) "God is above our head". 

(4) (rakabna fdgal babuur) "we rode by steamer". 
(5) (ta=fogu4 nugtaa) "on the letter there is a dot". 

For the meaning "above" of rank, another word is once heard, 

namely, "turgii". 

(1) (minn sauu. 5, minno 'askarii minno turgii) "In the army there is 

the general, there is 

the soldier, and there 

are those who, are of 
higher rank". 

5-9- (v"A uuT "on this side of", "under", "without". 

This Particle is not observed. But a participle of a weak verb 

(medial hamzated) (Jaa? ii) is used in its place: 

(1) (BalaaOiin J a? ii) "under thirty" (In reply to "How old are 

you? "). 

(27) (Jaa? ii kaeiir) "much less" (In reply to "Have you a hundred 

camels? "). 

5.10. (JUS "wer", "inside". 

It is not found on lit. Ar., but is commonly used in the dialect. 

(1) (äuwwa fil beyt) "in the house". 

(3) (? annowaah bzJuwwa) "The fruit-stone is inside it". 

(3) (raah duwwa fibeytelmaa) "he went to the toilet". 

Y0 

5.11. tr (bclrra "outside" (opposite of 

Not used in the mainstream of cl, lit., but generally used 

throughout our dialectal area: 

(3) (maaruht bgrra) "I. have never been outside". 
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Instead of (bctrra) some bedouin of Ghamid say (? lb rr): 
(29) ('indohm halaal fil barg "They have cattle outside", (i. e. 

outside the village). 
(33) (? Pl"bax6 (in reply to "where is your family? "). 

5.12. , u) (ba'd) "not yet", "yet". 

ý, ýý In lit. it is used with the 
, 
same meaning e. g. L 

Diplomatic circles have not recognised it yet". 
( 

In cl. it is used to say . 
"after all", e. g. .. s 

"after all of these "(2). 

In the dialects of Syria and Egypt (lissaa lissa'a) is used 

instead of it. 

In the Meccan dialect lassa or lissa is used for the same 

purpose. 
In our dialect the bedouin of Ghamid use bald: 

(27) (maa Jawwäzt bald) "I have not got married yet". 

(31) (bard ma hatMeyt) "I have not performed the pilgrimage yet". 

(31) (bald I) "Not yeti" (In reply to "Are you married? "). 

In the central part of the area they use lissah: 

(1) (lissah ma 'amilna gey) "as yet I have.. not done anything". 

There is no evidence that"all the members of these tribes use 

this particle in the same way. There are quite different usages as 

wellt 
(4) (gult man& mo'ifig bald) "I said that was not yet ready". 

(7) (bard ma sallahna izzira""a) "Yet I did not take part in 

agricultural work". 

bald in the cl. and lit. meaning is rarely used by literate people 

who want to show their ability or demonstrate their sophistication. 

(lg) (? ama bald) "After that ". 

(7) (bald ma deyt min balaadak) "After that you came from your 

town". 

kký- 

Daily Al 'Aural of Tunis Nov. 6th, 1967. 
(contd..... 1471 
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The Particles of affirmation and negation are: 

5.13. (? ii), ? ah, (? waa), ? wseh, na*am, han, haun. 

la, la?, laa, mu, mo, ma. 

All the above particles are used frequently according to context 

of subject matter; no diatopic division may be devised for the usages 

of these, except for negative ma and mot 

(1) ma Ja 

(4) mu huu saw, 
(11) maa fii ? amal 
(21) mo(m') fii 

(25) maa6ii 
(26) 

"he didnbt come". 

"they aren't equal".. 

'there is no hope". 

"there is none". 

"there is nothing". 

It is noted that ma and mo may be attached to fii only, but to 

sii only ma may be attached. 
-K%P-^ ku4tA 

To emphasise affirmation they use 'lila, e. g. (1) ? ilia nakio 

"Why not ? We do eat. "(2) 

(Contd. ) 

(2) Lisan -el-Arab-V. 39-Entry B_. 
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6. Conjunctions 

6.1. As accusative Verb. 

ý", ýf (ypm) (min yflm) 

These are substitutes of cl. -4..:. 

even from lit. Ar. ). 

"since", "from", "when", 

and (the latter -1) is absent 

Usages as preposition: - 

"Since he went to Taef, I have 
: Ste,. +LL".: Yvº ta"L r#, »MIT-J'"w 

,( 'y'�+rYWwýt ý_J ý 

not seen anything". 

(4) (min yam int kallamtu ? ana ? adawwir) "Since you told me I have 

been looking". 

(5) (fii.? aman, min ypm daxal bin sa'uud ma fii doäa) 

"There is peace and order, ;i -I-,, q, 
since Ibn Saud entered there 

are no disturbances". 

(1) (? arch y? m Allah yogaddir lii) "I will go when God decides for me". 

(26) (yom fish matar fiih zaraa'a yom maa fii *alallah). 

"When it is raining the sowing : 

goes on. When there is no 
rain, (our fate lies) in God". `, q 

9 
(26) (yom fit yom ma fit) 

6,2. (mita) ß "when", "where". 

(2) (na. suum mita nasufplhalaal) 

(11) (mita xarJt min balaadak) 

(Alternative). 

"We fast when we see the moon 
(of Ramadan)". 

"When did you leave your village". 

(25) (mita yiiJii. matar minallah) "When rain comes from God". 

6.3" (beyn) "between". 

This is used as in cl. or lit. Ar. Thus when two words are 
k6- 
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dependent on if both are substantives the need 

not be repeated, but if one (or both) is a pronoun it is repeated: 

(1) (beynii w, beynahallah) "Allah is between me and him". 

(2) (? al mosWil beysanta wa fota) "the recorder is between the 

bag and the fotä: l)'. 

(1) (xaSma beynii w2 beynah) "there is a quarrel between me and 
him". 

It can also be preceded by ma for no obvious purpose. 

(31) (Jo ma bayn lti6a wýlfaJr) "they came between dusk and dawn". 

Most of the bedouin of Ghamid add an "aa" vowel after 

(25) (bayna graya w, garaya) "between towns and towns". 

When it is attached to pronominal suffixes an "aa" vowel replaces 

the suffix: 
(beynaa mafii xusumah) (e. g. cl. `and Lt ). 

6.4. "round about". 

It. is used only to indicate an approximate time and number; 

its other cl. usages such as "round about the city" 1r qý 1J are 
' 

not, observed. Its variant forms used in the dialect arer. 

(1) (h3lay) 

(18) (hol"y talaatiin Ya$Aam) "about thirty sheep". 
(ii) hawaal y: 

(27) (hawaley 'ibriin) (In reply to "How old are you? ) "Twenty years" 

(36) (liyaa hawaloy ? asbuuj hinaak) "I have been here for about 
a week". 

6.5. "with", "at". 

a) Used of place: 

(1) Fata is a piece of cloth used (e. g. in Malaysia) as a men's 
garment. 

kh, 
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--l 

(4) (gareyna *ind1l gar'aawii) 

(5) (Jallosonii 'induum) 

b) It is often used with the meaning "to have". 

(1) (*indna (tadl *umrak) ? 1burr wa..... ) 

(2) (*indii halaal 'indii yanam) 

(3) ('indna kuliey tibia ? int) 

(5) (kaanat tindii bundogiya) 

(8) (? almaA''mlaa 'indak) 

(9) ('Jaa "indakum matar? ) 

ii} (10) (Jaa seyWctak'; 
) 

"I studied at the village teacher's! 

place". 
"they made me sit with them". 

"We have (may your 

lifetime be prolonged) 

wheat and ..... " 

"I have cattle etc". 
"we have whatever you need". 

"I had a gun with me". 

"the case is pending with you". 

"Did you have the rain (at your 

village)? " 

*Have you got anything? " 

6.6. (badal) "instead of", "in place of". 

It is used with a prefixed ma(a). 

(7) (ta'aal ? int badal ma ? aJii.? ana) "you should come instead of me". 

(19) (haa'da badaluuh yosawwii) "it does instead of that". 

(28) ('iamilt bPdaal xuuya) "I. worked in, place of my 

brother". 

J. 
(gudaam) "before", "opposite". 

(i) entirely replaces cl. rLI : 

(8) (guddam a lgasur) 

(ýq) (guddämak) 

ago, in past time 

(5 ) (guddam barb) 

"opposite the castle". (cf* 

faul for morpheme). 

"before you". 

" cl. öýr' 

"before the war". 

kkl- 
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(14) (guddam ma fii madrasa) 
(26) (maa fii sulaaiguddam) 

"there was no school in the past". 
"we were not used to poetry in the 

past". 

6.8., (ba+deyn) "after", 88then". (cl. 6o 7d and (eumma) ). 

(1) (na6ufha ba'deyn) "we will see it later". 

(13) (ba'deyn maa Ja had) "nobody came after(that)". 

(2) (ba'deyn kallarn tilfuun)' "then the telephone spoke", (i. e. 

someone-telephoned). 

In'the ern dialect it becomes ba'deyna when a sentence'"' 

starts after a pause. 

(2) (ba'deyna vF-a hex saalah) "then came Mr. %". 

(20) (ba"deyna yiidii äita) "then winter comes". 
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CHAPTER THREE 
(SYNTAX) 

A)' The Noun 

The subject of the sentence, whether nominal or verbal, is 

usually . placed first: 
(29) ( ý, ) "My brother is a soldier". 

(18) (_G)_. ý () "There is no rain". 

(2) "The girl is clever". 

. These sentences may be turned into interrogative form with a 

slight change of sound pitch. For example, any predicate of these 

sentences, if, it is uttered with stress on the first syllable and 

rising inflection in_the second (or the final where the word is of 

two syllables only), it will give the interrogative meaning. 

If the subject precedes the verb, as is usual, the latter usually 

agrees in gender and number with the former. 

(2) ( }\ cs-aý ý.., ý t) "The salesman is sitting in his 

shop". 

(2) (t '-'-' o irk j_, 
-J t) "A girl offers prayers when 

she-is ten years old". 

(3) (. L. ) "They do not agree, 0 Sheikh". 

(11) (v ý- ClJ6I g- ý) "A woman and a man (bold) are 
coming". 

But the plural is used for the dual even if they are stated to 

be two in number-- 
(1) a ., ýý 1, Jt Vif- vom= ) "Two of my daughters went to,. - 

school", 

The predicates agree with the subject in gender and number: 

0(c,, \. "The Utans is dear- here". 

(1) (f csýA_I> r`) "My wife aacill". 

(12) (l 11ýJ t, -º1 ) "The workers are lazy! R. 

(36) ( cý-ýý 1. º 
Vol, ') "Our women do not come w. 

The plural form for the feminine is lost. They use a verb 

kh. - 
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instead of_a noun to serve as predicate. 

B) The Verb 

1) Perfect Usages:, 

a) The Perfect; is always put before a noun. or pronoun and it indicates:, 

a) An act completed in the past; (1) 

"I performed the pilgrimage three times". 

This verbal usage-is very common and occurs regularly throughout 

the dialect. - 

b) An act which, at the moment of speaking, has already been completed 

and 'remains in a state of completion; (5) ( 4, >y" q, % .:. 
i >T- I v. 

ý, s ) 

"Then, the Saudi Government captured (the area)". 

a) To express wishes and prayers. (i. e. the optative usage); 

(19 2,3,4,8,11 , 14) (J3 

"Day-your lifetime be prolonged". (long may you live). 

This is the only phrase: which normally employs the perfect. It 

is used as a poli:. te form rather than to express the original prayerful 

intention. In conversation with a highly respected person, this 

phrase is used-to open. the conversation, and will be repeated with 

greater frequency according to the rank and dignity of the man who is 

addressed. Sometimes, especially when addressing a man. of high rank, 

a governor, prince or minister, it may be repeated after every sentence 

and even after the affirmative words but in 

the case of the negative -1 a '-'is added to counteract the 

negative meaning of the phrase. It should also be noted that it ie 

used only with the second person pronominal suffix; (singular or a 

plural). 
F_ y Besides simple forms of greetings, such as 

"good morning", "good evening" for the opening salutation 

and "bright morning", L... "bright evening" 
for the response, there are other phrases that are occasionally used. 

k6- 
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For example, when one enters a place where people are gathered, for a 

party or, a festival, one would address one's greeting to all of them; - 
(21) "Good morning, everyone". 
(16) ( L` rý L ý' ý-- ) "Brethren!. Good evening". 

Apart from such phrases, other forms of greetings, prayers and 

curses are used with the imperfect. 

Examples: -., - L- ýü "May God bless you". 
"lay God honour the government". 

wa "May God not show me his face". 

2) The Perfect with "duubuu". 

The Perfect is sometimes preceded by the particle (duubuu) 

to express the meaning of the cl. A which is totally absent from 

the dialect. Among the tribes; of Ghamid the final long vowel - is 

dropped; 

(1) 
J ý'ý ) "He has; just gone". 

(1) ( of yý, ý ) "T know it now"'. 

(31) "I have now learned it". 

(33) "The car has just gone". 

3) The Pluperfect. is sometimes. expressed by the simple Perfect 

after a demonstrative pronoun: 

"They gave my 

,;, father six 8iyals, in return for the work I 'had done for them during 

that time". 

The Pluperfect-is sometimes-, expressed by temporal clauses i. e. 

after (. ý. ý ), ( 1, 
cY-a )r and (r). 

the, latter is: frequently used among the Bedouin of Ghamid: 

(18) (J c}'-e L. -I -ý 
.--) "I got married when 

I' had had money". $ 
C3) (c týý ý; - cl ý? 1. ý., ý 

<., 1., 
ß:, y1.. " ) "I went down 

to Mecca before my brother came from Tail". 

kL- 
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(JQ ) 

"No one-has come now; they 

came in the past*. 

Uses ofakaan" in the Perfect. 

4) The Verb (kaan) "to be", 

a) It. is used as an absolute°verb expressing the past perfect; 
( 4) (" nos Lýs1 ý,.: t .ýý. ýv 6' ) "We arranged marriages by 

agreement". 
(2) "My brother was with me". 

b) When it is put before an Imperfect verb it serves as; - 
1) As an auxiliary verb; 

"I- was walking with him". 
(2) ( ns Lýý3 j--- ý" ) "He was working in agriculture". 

2) If it is put before another auxiliary verb, 

"to wish", it takes the-meaning of the. Pluperfect. 
ye 

(5) "He wanted to compromise 

with the people of 

N1 
Biljershi". 

(14) "'% "I wanted to work at. home". 

o) To express a state in past. time 1. ýý 3 ýý ( 
(1ý 

is 

used as a verb: 

(5) 4- 

"My father, may God forgive him, was an ignorant man who could neither 

read nor write". 

"They were ignorant youngsters who did not know anything". 

b) The Imperfect 

Imperfect Usages 

Its grammatical term, according to W. Wright is-, a "circumstantial 
accusative". 

kh. - 
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1-2 To express present continuous action the imperfect indicative 

follows a noun or-a pronoun; 

p "He, goes". 
(15 )( Lr' L, s; J 1 ß, J 19 ) "My father sells cloth". 
(29) "My brother works in the army". 

2-2- To express: -the future the dialect does not make much use of the 

imperfect. When in rare instances. it is used, the context. suggests 

the future, e. g. 

(18) , 
ýº .., ý- a. ý1ý..., 1 aua s "God willing 

I will complain about him to the Emir". 

More often the future is expressed by an Imperfect preceded by 

an auxiliary verb, e. g. Lam, (JAY") "He wants". 

(17)) (>r1) "I will go now" or ("I want. to 
$o now"). 

The people of Zahran, especially those who: emulate educated men, 

use, a participle for this purpose; 

c ti 1i 11--^ Z7 "He, will take her abroad with 
him"21 

( ý' °ý" ) "Tomorrow I will go to the 

village". 

Neither the cl(( -r-) S nor the particle yr has ever been 

heard. The coll. (b) prefix isivery rarely used among the Zahrani 

settled tribes, but in Ghamid it is totally absent. 

2" Imperfect of the Hal (al-mudaric al-haliyy). 

Apart from the imperfect usage which follows, there are two other 

usages involving the participle and the perfect. 

a) The Imperfect 

(4 "A messenger came from my 
father in. order to advise 

me"'. 

hbm- 
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b) The Participle 

"I opened the door and 

ascended the staircase 
to escape". 

c) The Perfect 

The example here given also illustrates- the substitution of a, 
derived theme, viz. VII ( 

cýý 
(0 e, ; %, a , ýý" .:; el-> ) 

"His (sic) son-who was present, fell down slain". 

Contemporaneous action, often involving purpose, is thus expressed 
in the dialect. in these three quite distinct ways. 

ý. Subjunctive Mode of the Imperfect 

As in cl. Arabic the. subjunctive mode occurs only in subordinate 

clauses, in the dialect it is governed by these particles; 

a) (vi) "that" is placed after verbs - expressing inclination or 
disinclination, command or prohibition; 
(2) C "We wish to eat fish". 

(11) 1, "He does not intend to pay 
the money",. 

N. B. (naawi) is. the participle of the verb (nawa) but it is used as 

a verb referring to present time (see 2.2) 

(2) 0% cýýº ) "I tell him to go to school". 

But the Bedouin of Ghamid do not like uttering this particle,; 

they-usually drop)it and, apart from the content, their intonation 

suggests the mood of the sentence. 

For example, if they want to express the thought of the sentence, 
they would say. 

S L' -r li" ) 

i. e. instead of (0 1' ) they use a central pause, and a rising 
intonation. 

b) ( vý1 ) "until". This may be placed after a verb to indicate 

kh- 
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the durationof an act or the period of an actions 
0 "I sit throughout the day until 

sauset". 
"I will not submit the 

application until the 

governor - is> here", 

c) () "till". This is used in the same way as val but 
it: is always pronounced with an additional diphthong (kaH�G) i. e. 
(hattas): 2) 

(5) (6,1 ý. Sb ýýýsý'c L owv ) "By God, we won't agree till 
Khalid b. Lo? i comes"* 

d) With () "let's, resembling the cl. usage of ( ýý ) 

"leave", is used with a pronominal suffix: 
0 (" 

. 4--ý ý1'ý ) "Let him go himself. ". 
(1 ). (ý4 "We' will not leave you playing IA- 

like: this". 

It; may also be used as a substitute for- the particle ( cý 1 �rs1 ) 
(the lam of command), but .. has always. an attached pronoun. 
For example, cl. Arabic's 4--- -d7- C. -o,, J "Let the needy 

person go himself", becomes in the dialect. , ý. ý ; 

%, 3 JJ% 

After the particle csvJ'$, JJ (the laa of prohibition) as; 
(ý) c 

-ID %-3 ) "Dontt speak like this, you". 

1-7' 

(; ) Auxiliary Verbs 

(1) Lt. is obviously a compound particle made of and 
(2) Cf. the cl. usage of 

" 

hib- 
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(CO As (kann) is the most frequent auxiliary verb for the past, 
examples-of which are given above (of. 1-4.2), (rash) is likewise the 

common auxiliary verb for the present and future; 
(12) i 

cjý r- it ýý t-1 ) "I am going to see the 

market". 
(20) (s, J' %J Lº% L "My brother, who is in 

the army is. getting 

married". 
(24) "The driver is smoking the 

Nubble-bubble", 

b) Among the tribes: of Ghamid the usage of (%) "to want"- is 

more frequent;, 

a) With the perfect of cs attached to the imperfect of 

the main verb;; 

(17) (v9 -ý ý? ''" \_ 
.h) "We want to go to the market". 

b) With the imperfect. of preceding the imperfect of the 

main verb; 

0 "He is about to die". (lit. "He wants 

to die". ) 

(2) (Z )1J ) "Will you go alone? ". 

c) (. aar) "to become" is rarely used as an auxiliary verb, but 

commonly as an absolute verb followed by a noun or pronoun. 

a) As an auxiliary verb with the meaning of "to begin" or "to btart". 

(15)s'`ý 'ýý ) "They started paying him 

according to his work". 
(5) ( LS" j4 

c`ºý ý-'ý ) "I begin to understand 

everything". 

(4) 
I "I started working with camel 

traders. 

b) It may be used with the active participle: 

(4) (ý, D Ib%.: A, o ) "I became thTiIty". 
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c) As an absolute verb; 

(. 4 iC rýý ý%. L# 

(5) C3L. 

"They get enough money" or 
"They became rich". 

"He settled down in a 
village called 

Shoabalfugha". 

d) The Verb in Conditional Sentences 

a) Past condition is expressed with 6 3% as stated. (3e). 

b) Present condition is expressed by; 

1. Direct; Imperfect Verb-without 3% , e. g. *to wish", which 

thus replaces 

C) 

"If you want to stay, you"are welcome, if you want to 9o, may God 

" protect you". 
2., Sometimes; the particle "if" is put before an imperfect 

verb preceded by the "auxiliary" verb L; -; s , thus 

(4) C wý 
csýcýýý _ 

1ý ý"ý' Lý-N~ v) "If: you want to come with 

us be ready". (lit. "trust 
in God"). 

3; $ith the imperfect verb preceded by ý. ý 

(4) (N ýý ý, ý u; n- "If you give me one 
Riyal per month I 

will be ready". 
(lit. "May God reward 

you". ) 

c) Conditional sentences with future reference are expressed by 

C 'mot ) "when" before the perfect in both the protasis and the 

apodosis: ' 

(ý )(ý "ý° ~-ý J) "When it is ripe we will cut 
it off". 

hom- 
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Sometimes ý>; is put before, the passive voice of the perfect, 

but the apodosis will be expressed by the active perfects 
i 1) .ý . ý11. v, 9L LJ äJ 4\L js als l o- ý' D1I) 

"When every item is: cleared separately, we; will pack the bags and go 

home". 

d) Conditional sentenceaýreferring to the future are also expressed 

by- (lamnaan) *When" (cl. » lamma ). 

(29) (, 
-A_�J 

1 U) I) "When it is winter the 

rain will come". 
Ltional particle auch as 

expresses the condition and 

apodosis or is 

with the perfect: 

"Ii one 

is-sent") to a certain-place, he will do what is necessary". 

(29) "If his 

appearance is good, he"will be selected for the army". 

e) When (kaan) is preceded by a cond: 

the protasis introduced by- '3; [Z J-" J 

is: used with the perfect verb and the 

used with the imperfect. and sometimes 
14, 

When (kaan) is>put after the conditional particle ( ý; ) "if" the 

apodosis is stated without 6 b' or its imperfect. Nor does it 

necessarily agree in gender with the noun or verb following. Thus; - 

(ý} (s =oýý o ý;, 
j 

,ý) "If I had seen him, I would 

have told him". 

(36) ýý,. 
ý may) ý` a\üI »tim ,s, L"ß"' "`ý 6"! ') "if our forefathers 

had not. limited the amounts of the bride price, the government would 

nof, have interfered in it". 

(29) ( \° `"' '`ý 
`" 1... o ý�ý 1ü ýý vi) "If the water 

had been -safe no one would have left it". 

fºa) Hypothetical sentences of the conditional form are composed in 

the same way as sentences of future conditions, but the apodosis has 

the imperfectz- 

(ý) The active is normally used in placeýof the cl. passive. 
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a, 1s cJý"y , 
ý-ý. S t,, i 

(18) c. ) 

When a doctor examines him it will be clear to him". 

"When someone falls down we say that he has fainted". 

b) Hypothetical conditions with past reference are introduced by 

) "if0: 

"BT God, if I were your age I would not have left the school", 
a(j 

r�} 
) '*If they had invited 

me I would have gone". 

e) Verbal Suffixes 

1. In general, there is nothing new or exceptional in the dialect's, 

usage of verbal suffixes. These are added, as in cl. Arabic, matching 

the antecedent (subject). Sometimes in order-to emphasise the ante- 

cedent, where it receives stress, the antecedent is put before the 

verb, but in this case a verbal suffix is added as well; e. g. 

p( aý, 1: sS ý" `-' t) "The door? Yes, I have 

opened it". 

(5) ( ýý 
. t. j I) "Medina? I visited it", 

2. The nun 

cl. Arabic, 

(. 11) C 

(21) 

front of me 

: cation of the objective n 

is totally absent: e. g. 

in the afternoon". 

oun, which is characteristic of 

*Well, I found the man (sic) 

sick". 
ar%- )" "They beat him in 

(ý) from means that these sentences are not recorded, but the writer 
ie. confident that they truly reflect: the dialect". 

bob, 
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The same kind of object as O,, -J, -: -occurs after a verb when the first 

object is a clause and not a single noun; - 
(2) ( &I . -fý, W1 3j ) "There is in Baha 

Pi. st 
anything you. like". 

Tht p-sentence contains three objects; first, the pronominal pronoun 
(x ); secondly, the object of state C Ji. a ); thirdly, the 

object, of time 

f) The Participles 

(9-1) 
! `) The Active Participle 

ci) With verbs of motion the active participle expresses the mean- 

ing of a continuous action and by extension action in the present 

past. or proximate future; 

0( . 
ý. cS ý? v: ' ý' ) "Where are you' coming from? " 

"Where are you going? " 

The active participles in certain contexts has: a past meaning, 

referring to the state of having performed the action of the verb; 
(5) ( v-ý.,! Js L,:; ' ) "He took away the gun". 

) "He. did not make her marry". (16) L 

It is often used in the present meaning. 

(5) ( is, -u Ißt i ,fl, 
' t. .. 

) "I do not remember this story". 

(9-2) 
(ii) The Passive Participle 

Apart from the ordinary usage of `-*" t--+ as cl. Arabic in 

certain contexts, it takes the place of the passive voice; 

(2) ( vv ý- 'ý ý--J+ ) "The letter is already written", 

Since passive forms are very rare the dialect depends on the passive 

participle with an auxiliary verb (NW) "become" attached 

before it; 

hl. - 
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p r-r2, P--L-P ) "It became known" but in this case it does 

not differ very much from the cl. Arabic. 

C) The Particles 

AY Assertive Particles 
#Mw . N"w"n"ay. JtM+VPPC"a A4^ a. "'o- q ý'4Me'rt4LIM. + 

vl and OIJ "but". 

1. LiI(1 pan 43 is hardly to be translated "truly" or "indeed", but in 

fact, is a'meaningless word which is used to start the new sentence. 

In the dialect. it is rarely put before a noun, and all the evidence 

proves; that It is always attached to a pronominal-suffix;. 
'He said he is taking 

the part of Ibn Saud". 

Moreover this particle- is not., heard, in our dialect, attached to any 

other- suffix than e bs' rkuu] which becomes SKua u4 

2ý (ýrtº[lýkýýý "but* has frequent usage in the dialect in the same 

way as it has in the cl. Arabic with the obvious exception that it 

does not affect the 

(15) "But he knows the story". 
4 'P 

0("l. c. f ei) "But they are clever"-. 

,: rb with duplicated tJ')is always attached'to pronominal 

suffixes; 
U'' `mot ) "But he knew my aim*. (3) (- 

The noun linked with agrees in number and gender with its 

predicate without any change of declension: 

0( t4t r4,0 J 
., 

) "But they are aware of the 

situation". 

(28) ( (' ý`' 4O }ice ) "But it (F. ) is quite well". 

B) conjunctive Particles 

(7-i) 
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i) (9 W °_°') "and"'. 

A number of nouns or predicates governed by a verb, or the 

subject. of a nominal sentence are conjoined by this particles 

"We have -ý-may your lifetime be prolenged - corn, lentils, barley, 

maize and other such produce - may your lifetime be prolonged". 

ii) 'aw is dropped when a verb which governs more than one noun 

is repeated before each noun: 
) "I went to Jedda, Mecca (1) (j 

'0 J. ) 
and very place". 

iii) But if'there is a change: of verb, the conjunction is necessarily 

used. 

owe ride it (camel), we walk it, we spur it on and we do everything 

needful". 

iv) It. is dropped, in spite of the changing of the verb, when one 

speaks enthusiastically about oneself or someone else, putting stress 

on the second syllable of each verb: 

"It, was me who brought thefloormat, swept the place and sat the 

brethren down", 

The same is true: in the case where nouns are governed by the subject 

of a nominal sentence:. 

"He got, 0 man (sic), farms, sheep, cattle and camels". 
r 

Qý (J ý1 > 1.3 ), though rare, is still in use: 

(12) C L- I 

But often is used to express the al. 

"Hold on here until I 

come (back)". Jýý 

0 

hN. - 
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(7) (. U ). 

"Then came (the period of) the pilgrimage with all its busy activity", 

vi) Before the negative particle (i. e. -13 instead of 

cl. rt "or", it shows the similarity between two things or 

presents a choice between twolthings". 

(2) (-) "Are you going or staying? " 

p "Yellow. or white? " 

"it, is all the same to me whether you eat or not".. 

vii) When the word following -' is also the negative(la*) - the 
la ti of the first (t s! is; ge': urinated, i. e. 

(41) (Jyý) "Have you seen (it), or not? " 

This is the case also where W -ý- negative-is put before the 

interrogative pronoun ( v-Atff-es 
") "what": 

(' `yet Cj Lb ýý 5) "Then what. - 
ýý 

(7-2) 
"or" has its; cl. usage. 

nie say (he is) a madman or one who. is mentally disturbed. 

(7-3) 
v q. )) "then". This particle is very rarely used in the Bedouin 

or peasants' forms of the dialect. 

(41) 
lm sill. r l; ). 

"At first they stood (looking after it (F.: ), then the girl stood up". 

This however is not a common usage. Speakers normally use for 

this purpose. (Pa) exists in the usage of "C" region especially in 

the dialects of literate or partly literate people. For example, 

among our informants No. 5,, an old literate landlord, and No. 43I)a 

policeman, who had been to a border of Saudi Arabia, (of) northern 

Najd during his service in the army, use this particle in their 

bob- 
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conversation and stories. Taking their speeches as a dialectal unit 

certain rules of its usages may be drawn: 

ice) L, often occurs in the second part of a clause starting with 

f 
J: Aý L( ) "As for me. I came with my 

father". 

(5 }( ý° Li CS rý 3`\5P. 3 1) "In my life, in my child- 
hood, Khalid came". 

! ii) It is put. before a prepositional phrase at the beginning of a 

sentence which serves as a conclusion to. a previous statement. 

"Anyhow-, a soldier holds 

Vi(i) As the common co-ordinating particle linking one action to another, 

in which case (fa v) may be translated "then": 

( a.. r, _, 
1, -i, - Jll 

"Then he held the gun, and started chasing someone (F. ) named Gangusha". 

(7-4)R t 

() -' "then", "after": 

This is almost entirely missing in the dialectal use. The common 

practice is to use instead. One informant (23), an ex- 

soldier in the army, did in fact. use 

"Then I went. from Khalid hospital to Faisal hospital". 

C) particles of Interrogation 

(10-1) In the dialect: the interrogative mode is usually indicated 

by the. -raising of the voice (sound pitch); thus. 

(3) "Is not he in the house? " 

(41) C S-00 ) "Is he your uncle? " 

(10-2) Where an interrogative particle is used in a sentence it. is 

usually placed at the beginning; 
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e. g. "What is your intention? " 
The particle is often compounded with the 3 NQ. 3, ironoun 

or the pronoun may be attached as in cl. usage. (e. g. ýaa), 

1) "Where have you. just come from? " 
( cr=, e3 u. is ý+ y;. ) "Who is that. gave you the 

piastre? " 

"What do you want? " 
L "Why did you not, come? " 

"What can I do? " 

"How much 'do you want? " 

(' 1) "What do you want? " 

All of these interrogatives are common throughout the dialect. Most 

Bedouin of Belad Ghamid say (S 44, ),. while in Zahran, especially 

those who are influenced by the Meccan dialect, they use 

The usage of r -- -V I 
is. not observed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

(SOME LEXICAL FEATURES) 

The lexical features of this dialect may be divided into three 

main groups: 
a) foreign vocabulary, (b) certain terms, the meaning of which are 

various in different parts of the region, and (c) different expres- 

sions for a single meaning, occurring in various parts of the region. 

1. Foreign vocabulary. 

Due to a long isolation of our region from other parts of the 

country it was less influenced by foreign languages than other cognate 

dialects. The majority of foreign words, which we have, are those 

concerning tools, machines, and imported goods such as a variety of 

clothes, tinned foods and newly introduced luxuries. In studying 

these foreign words we observe that: they may be divided into three 

sub-groups:: (. i) words which have been accepted without. any big change 

in their original shapes except a slight change of pronunciation, 

e. g. kafar for "cover", motur for "motor. (ii) words which have 

lost their real-shapes because of the big change. in their formation 

and the original word cannot be thought of at first glance, as warda 

for "workshop'°, bo ra for "powder". (iii) words that have been adopted 

as though they were of Arabic origin governed by its grammatical rule, 

especially in dealing with singular and plural forms, such as tanka 

for "tin", the plural of which is formed on the fawn patterns 

taw_-and likewise mawaatiir, corresponding to the pattern fawaa, iil, 

plural of mot "motor", or ate, plural of gool for "goal" on the 

pattern of aff'aal" 
Apart-from these groups we have a group of words that are not 

foreign to the dialect. in the sense that their origin is Arabic, bat 

they are translated names of foreign objects and their other parts 

are known by their own original names, such as tarrad*aat that is a 
translated noun for "tractors". Another example is the names of 
cigarettes, e. g. abu bahhari- (players), 
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abu ini (goldflake), abubiss(caravan). 

N. B. Most of the foreign vocabulary of group (i) is obtained from 

informant No. 1 Reel 1. 

(i) Tan "ton". 

lorii "lorry". 

metr "metre". Fr. metre 

ý+a. at«u/ mätur 'motor". Eng, 

makiina "machine". Eng. 

gaaz "gas". Eng. 

garaaj "garage". Eng. 

nimra "number", 
-, , 

Eng.. 

marka "mark". Eng. (trade mark) 

fulla "villa". Enge 

doblin "poplin". Eng. 

laas "lace". Eng. 

(ii) In this group of foreign words many terms are used by craftsmen 

such as carpenter, blacksmith and peasants. 

Turumba "pump". 

lamba "lamp or bulb". 
gakuus "hammer". 

balta "axe". 

zaraadiya "pliers". 

gusaaj. "Pincers", 

sindaal "anvil". ' 

galaawiiz "screw". 

saawla "net". 

bundugiya "gum". Pers. 

martiin "martini" - "rifle", 

war's "workshop". 
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(iii) There are a few words in this group which may be counted in 
4. 

Groups 1 and 2 as well: 

matuur plug 

makiina " 

larii. 

goof 

tank 

mawaatiir 

makaayin 
1 awaari 
agwaal (also used as verb: gawwalt 

"I scored a goal")* 
tawaanik 

2. Single words with different meanings. 

There are certain words, the meaning of which change in other 

areas. The listed words have been noted, not recorded, through 

different informants during the field work. The following show- the 

regional usages of some individual words: 

N: 
.C S 

kursii longbed chair any seat 

haatir clever dishonest 

ibýi water-pot water-pot any pot for liquid 

afar knife breast knife 

xirbiz melon 

belaad country farms farms 

3. Different words expressing the same meaning. 

In this list most of the words are obtained through listening in 

to free speech (not answers to definite questions), during the 

investigation of the dialect. The words with bracketted numbers 

refer to informants and are recorded. 

(A) The Nouns. 

N. Cg 

ibra giringa hugna "injection". 
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N C, S 

dismaal yutra lumaama "headcloth". 
huut samik "fish". 

safiih tanka - "tin". 

saa+ii - mutsabbib "broker". 

yanam yanam halaal "cattle". 
bijraan atfaal wartaa. b "children". 

helag yakiib maxzan "a land 

yukba measure". 
yaa'ilgahwa gahwajii "cafe 

proprietor' 
r 

aa4 ma hurma "wife". 

- ? aamil hirfi "labourer", 
tatbaan mariid 'ayyaan "sick". 

duubu duubu halls. "now". 
$iusm anf khusrn "nose". 

bartum bartum sifat "lips". 

(B) The Verbs 

sallam sallam saafah "to shake 
the hands". 

sakkar g iallag - "to close", 
saaf saaf basar "to see". 

tawwal talakhkhar tawwal "to be late". 
0 

taah taah/taradda waga "to fell". 

tibya tibitVia tibia "to want". 

(C) The Adjectives 

mita imta mita "when"# 

ayn feyn fayn "where". 

guddaam gabl guddaam "before". 
? ilia L'Keyr ilia "except". 
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(4-4) Preservation of the old vocabulary. 

Its has been noted that some informants of the extreme 5 ATh rn and 

N4-witern groups still preserve certain words that either are absent 
from the dialects and from modern Arabic, or they are now used in a 
different meaning. By this is meant a semantic change has occurred 

in case of certain words but not in this area. $. 9. informant No. 
-32, 

may be quoted: tibia tirSid le? ismii "Do you want to know my name? " 

The verb tirgid, "To be led? : is: an old usage, now it is used for 

religious guidance. Another informant used Tatra with the meaning 

"memory" ýs, 
ij), which is an old usage of the word. 

* For greeting: hayya is common to all. 
0 taah is common to person and other objects: taradda only Lor 

person. 

p In the north they use ? illa with the meaning: "Why not? " or 

"certainly". 
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The real object of this chapter is to determine the relationship, 

of our dialect to the dialects of the neighbouring regions. For this 

purpose certain main features of the dialects have been selected for 

comparison, but a complete review of all features of linguistic 

interest has not been aimed'at. It"is hoped that this approach may 

nevertheless help>to place our dialect among the others and to deter- 

mine its characteristic marks. 

Apart from J'ohnstone's work, which is the outcome of recent 

investigations, and perhaps Cantineauls, other studies referred to 

in this chapter are not all of sufficient value to meet the require- 

ments of comparison. Many of these studies were undertaken years ago 

when the relevant dialectal areas had been constant and undisturbed 

in-some cases for centuries. ' But during the last ten or fifteen years 

a marked change has taken place everywhere. Education has been 

spreading rapidly; radio and in many places television have become 

a virtual necessity of the common man's life; modern means of communi- 

cation are linking small villages with big towns. All these factors 

have their direct influences". on the dialects. Not only are new 

vocabularies of foreign, especially western, words being introduced, 

but some of the main features of the dialects are undergoing changes, 

This fact has become more apparent to the writer while comparing our 

dialect with the Mecca dialect studied by Hurgronje in 1886. No doubt 

most of the dialectal features still survive, but meanwhile numerous 

changes; have also: prevailed. 

Hence it cannot: be claimed that the features of the other 

dialects, with the exception of those adduced by Johnstone and to 

some extent by Cantineauts works, are dependable for to-day's research. 

Many of the dialect studies on which we have to rely for comparison 

were made at a time when modern methods of linguistic study and 

recording were not yet very developed, and thus it is difficult to 
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be sure of the value of the data contained in them for purposes of 

comparison. Some features of Med., al-tüla and Tabuk dialects have 

been recorded by J. E. Duncan. They are referred to below as "Recorded 

Speech"'. 
(1) PHONOLOGY 

A. Consonants 

1. " p_. The dialects, of Gh/Z, have. no. sound of (p), a voice- 

less labial stop, and in the words containing this sound, of foreign 

origin, it is replaced by (b). For example bakistan, < Pakistan, or 

bla stik Plaý. The dialects of Hor. and Pal. have this sound, as 

a variant of (b), besides. its pronunciation in foreign words. -Thus: 

poktob - boktob. Its frequent usage is noted in Hor('). 

Northern and E. A. dialects make use of this sound only in 

foreign words. 
(2) 

Among the south western dialects, Mec. dialects 

tend to replace it: by (b) as Gh/Z does, but there: are a few words 

that are sounded with (p) such as Pagä3'1a Turkish title". 

2. The Pronunciation of -, -2J and 

In the dialect of Gh/Z is: realized as (k) and 1-9 as its 

voiced correlate in all positions. 

In some Syrian dialects, such as*Hor. they are sounded as (c) 

and (g) (4). In I. Iraq and Palm. they are pronounced as (k) and (q)(5) 

In some dialects of the Arabian Peninsula and S. Iraq in the 

contiguity of the front vowels there are variants of (k) and (g) as 

(fi)t (g)(6) In the N. Ar. and E. A. dialects on which Cantineau and 

Horan p. 89 - Palmre p. 32. 
2. Johnstone p. 19. 
3. Horgronje p. 17'. 
4, Hora p.. 89. 
5, Pa a P. 32, Haim Blone, Communal Dialect in Baghdad, Cambridke, 

Mass. 1964, p. 7. 
6. Johnstone, "The Affricationof kaf and gaf in the Arabic dialects 

of the Arabian Peninsula", JSS VIII, 1963, p. 210. 
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Johnstone worked, these are pronounced as (d), (i), and in some 

parts, such as central Najd, they are pronounced as (6) and (g). The 

distribution. of the (6/i) and Q/6) is illustrated in map No. 2 of 

Johnstone's Book E. A. Dialect Studies. A copy of this map is given 

below No. 21. 

It appears; from the transcriptions of Musil(l) that ,j is 

pronounced in open syllable in Rw. Bedouin dialect as (z), as halazi 7 

halagi ground. 
' But Johnstone has put Rw: in the group of c/g. 2) 

The Dosiri dialect, examined by Johnstone for the variants (c/g) 

is as other-N. Ar. dialects. 
(3) 

Among the south western dialects, the dialect of Mec., 
(4) 

Med. 
(S) 

has navariant of J; and is in all positions sounded (g). 

The rem dialect, according to examples given by Rossi has the same 

pronunciation as Gh/Z. 
(6) 

Oman dialect has: q/k. 
(7) 

In the Ras el-Khaima Peninsula the tendency to affricate (k) and 

(g) begins to disappear, and although the affricate variants occur in 

Khor Pokkam on the Gulf of Oman, they do not occur in the dialects 

of some of the villages in the interior of the peninsula. Javakar 

gives: us. the inform. tion about .3, that towards the north this 

letter assumes the sound of the English (j). Thus L is pronou- 

nced as I- 0 

MusiL p. 362. r(° 
2. Johnstone's. MaRgP. 214, J. S. S. Val. VIII 1963. (Since Musil's 

transcription, according to Cantineau, (p. 36) is. not dependable in 
the case of (k) and (g), Johnston's analysis is to be taken for 

granted). 
3. Johnstone BSOAS. Vol. %%YII, 1964, p. 95. "Further Studies on the 

dosiri dialect of Arabic as spoken in Kuwait". 
4, Hurgronje, p. 12. 
5. Recorded speech. 
6. In the northern Yemen is heard as /q/ but in. few, words : Lt; is 

realized as /J/e cf. Rossi p. 464. 

7. Carl Reinhardt, EINARABISCHER DIALEKT OMAN UND ZAZIBAR, Berlin 
1894, p. 6" 
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3. Pronunciation of c. 

nn is pronounced in the greater part of Gh/Z as English 

a voiced palatal stop. Its variant pronounced as (y) a palatal semi- 

vowel, is observed in "C. " Sub-Region(1) and some villages of "N. ". 

In the Hor. dialect it, iz; realized as (j) as a general tendency, 

and as (y) in contiguity- with Rte/ consonants`. 
(2) 

Its., common pronunciation in Pal, is (c)(3) 

In the greater part of Northern Arabia, such as Sirhan Sardiyya 

B rA sakkar, Shaiaýrät and A1=7owf(4) and in the E. A. dialects, 
(5) 

this 

is generally realized as (y). 

In the Rw. Bedouin dialect, according to the transcription of 

Musil it is sounded (g). (6) 

In the South Western Arabian dialects, the dialects of Mee., Med. 

and Yem. (especially the upper part, and northern regions) there are 

no-variant sounds. 
(7) 

According to the Johnstone's map, of the distribution of this 

sound as (y), the. dialects of Hadramawt and Zufar have the same 

tendency. 
(S) 

The dialect of Oman agrees with Gh/Z. 
(9) 

1. Above p. 44. Also see Map, No. l. 
2. an, p. 142. 

3. Val, ýp. 98. 
4. Ca. ntineau, p. 27. 
5. Johnstone, p. 11 and map No. 3. 
6. Musil, pg. 150-60. 
7. Hurgronje, pp. 13,17,21 

Rossi, RSO, Vol. III p. 465. 
g. Johnstone, Map No. 3. 

9, Reinhardt op. cit pp. 6, and 7. 
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4. The Pronunciation of -' and 7 

The voiced and voiceless dental fricatives ü and J, are 

generally pronounced in Gh/Z as (th) and (dh and is also rarely 

pronounced as (s) and > as (z)(1) in final positions. 

The transcriptions of N. Ar. and E. A. dialects, including the 

Dosiri dialect-, show that these consonants are realized everywhere 

as the '/9/ and dh But. in S. W. ' dialects : L) is sounded (t) 

and (') as (d) . Mec., Med* and Yem, dialects have a general 

tendency to pronounce them, as (t/d). (2) 

According to the transcription of Landberg(3) the text. of the 

Hadramowt. dialect indicates that, these are realized as traditional 

ý) and (f ), as in Gh/Z or E. A. dialects. But the writer entertains 

considerable doubt: as to the correctness of this transcription, 

on the ground of his personal observation as confirmed by a number 

of students of these areas who are studying in England. 

5'. The pronunciation of Hamza 

A. glottal stop, hamza is treated in several ways: 

1. In Gh/Z, where there is no liaison with the preceding word, an 

initial hamza is pronounced as ? akal "to eat"; ? ibn "son". 
(4) 

In 

the B. A. dialects the hamza is not usually present in absolutely 

initial positions. Thus akal, axad occur rather than ? akal, ? axad. 

It is retained, however, in post-vocalic positions as: wi-? axad 
5. 

In the N. Ar. 'dialects an initial ha. mza is treated similarly to 

the B. A. dialects, 
(6) 

with which the other dialects do not agree, 

namely the dropping of the initial syllable and the assimilation to, 

1. Above p. 44, Map No. 2 and 3. 

2. Hurgron3e, pp" 13,17. Rossi, RSO ml. p. 460-59 Recorded 
from Medina, 

3'. C. de. LANDBERG, Etudeer- stir 1e0 dialects de l'Arabie meridionale, 
Hadramout, Leiden, 1901 p. 42. 

4. Above p-57- 
5. Johnstone, p. 26. 
6, Cantineaü, p. 42. 
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the verbs with final (y) in the perfect. Thus ? akal .1 1a (a) 

and ? axad -;;,, -xada. 
(ý) 

In Her.,. Falm. and the S. W. Arabian dialects 

the treatment of hamza is similar to Gh/Z in this case. 

2. In the contiguity of a pharyngal consonant, an initial hamza 

tends to be, dropped in the dialect of Gh/Z as had ý'? ahead "one"', 

xuu aL ? axuu a "my brother". But ? abuuya is pronounced with the 

hamza sound. This feature'is .- common to N. Ar. and E. A. dialects. (2) 

3. In Gh/Z-the hamza of the adverb ?en is changed to an (f) sound 

as fayn G ? ayn. In Palm., Hor., N. Ar. and E. A. dialects it is changed 

to w as ween, also, wee5, C ? ee§ °what"? Also in Gh/Z dialects an 
initial hamza of the theme III may be changed to (w) sound as waaxxxir 

"get back" an imperative from ? axxar. 
(3) 

In-the S. W. Arabian dialects 

Dec., Med, and Yem. agree with Gh/Z. 

4. The imperfect: of the verb final hamza takes a hamza instead of 

a (y) prefix in the Hor. dialect as ? iji < yi#ii "he comes", 
(5) 

but, 

not; inrother dialects. 

5. An initial hamza, before a 
, 
glottal (h) is usually dropped in 

Gh/Z if the following syllable after (h) is closed by assimilation 

or , attachment to a nominal suffix as: halladdiira C ? ahladdira. 

"people"of the village". In the N. Ar. and Rw. dialects it occurs 

even when the following syllable is open, as. - halona < ? ahlona, 

pour, family"(6) and hall < ? ahli "my family". In the dialects-of 

Uec. 
(T)-" Tem. 

(8) 
a hamza is pronounced in the above cases, 

67. In-, the "S" sub-region of Gh/Z a hamza is: prefixed to a pharyngal 

(h) when it is followed by a. short-- closed or a half-closed vowel as 

1. Johnstone, p. 47. 
2. Cantineau, p. 43- 
3. in the ancient dialect: of Hejaz "w" takes the place of a hamza as 

wakkada ? akkada "to emphasize". Robin, op. cit., P-141- 
4* Johnstone, p. 69.5. Horan p. 140 6. Cantineau p. 72. 
7. Hurgronje p. 5.8. Ross p. 466. 
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? ehmaar c himaar "ass". But in the "C"-and "N" sub-regions and 
Mee. 

(') 
Yemiý dialects, the vowel is changed-to a back rounded 

vowel as'hoT ar L himaar. 

B. Medial Hamza 

Total disappearance of the medial hamza' can hardly be claimed 

since we have little evidence of its presence in our data e. g. 
? a? imma su? aal, baa? in; such examples are very rare and they easily 

turn to non-glottal glides e. g. suuaal, or suwaal, ? imma, and baayin, 

as heard by some other informants. But there is some other evidence 

to prove its existence even in the dialects of those informants who 
tend to say ? immer ? a? immer; e. g. mo? amman "secured"-. 

(3) 

er ring mo? amman min allah "livelihood is secured from God" 
(Informant No. 3). 

The disappearance of medial hamza without a vowel is a common 

phenomenon of the N. Ar. and LA. dialects e. g. raas, biir, etc. 
(4) 

Cantineau mentioned it as "totally ignored"- except in a few verbs as 
Cl. sa? al. 

(, 5) 

In the S. L. Arabian dialects no evidence is available. Words 

with initial hamza prefixed by a separable preposition have a tenden- 

cy in Mec. dialect to assimilate hamza. Thus: bamrallah <bi ? amrillah 
"by Godfs command"* 

C. FINAL HAMZA 

As a common tendency the final H_ has the same fate as the 

mediate one. Thus' tiara waraa? "behind", dif < dif? "warmth". 

But its absolute disappearance ean-noi4"bAr, claimed. 
__ 

In the dialect 

1. Hurgronje p. 25. 
2. Rossi p. 465 
3. A Above p. 57. 
4, Johnstone p. 20. 
5, Cantineau p. 42. 
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of Gh/Z, we have evidence of its appearance in words in which hamza 
is not-endorsed by Cl. Ar. such as. La? 4L_ä (the negative particle) 
Cantineau has quoted the same example of disyllabic words in which 
a final hamza is present in the N. Ar, dialects. (') 

Final hamza is 

ordinarily elided in the E. A. dialects. Thus: aaraa? is only one 
occasional variant: of qamra "moonlight". 

According to the"Musil Transcription, the final hamza is pro- 

nounoed in words other than monosyllables; e. g. yarxa? "climbs" in 

the dialect Ru. In the Dosiri dialect a final hamza is elided even 
from the words which have been considered as forma e. g. in allah 

*if God wills" is recognized as. Insiaa? allah, in the dialect of 

Gh/Z, Hor., Palm' and, according to the evidence, in the dialect of 

lLec. and Ned. 
Among the S. W. Arabian dialects, in the Kea* dialect it has been 

s 
lost in a monosyllabic word e. g. . 

Fawdaa <- sawdaa? 

In the Yem. dialect the presence of a final hamza may be observed 

through the transcription of Rossi as ?aa? "he came" braa? "recovery". 

D. The Vowels 

In the dialect of Gh/Z a lower mid-back short vowel with lip 

rounding corresponding to the in rounded /e/ occurs in medial position, 

asyým "day"; 0.5b "clothes", while in the Hor. Pal. and E. A. dial- 

ects a higher rounded short vowel of back quality occurs similarly in 

all three positions. Thus .m "day"; °8ob "clothes" as oktob(? 
) 

Rossre transcription indicates. the same treatment in the Yemo dialect 

as in N. Ar, dialects. 

2. In the case of a diphthong, Gh/Z's treatment corresponds to lit. 

Ar. as (aw) and (ay) (ey). *Thus Jaw (also JO) bam . N. Ar. and 

especially E. A. dialects have long vowels (ee) (oo) instead of diph- 

thongs. But in some cases the Gh/Z dialect has no diphthong sound, 

while E. A. dialects have. 

1. Johnstone, Dosiri dialect BSOAS, op. cit., p. 42. 
2. Cantineau, p"36. 
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For example: 
In Gh/Z auu a (in two syllables), gaalu or gaalo, 

In E. A. xuuy (in one syllable). But ag alow. 

In the, Yem. dialect a long vowel (ee) is sounded-whereas in IS, of Gh/ 

Za diphthong is used. Thus:. been "between". But_in Gh/Z bayrn. The 

treatment of the Mee. dialect in regard to the diphthong, according 

to the transcription of Hurgronje, is similar to that of the N. Ar., 

dialect. 

CO Consonant Cluster. 

1. -A cluster of two consonants in an initial position is very rare 

in the. Gb/Z dialect. The only evidence is in an interrogative Pronoun 

of abbreviated type (s. ) followed by a verb, as 9-sawwii "what should 

I do? " While the consonant cluster at the beginning is common to all 

N. Ar. "and S. W. (except Mec. ) dialects in the imperfect of irregular 

and derived verbs tguul, truuh, ' tsawwi, etc., the dialects of Gh/Z 

and Moo* have a helping vowel after the imperfect prefix in all cases, 

thus: to ual lisawwi, etc. 

In the E. A. dialect, where both consonants are stops, the follow. 

ing 'ty'pes-: of fdicis. -Are: ' optional variants in absolutely initial positi- 
2 

ons. 
( 

i 
ktibat; C katibat 

tguul I tagual 

btuun 4 batnun 

But. in Gb/Z"the same treatment is observed in the case'of consonants 

other than stops: IlMuh ti=, XataJammat', etc. Where two 

consonants. occur in final positions, different treatments are observed 

in the different sub-groups; if the first consonant of the cluster 

is a stop, the final consonant is often dropped, as ba& bagl "goras"; 

1. Johnstone, 'p,. 178 (transcriptions). 

2. Johnstong, p. 26. 
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otherwise an anaptyctic vowel is inserted-in "C" sub-region, as mileh 

milh *salt", bard bard "cold". 

Asimilar situation, with the two consonant cluster in final posi- 
tion is found elsewhere, -viz. in the Muslim and Christian dialects 

of Baghdad,. while Jewish dialect tends to pronounce them without an 

anaphyctic, 
(1) 

as in "s" sub-region of our dialects. 

The Yem. dialect of upper Santa has a similar tendency to that 

of the "C" sub-region of Gh/Z., 

D. The effect-of the guttural on syllable structure. 

In the E. A. dialects and in all the N. Ar. dialects, a non-final 

closed syllable whose vowel is (a) and in which the closing consonant 

is a guttural, becomes an open syllable of the structure coat Thus, 

if (g) is one of the guttural consonants (g), (x), (s), (? ) or (h), 

then'C G' OGa-; Generally this phenomenon does not correspond with the 

Gh/Z dialect-, except in the case, fatal L af1al in "S" sub-region; 

thus ? ah mar is heard once as ham r, but not xadar for ax dar. Other 

forms given by Johnstone are not found in Gh/Z. 

E, Syllable structure. 

A. short vowel in an open syllable preceding a syllable with a 

long stressed vowel e. g. kitaab "book", turaab "dust"', xa_, 

"destroyed"'is treated in different ways: 

1. if this vowel is (i) it; is always dropped in "S" sub-region of 

Gh/Z, not elsewhere, and a prosthetic vowel is prefixed as himaar G 

? ihmaar , ? iktaab 4 kitaab, but if the vowel is (a) or (u) it may or 

ffiay not be dropped and there is no prosthetic vowel as Araab. "drinks" 

btrraad "cold". 

2. This short. vowel may be changed to (u) in Meo* dialect as umaar ' 

10 H. Beano, 013. cit. pa 550 
2. &ossi, Vol. EVIL p. 260. 
3, Johnstone and Cantineau quoted by Johnstone, p. 6. 

,! 
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_ maar 9 Jubaal. 

"N"-of Gh/Z. 

But kitaab, This tre$tment is similar to "CK and 

3. In Palm. Hor, dialects as well as Nomad dialects of Arabia this 

vowel is dropped if it is (i), or (u), but not when it is (a). Thust 
tg aa1_ igtaal or ug taal but not from aQ taal(1). 

4. It: is dropped in all open syllables in E. A. dialects(2) ass 
ktaab 4 kitaab, btuun 4 butuun, tguul .,:: ý.; taguul. 

5. In the dialect of Yem. while evidence shows that all short vowels 

are kept unchanged and are not dropped as-. 

_zamaan 
"long ago", u aan "horses"', as "dogs". 

There are some contrasting evidences showing that a short vowel 

in an open syllable is dropped even when it is followed by a syllable 

with a short vowel as fah L Fatah, rkab C rakab. It may be pro- 

nounced with a voweC3if context; requires ao as in the beginning of 

a sentenoe: fatah. * 

6. Omani dialect agrees with E. A. dialect in this feature. Thus 
ddaar i äidaar "wall"`$ traab uraab "dust"'q aar h maar "ass", 

1 (4) 
swaar . aý w aar "bracelet % 

10 Horan p. 150 if. Fame p. 86, Cantineau p. 138. 
2. Johnstone p. 25. 
3. All examples are given from the text of Yemeni dialects given 

by Rossi, pp. 465-67. 
4, Reinhardt, op. cit., p"44. 
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ý., (2) MORPHOLOGY 

1. The Verb - General 

Ci) The vowel of the first radical. in, all forms of the verb is 

audible in all forms. - perfect, imperfect,. sound, defective, derived 

forms, etc. in the dialect; of Gh/Z. Thus, in its perfect. katabat, 

katabou, not ktabat, ktabou, are used, and the-vowel "a" or "i" 

exists throughout all types of the verb. After a conjunction (wa) 

or (fa )q when the first radical is assimilated, this vowel disappears, 

as in wasbarat < wa sabarät "she kept patient". In the N. Ar. and 

E. A. dialects this vowel disappears, making a cluster of the first 

two radicals, as Nä Ar.: - 
ktobat ktobou(')-B. A.: skanat "she lived", 

skitat(2) "she fell silent". Rw: r6ebat(3) she rode"" and also in 

nm.: ftah(4) "he opened", etc. The Mec., 
(5) 

Med, and Tabuk (6) 

dialects agree here with Gh/Z. 

(ii) As a dialectal phenomenon, Masc. Pl=g. are used in Gh/Z 

dialects as a common gender for Masc. and Fem. Thus forms such 

as ka_ n (a),, katabtun(na) of perfect or. yaktubn(a), taktubn(a) 

of imperfect or ? ak tubna of imperative are not heard in natural 

speech. A. partially literate informant viz. No, 2) suggested 

? oktubnah for Fem. Plure of imperative when he was asked, "How do you 

ask your daughters to write? " But the same informant said to a 

number of young girls who were playing on the ground and making 

noises« ? androu y-a benaat, 'get out, girls". 

The transcriptions of other dialects of N. Ar., Syrian, and 

S. W. indicate that Pem. Plurs, are here used. Among the S. A. dialects, 

Kuwaiti, Bahraini, and Dubai agree with Gh/Z. But Qatari and the 

1. Cantineau p. 185. 
2. ' Johnstone p. 28. 
3, Musil p" 85" 
4. Rossi p. 466- 
5- gurgronje p. 17. 
FL/ Recor4ed speech. 
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dialect; of Buraimi have separate forms for 2 Fem. "Plur. as wasaln, 
ktibten, besides showing. the common tendency to the use of 2 Com. 

Plure 

(. iii) The dialect of Gh/Z has two types of verbs frequently used; 

They are CaCaC as katab, and CICIC as sirib. Another type, CaCuC. 

is also heard, but it is very rare and only in "C" region. 
(2) 

The 

E. A. --dialect has a CiCaC type of verb, as kitab(3) which is not 

found in Gh/Z. The N. Ar. dialedts also have this type of verb, but 

it seems to be extremely rare, because only one example, nezolte 

"you came down", is Pound. 
(4) 

The Hor. 
(S) 

and palm. 
(6) 

dialects have 

also two types of verbs, as in Gh/Z. Among the S. W. Arabian dialects 

Yom" 
(7) 

has the CiCaC type of verb, as E. A",.. (see maps 22,23. ). 

The imperfect of CaCaC is in Gb/Z. ay CCuC, as yaktub in "S" 

and "N"; and oý C Cob as ey ktab in "C" region. The imperfect of 
CiCiC is g CaC. as ay Grab and yaCCuC as ooktob! 

B') 

In. the E. A. and RW* dialects the imperfect form of kitab - ktab is 

aktib and of sirib iy ärab. (9) 
The dialect of Palm. . has from 

ka_ b oy ktob and from gfirib iy drab, i. e. in the first form, yoktob, 

Palm. agrees with "C" of GWZ, but-in the second form, iy brab, with 

E. A. Iior. 
('1t) has oý ktob and yelbas forms as Palm. Among the S. W. 

Arabian, dialects the imperfect of katab is in. Yem, ay ktub, 
(12). 

Mec. 
ghas 

from katab ay ktub, and from crib a6rab, but: ni zil 

yinzil. In the dialect of Druz the imperfect of katab is byiktob 

. and the Oman dialect, has : ruktub. (see Map 23,24. ). 

1" Johnstone pp. 66,70,92,109,121,129. 
2" Above p. W-72. 

3. Johnstone p. 42. 
4. Cantineau 108 (p). 
5. Horan-p. 207. 
6. Palmyre p. 118. 
7, Rossi p. 463. 
8.1 Above p. 72" 
9, 'Johnstone p. 43. 

Q. Palryre. 
11. Horan p. 223. 
12; Rossi p. 224. 
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The imperative from the'CaCaC type of verb in Gh/Z is '? akktub, and 
in "C" region is : 'o ktub. In the E. A. dialects it is ik`tib, in 

Hor. 
_ 

'oktob. 
(2) 

and in Palm. ?o ktob, 
O) 

'In the S. W. Arabian dialects.. 

Yem. h, s; ii_, ktib, while Mee, has aktub. Prom the: CiC type: of verb 
Gh/Z has ft asrb. 

ý4} ý 
Ci 

The S. A dialects have idrab; other It. Arabian 
dialects have riý, 

(5) 
Palm. tegrab(6) and Hor. : Oelbes_(7) 

Among the S. W. dialects Yem. has ihrab, as some of the N. Ar, 

dialects, and Meco hastasrab, as Gb/Z. In the dialect of Oman these 

forms are as ktub and §reb 
7a). 

(see Map. 25). 

2. Personal pronouns 

(i) In the Gh/Z dialect the common form of the pronouns of the 3rd. 

pers. sing. are hu ham, hii. 
(9) 

The feminine form hiya is not used 

anywhere else. In the S. A. dialects (exdept Bahraini) the analogous 

forms: hu Ui are common. 
(10) 

The Bahraini has: ham, huwwa ihiyva, 

hiyye. In the now of-Gb/Z huwwa is also heard (cf. p. 47 and Map No. 
(11) 

Hor. 12) 
and in the Syrian Desert area the 11). In the Yalm. 

Syro-Mesopotamian dialects have huwwa. hiwa. The Padl, Rogga', 'Naim, 

the Slut, Manadraa, and Sirhan 
(13') 

have hii, and the IImur 

hum h__i?. 
(14) 

In. the Shammari dialect of 'Anaiza the equivalent. 

forms are hau, hii. 
(15) 

in the S. Arabian dialects these pronouns are without (w). Thus 

ZuEhr(16) hu hii, hay: Yem., huu(h)/hii(h): in Datani hau? hii? t 

Hadrami huuY-- Aden, hu, i:. but Omani huwwa hi ra with (w) and (z) 

.) 
and other forms with a (w). In the preserved and two groups of (y 

dialect of Mec. the equivalent form is howwa/hiic17) (see Map 26). 

1, Johnstone p. 44.12. Horan pp. 202-3. 
2. Her p. 224" 13. Cantineau p. 
3. Paimyre pp. 135-6. 
4,. - ssi p. 226 Hurgronje p. 41., Above. p. 73. 
5" Johnstone: p. 44. 
6. Horan 14. Cantineau p. 105. 

7. Yalmqre 15. Johnstone p. 13" 

8. Reinhardt op_it., p. 151'. 16. ibid. 

g. Above pp. 47-8" 17. Hurgronje p. 21. 

10. Johnstone p. 13. 
11. palmyre p. 
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(ii) In the Gh/Z dialects the most common form for the 1st- 

Pers. sing. is ? ana, and a less frequent form is ? ani. 
(') 

In the 
dialect of Palm. 

( 2) Hor. 
( ) 

and among the N. Ar. dialects in the 
Slut, B. Khalid Umur 

(4) 
and in R. A. dialects 

.. 
(except Bahrain) it 

is;? a_;. in Bahrain aane. 
AIn 

the trucial coast dialects a_ is 

commoner than ani. 
(5) 

In some parts of N. Arabia, such as Ragga, 

Na'em, Fadl Mamadir, Rwald(6) and Palm. and Hor. dialects, the 

equivalent form is ani. 
(7) 

In the S. W. Arabian dialects, Moo. uses ana, Med. _ i, Yem. 

aane, 
('8) 

and in some parts of the north of Yemen it is aane for 

Masco and ani for fem. In Aden it is same as in Yem. aan. 
(9) 

(. see Map 27). 

(iii) The pronoun of 1st perso pluro varies in the Gh/Z, as well 

as, in other dialects. Thus there are three distinguishable groups 

of this form:. 

(1) with (n) sound, (2) with hamza, and (3) with (h). 

The dialect of Gh/Z has nel4a and hi a, which are commoner than ? ehna. 
Nobnot (, that is, closer to Cl. na u) is also recorded once in the 

PC" sub-region (of. p. 48, and Map 12). 

Among the N. Are dialects, Rogga, Umur, Slut, Na'im, Fadl have 

? ohna; Be Khalid, Sirhan and the nomads of N. Arabia have honna; 
(10) 

(. 11) (12) 771-3) 
. ehna. the Paim. dialect has ohne; Horan has henna, Rwala -- - 

, ehna2 

Among the LA. dialects Kuwaiti, Bahraini have ihna; Qatari; 

(i) hinna; Hajiri hin, as against Abu Dhabi, Sharjah, Buraimi, whin; 
(1 

Dubai, niin, nhna" The Shammari dialect of 'Anaiza also has hinna. 4 

1. Hurgronje p. 48.10. Cantineau P-71-- 
2. Pal r P. 110.11. Palmyre p. 200. 
3, Horan p. 202-3.12. Horan p. 108. 
4. Cantineau p. 195.13. Musil p. 78. 
5, Johnstone p. 13.14. Johnstone p. 14. 
6. Cantineau P-195, Musil p. 220. 
7. Palmyre, Horan op. cit. 
8, Rossi, p. 
9. Rossi p. 466. 
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The S. Arabian forms as a whole have no initial (n). Thus Santa, 
hnee; Zufarq inee, Omani hna, hnuu. But Hadrami, nahna, and Aden 

nihna. 
0 

Mee. dialect has e1 a; Bledo and al-'üla have ebne(2)(see Map 28). 
(iv) The pronoun of 2nd. pers. Sing. *varies considerably in the 

Gh/Z dialects. Thus the common form in "N", "S"and "C" bf Gh/Z is 

int / inti Ii and other forms are scattered in "N" and "S", as into, 

intu, inte and once attC3) (of. Map 9). Hore(4) has 'int 'intl. 

Palm(5) onta, gante / 'ante. The E. A. dialects as a whole(6 show 
int / inti i. But Bahrain 

(7). 
Dubai(8) have inta /ante, Rw. 

(9)inte 

and other areas of N. Arabian(10) dialects have 'ante, ante. Yem. 
) 

and Mee. int intii. 
(12) 

Oman has nte, / ntii. 
(13) 

(See Map 29). 

(v) The pronoun of the 3rde masc. plur. varies in the dialect of 

Gh/Z between initial (h) and initial hamza sounds, and monosyllabic 

and disyllabic forms. Thus the common form is huum, and less frequent 

is hu ; forms of initial hamza, ? um and ? umma are scattered in "N" an( 
"S" sub-regions (see p. 48 and Map 14). 

Here 
(14) 

dialect has humma. Palm. 
(15)hum. 

N. Are dialects and 

the slut have hum; Hadadin, Ragga, Na'im, Be Khalid have humma, and 

so have Madra and Rw(16)" 

1, Johnstone p. 14. 
2. Hurgronje p. 23. &. a recorded speech of Med, and al-Ula. 
3. Above p. 48. 

4. }oral p . 109 . 
5. palm re p. 202. 
6. Johnstone, p. 66. 

7. ibid., p. 118. 
8. ibid., p. 128. 
9: Musil, pp"22-3. 
10. Cantineau PP-71-5- 
11. Rossi, p. 466. 
12. Fiurgronj e p. 20. 
13. Reinhardt, oP. cit. p. 152 
14, Cantineau, p. 75. 
15. palm re, p. 200. 

16. Horan, p. 108. 
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The E. A. dialects as a whole have hum. (-') Among the S. Arabian 
dialects N. Yem. 

(2) 
has summa_ But San'a has(3) homma; Meo. Tabuk 

have hum. (see Map z, 8). (4) 

3. Particles* 

(; i) A possessive adjective with the meaning of "belonging to" or 
"of" is hagg in the dialect of Gh/Z; its feminine form h aggat is also 
frequently used,.. the gender is related to the object of which ownership 
is to be. predicated, e. g. galam haggi "my pen" and bagra ha ati 

"my cow". In the other-S. Arabian dialects Hadrami(5. has a similar 

usage; -the dialect of Mee* 
(6) 

and Yeme have a plural form of hhaar, 

namely, hbaa gon in addition to hags and hagget. The Mec. form is used 
in Rabigh, Medina, Tabuk al-'ula. 

(7) 

In the B. A. dialects hh is very rarely used with the same 

meaning. Generally it is used with the meaning of "for", corresponding 

to the "1" preposition of Cl. Aro with the meaning of "belonging to". 

There is a cömmon word saaal. 
(8) 

In the Rwe and other "Anaizi" dialects 

meal is an equivalent form. 

In most of the Syro-Palestine dialects we find taba'S9) But 

palmo has maal. 
(10) 

Baghdad has tibaa* betaa'T and maal in different 

regions. 

1. Musil P-76- 
2., Johnstone p. 14. 
3. ibid., p. 
4" Hurgronje p. 23, and a recorded speech of Med. al-'Ula. 
5. Landberg op. cit., p. 40. 
6. lurgronje p. 20, Rossi p-466- 
741 Recorded speech. 
S. Johnstone pp. 69-79, Driver op. cit., p. 170. 
9. Driver, op. cit., p. 
10. Palmyra, op. cit_, pp. 11,44. 

. 1%, 
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(3) VOCABULARY 

The following list of common words is given by Johnstone to show 
differences among different regions of the E. A. dialectal area 
(with additional references to the Omani dialect-in some cases). " 
Words used in Gh/Z"and other S. W. Arabian dialects are here juxtaposed 

with the above. to serve as an indication of the kind of differences, 

that can be observed between the E. A. and Gh/Z dialects and to some 

extent between E. A. and W. Are dialects. The words used in the E. J. 

dialects are referred to regardless of their local divergencies within 

E. Arabian region.; Thus KKuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, Dubai or Trucial 

coast are similarly referred to as E. A. and their variant forms are 

given in obliques. (Not all words in Johnstones list are given; some, 

not all, are notable for this kind of overall comparison). 

FJ! 

"To become" S. A. Saarsaar /istuwa. 

Omani istawa /store. 

Gh/Z sear. 

Mec. Saar. 

Yem. Saar. 
r- 

(? istwa in Gh/Z means to get ready, cooked, riped (a fruit)). 

"Get up" E. A. SM / guum. / miss / Our. 

Gh/Z gum / ? nhadd, 
moo., me 

Yem. ? inhad. 

"Sake" E. A. ixid. xid. n' 

Omani, xod. 
Gh/Z xud. 
Mee. ? amsak. 
Yom. xo 
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"Understand". E. A., iftaham / fihim 

Omani fahim. 

Gb/Z tisma_ / ? afham. 

Mea. ? afham. 

"He wants". B. A. yabi *AJmi yab4 /yabi / yaba / yih, hi. 

Omani a3ý b6i aab Sa. 

S. W. Are yaba ihti. 

Gh/Z "C" b-Sa, "S" yibii "N" aý böi. 

Mec* ab a. 

Yem. yaba. 

"To go". E. A. raah ' Saar. 

Omani saar. 

Gh/Z "C" raa "S" and "N" rawwah. 

Mec* raah. 0-1 
Yem. Saar. 

"Camel". E. A. ibil / bill / boos. 

Omani boos. 

S. W. Ar. boos'. 

Gh/Z different words are used for different kinds 

of the camel e. g. camels used for loading are 

called ba! iir, others:. Jumaal, Jamal and 
? ibil is common. Plurs. aret ba'aariin and 
? abaatir but ? ibl and Jumal are used as a 
c. ý-- noun. 

"Fan". B. A. 

Gh/Z 

Mee. 

"Flies". LA. 

Omani 

Gh/Z 

Mee. 

mirwaha. / panka / mruuha / mhiffa / 

mim a/ missabba, 

mirwaha, 

mirwah a. 

diT bban / dib hab 

dbaab. 
,I --. 
dibbaan / dubbaaa. 
dubaab. 
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"Matches". S. A. gaxxaat / kibriit / milbag. 

Omani mal bag. 

Gh/Z kibriit. 

Mec. kiibriit. 
_ 

"(long) shirt". E. A. di6daaga /70oob [ kandoora. 

Omani disdaasa. 

GYh/Z Yb For all kinds of long shirt. 

zog "For sleeveless. one". 
Mee, täüb. 

Yem. to 

"Tea". E. A. '* 4aay /, äaahi / eaahi. 

Gh/Z saahi. 
Mec* v saahi. 
Yem, sway. 

"Water". E. A. maay maa / maa? / mom. 
Riyad mooya. 

Gh%Z moooyah. 

Mec* mooya. 
Yen. mayy. 

"All-of" r. A* kill kill killubuu / kill 

Omani kill ki lit, kiltweet. 

Gh/Z ku 11e 

moo* kulla. 

Yem* ku lla. 

"Here". E. A. hinii. / hnii 

Dosiri hnaa 

Matairi hneeya. 

Buraimi h_i. 
Omani hhana. 

Mec. Nina. 
Gh/Z "C'und "S" hurra "N" hinii. 

4 
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"How". E. A. loon Ceef / s-gaayil / Si-asy / wig gaayil. 
Gh/Z keyf. 

Meo. keef. 

Yemo keef. 

"Much". E. A. waayid. 

Ajmi ka6lir. 

Omani waayid. 
Gh /Z. "C" KaOiir in "S" and "N" This word is used 
in its P1ü: form:. ka0iiriin 'waaJid is also heard 

but wit h the meaning of "it is found". 

"So". E. A. 6idi / kida / haaeidi. 

Gh/Z kidaa. 

Kea* kidaa. 

"There is". E. A. aku /fiih / hast / sayer. 
Gh/Z "C "'fish fii "S" fiiya. "N" Iii. 
Mec. iii. 

Teme fii. 

"There is not". B. A. maaku / ma-fih / ma-hast ma-migg / ma-bayy. 

Gh/Z. naafi(i) "S" maafi(i) mow-fi(1) "N" 

ma§u, maa5i. 
Mece ma-fit. and mafiis(1) 

"Yesterday". E. A. *. _; 
ilb aarha / ama. 

Gh/Z ? ams, baarB but imbaareh or el barha is 

_ used exclusively for :. "last night". 
Mee* bareh. 
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1 
SUMMARY , 

. S` 

1. On comparing the main features of our dialect with those of 

other neighbouring dialect regions we find. that our dialect, as a 

whole, stands alone in the following respects. 

A. Phonetically. - 

-(i) 'This dialect has no (P) form of the b phoneme, nor the 

palatalized form for K and g., 
(ii) A glottal stop may occur in any position just like any 

other consonant, and it is always audible in an initial position. 
(iii) The'diphthongized sounds of (ey), (ay) are articulated 

where other dialects have a long vowel (ee) as beyt ka-f. not beet ke f, 

This does not seem to be true for (aw) (oo). 

(iv) With the exception of a few words in the "S"'sub-region, 

a short vowel in an'open syllable, preceding a stressed long syllable, 

is preserved, while in other dialects it is mostly dropped. 

B. Morphologically: 

(i), ' Forms of the 2nd and 3rd maso. Plur. are employed in our 

dialect as a 'common gender for-masc* and fem. in all types and patterns 

of the verb, as well as the personal pronouns, while in other Arabian 

dialects the forms of the fem. Plur, are not totally extinct, 

(ii. ) Preservation of Semantic influence in the structure of 

verbal forms is noteworthy in our dialect, i. e.. we have the fi'il 

type of verbs often used to indicate the active or transient meaning 

of action - as birid "he became cold". 

(iii) A (b) or"(p) prefix to the imperfect has not so far been 

introduced into our dialects. 

ý, Voaabula17 

(i Avery limited number of foreign words are in use in 

the Gh/Z dialect. Of these words most eire of European origin and 
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some are of Turkish origin. European words include the names of 
tools, machines, etc. These are apparently mainly used in the "C" 

sub-region. Words of Persian or Urdu are not heard in any part of 
this region. In the list of 57' words given by Johnstone which are 

commonly used in the E. A. dialect, only one lira) also occurs in 

Gh/Z heard at al-Baia, the main town of the "C" sub-region, but with 
the meaning of "queue", not "'station" or, "waiting place" as it is 

in the E. A. dialect. -Even this word is obviously introduced by 

lorry or-bus driver who travel between this area and the big towns 

of the Hejaz. 
(ii) Some words of Cl. Ar.. are still used in this dialect with 

their classical meaning unchanged, such as sue- "quarrel"; zair. 

"wealth";. s_ "straight"; ra6ad "to inform" or "to lead". 

(iii) Some words Cl. in origin, are used with different meaning 
in this area, as waali "husband" (also used in Rwo dialect with the 

same meaning), but in Mec. it is commonly used for "ruler" or "king"; 

-dumma "a state of deep sorrow", 'atme "darkness of the night", 

mazloma "complaint"* -' 

(iv) Apart from individual-words, the dialect seems to be 

rich in turns of expression; our. data contain some phrases that occur 

in the free speech of illiterate informants, but they are surely 

worthy of being given a literary value, such ast 

sirt afiiz el Rirb "I became aware of-the value of money, 
sii moat 6iihaya "very-wretched condition of life"* 

jabr-al xaatir "consoled". 

2, : En the following respects our dialect shares linguistic features 

with other dialects: 

ý, Phonetically: 

(i) In the pronunciation of v 
_-'y 

Gh/Z goes with Meos 

god. and Yem. dialects of S. W. Arabia, but not with Syro-Mesopotamia, 

N gr., g. A^,, or. the Omani dialects. 
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(ii) In the pronunciation of only the "C" sub-region 

and a pocket in the "N" go with the E. A. dialect, where it is 

realized as a semi-vowel (Y)r otherwise generally this pronunciation 

agrees with the Mee. Medo and Yem* dialects. 
(iii) The pronunciation of 2,; in-the Gh/Z is similar 

to'that of E. A;., N. Ar. and, among the'S. W. dialects, that of the 

Omani dialects these sounds do not agree with the Mee.,, Med. or 

Yem, pronunciations, where they are realized as (t) (d), not as 
(0) and (d). 

(iv) Ha. ma, while. treated in the dialect of Gh/Z in a some- 

what special way can be said to be nearer in its use to the Yom. and 
Mec* dialects in the case of an initial position. 

(v) The realization of Cl. Arab. (aw), as in yawm, as a lower 

mid-back short vowel (0 ), in the dialect of Gh/Z is common to Mec. 

Med, and the Southern part of Yem. 

(Vi) The treatment of a diphthong (ey) and (ay) in the dialect 

of Gh/Z does not agree with other dialects. 

(vii) In the case of clusters of two consonants, the "C" sub- 

region of Gh/Z goes with the Mee. dialect, as both use a helping 

vowel between two consonants. The "N" and "S" agree with Palm. Her. 

E. A. and other S. W: Arabian dialects. ' 

(viii) The effect: of the guttural on syllabic structure is 

common in the "t" of Gh/Z to the E. A. dialects in the case of fatal / 

aft but no agreement with Mec* or other S.!. Arabian dialects is 

found in this respect. 
(ix) while, as we saw above,. the preservation of a short 

vowel in an open syllable preceding an, - accented long vowel is a 

special feature of. the Gh/Z dialect as a whole, the "a" of Gh/Z 

agrees with a special feature of the Palm. Hor, and E. A. dialects 

in the use of a prosthetic vowel. 

Re s alts: 

in respect of the above mentioned nine features, the dialect 

of Gh/Z stands alone in three features. Of the remaining six 
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features, two are partially shared with the W. A. and partially with 

N. Ar. and E. A. dialects. In one case Gh/Z agrees with the N. Ar. and 

E. A. dialects. In two cases Gh/Z goes with the W. Ar. dialects. The 

Gh/Z shares one feature partially with the E. A. dialect. 

Hence it may be assumed that in phonology the Gh/Z dialect is 

nearer to L. Ar, dialects than to the E. A. or N. Ar. dialects. 

Be Morphologically 

(i) The vowel of the first; radical in all forms of the verb 
is preserved in Gh/Z and this feature is common to Mee., Med., and 

to some extent to Yem. 

. 
(ii) Realization of the 2nd and 3rd masc. forms as a common 

gender for masc. and fem. in Gh/Z is common to some dialects of the 

E. A. but the total absence of femo forms with an ending is character- 

istic of G hIZ. 

(iii) (a) In verbal forms the dialect of Gh%Z agrees with the 

N. Ar. and Palm. for, dialects in the case of the CaCaC type of 

perfect forms, also with Western dialects. 
(b) In the case of CiCiC. YiCCaC, as hirib, Arab, Gh/Z 

agrees with Western and E. A. dialects. 

(c) In the case of YaCCuC, the imperfect of the CaCaC 

type of verb, the "c" of Gh/Z goes with N. Ar., Hor., Palm* dialects 

and "g" and "n" go'with the western dialects. 

(d) In the case of the imperative of CaCaC and Ci_, as 
+aktub and 'a är b, the. "c" sub-region of Gh/Z goes with the Hejaz. 

"s" and "n" go with Yemo and the E. A. dialects. 

(iv) Personal pronouns vary considerably in Gh/Z, and are much 

confused with divergent and alternative forms. However, our maps 
26,27,28,29,30 show that: 

(a) The forms of the 3rd Pers. Sing. (masc& and fem. ) 

huu /'hii of "S" and "N" of Gh/Z agree with the E. A. dialect; as a whole 
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and Palm., Hor., Rw. and someareas of N. Ar, dialects; the "C" of 

Gh/Z goes with the Meco dialect, as both have huwwa /'hiyya. 

(b) In the case of 1ana (ist. Pers. sing. ) the common 

form of Gh/Z in "S", "N" and "C" regions is "ana, which agrees with 

Mec., E. A. (except Bahrain), Hor., Palm., Druz, and some tribes of 

N.. Ar,, dialects. 
{ 
Another form ; ani, which is observed in the extreme 

"IN" and "S! of Gh/Z, agrees with some other areas of N. Aro dialects. 

(c) The form of ist. Pers. Com, plur, (. Cl,, alma) has 

a variety of forms in the dialect of Gh/z. Thus it has a form with 

an'tnitial "n" sound in the East and West of "C", sub-region, which 

agrees with the Mec., Red, and Yem* dialects. Another form without 

an initial "z', which is found in "S" and "N" (besides other forms), 

agrees with the most common forms of the E. A. dialects. There is 

another form 'ehn a, i(eo with an' initial hanza, which is found in 

the extreme "N" and "i", and agrees with the Palm., Horo dialects, 

on the whole, the most common form if nneehna and this agrees, as 

stated above, with W. Ar., 
_dialects. 

(d) The form of the 2nde masco sing. ( Cl. anta) is 

tint in most of the "S" and all of "C" regions, and it agrees with W. 
i 

Ax. as a whole and some areas of the E. A. and N. Aro dialect; other 

forms are rare. 
(: e) The forms of 3rd masc. plur. ( Cl. hum) has a type 

with initial (h) sound and another with an initial hamza. The form 

with an initial hamza is found in "N" of Gh/Z and agrees with Yem; 

other forms with an initial (h) agree with the rest of the W. A. and 

g, A, dialects, including N. Aro and Syro-Mesopotamian dialects. 

(v) A possessive adjective hagg, which is used in Gh/Z, is 

common to WAr" dialects and partially agrees with the dialects of E. A. 

Deductions 

in respect of the above examined 13 features of morphology, the 

Gb/Z dialect is in fall agreement with the W. Ar. dialects in 3 Cases, 
(i), (iiia) and (v). One case viz. (ii), may be considered 
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as a characteristic of Gh/Z shared by B. A. to some extent. In the 

remaining 9 features, the Gb/Z goes with the W. Are and partially 

with the E. A. or N. Are dialects. There is no- feature in which Gh/Z 

goes exalusively. 'ith the B. A. or with other N. Aro dialects. - 
Accordingly,, in morphology our dialect is nearer to the W. Ar. 

dialects; in particular, our "C" sub-region often goes with Mec. and 

other HejazL dialects, as appears from the features that are shared 
by W. Are dialects. 

(3) Comparative Vbcabulary 

Our list shows that there are often links with "w". though in 

"E" our forms are often oily one of several alternatives. It is thus 

not-the case that in vocabulary our list shows a strict division 

between Eastern and Western-words, but there are links both ways. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this preparatory study it behoves us to be especially cautious 

and beware of seeming to claim too much. The various and manifold 

data scrutinized in this work cannot and do not substantiate, in any 

conclusive- way, the vier that fushha_ is, or was, spoken in our region. 

Moreover it is apparent that the ancient dialects of Azd, the ancest- 

ral tribes of Ghamid and Zahran, studied by Rabin, show-no substantial 

and significant similarity among themselves. 

Despite the fact that only a few leading features of our dialect. 

have as yet been compared with those of other and neighbouring 

dialects, these seem adequate in themselves to place our dialect 

among those spoken in W. Arabia in general, and in the Hejaz in 

particular. Among the generality of W. Arabian dialects, ours diverge 

sharply from those spoken in Yemen, Aden, Hadramawt and Oman-, so much 

is clear. Again, the reservation must be made that there are, of 

course, some features which the Northern Yemeni dialects share with 

ours and with the Hejazi dialects. 

The evidence now at. our disposal places it-beyond doubt that. the 

net, sub-region of our area is especially closely linked with Mecca 

and the other big towns of the Hejaz socially, economically and 

commercially; and this influence is obviously reflected in the dialec- 

tal features as well. The "S" and "N" of our area, on the other hand, 

have preserved some archaic features; - they also show some similarity 

with the Syro-Mesopotamian dialects and (to a significant extent) with 

the dialects of Palmyra and Horan, which may thus in some degree be 

treated as comparatively early arrivals 'ix,:,, the Syro-Palestinian 

region. These conservative elements of the dialect impart to it a 

marked individuality among other dialects of W. Arabia, even'though, 

as we have found, this conservative. character is not absolute or 

11_pervading, and similarities with dialects outside the Western 

Arabian Region exist. Our region was, however, not reached by such 
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a process as palatalization (K. '7 6 et, c. ), which has been a signifi- 

cant phonetic development over much of central and northern Arabia 

in the last four hundred years. It is in the knowledge that other 

researchers will continue to explore these and related themes; of 

Arabian dialectology that the author concludes his studies, and in 

the earnest hope that many labourersswill be moved to till, this 

rich and rewarding-field. 
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PART TIREE 

'L1-dL 
sTiATI Ä t1 ALS 

The Selected Specimens of Speech 

FqHAPTt' 7 VT 

The specimens given below are transcribed from tapes which were 

recorded during the investigation on which this whole study is based. 

These selected speeches represent all. the three regions of our dialect 

From the "N" sub-region informant. No. 4 is selected though his talk was, 

recorded in'al-Baha in the "C" sub-region. This informant belongs to 

the tribe of Rani Abdullah who is an inhabitant of Al-Hukman in the 

north of our region. The second informant is from "C" sub-region 

and the third one is from "S" sub-region. All of them talk about 

their own lives and experiences, which are desirable topics for a. 

free unreserved conversation. 

As stated in the Introduction, majority of our informants did not 

seem to be microphone conscious. They spoke as they liked. In these 

specimens all the characteristics of a free talk may be observed: 

repetition of phrases, omissions and sometimes repeated corrections 

of their own words. In this transcription which has been selected 

for. -this study, all the meaningless words including some syllables, 
indicating only the hesitation of the speaker and thus purposeless 

for this dialectical study have been dropped. This transcription 

presents a selected and coherent form of the actual conversation 

of the informants. 

The important points to note in this transcription are the 

phonological and morphological vacillations. Thus informant No. 4 

may be observed saying "mudda" and sometimes "mid da". The same man 

in the same context is recorded saying raJa! t, riäi1t. In spite 

of all this the main features of the dialect in nominal suffixes, 

personal pronouns and demonstrative pronouns have been preserved. 

This point is one by which the individuality of every speech is 
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distinguished. Some salient points in these talks are mentioned in 

the footnotes. 
Since a sign of interrogation has been adopted for the letter 

hamza, in case of interrogative sentences the sign would be put in 

parenthesis. 



eý 'ý 

xý 

2a5 

o .ý 
Informant (No. 5): Sayyed Uthman (Sheik of the village of al-Baha) 

65 years old literate landlord. 

A I) ýassataamucaleetca-m r, )c rag /. Lad 

B 2) c, ýct c ýeykuy,. «fla lti. am &a Ya ýr"ºa/a ýýat a GýYýC aýfuý .3 

} 

8 Lý Syytý( Su(jma... cl. -ri 
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(1) "amm is a title of respect by which the head of a family is 

addressed by his servants, father-in-law: is referred to by his son- 
in-law. A hamza sound after (m) is a peculiar occasional pronunciation; 

2. 
(2) Negative Particle maa and mow are both used in this conversation:, 
before --a noun mow and before a verb maa is noticed. 

(3) harab "he run away" has a glottal (h) but this informant 

pronounced it with a pharyngal (h). 

(4) 3MJu t "foot's in the dialect of "C" sub-region. In other 

regions "it. is r=nl-i. e* without -st of fem. 

(5) saa? lat rem. sing. of Act. Participle, the nominal suffix 

having lost its (h) sound (saa? slat haa). 

(6) haaribatha 7 haaribtaa baa. 4 biha. 

(7) mil bunduq 7 minel bunduq 

(g) The vacillation of this speaker is to be noted. In the first 

place he said ufar and then ay fir. 
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Informant; Sayyed Uthman (Sheik of the village of al-Baha) 

65 years old literate landlord. 

Al) "PFeace be upon you, and the blessing of God",: 

B2) "And upon you also". 

A3) "Your name please". 

B4} "Sayyed Uthman". 

A5) "Welcome, I am honoured to receive you as my guest. I say, 

Mr. Uthman ... " 

B6) "Yes? " 

A7) "Is it possible for you ... " 

B8) "Yes? " 

A9) "To tell me something about-your life and to describe the 

situation of-this village and this tribe as it was in your 

young days?! ' 

B10) "We """ the name of this village is al-baha". 

&11) "Yes". 

B12) "My family is from Belad Ghamid and we are known to be a branch 

of the noble house of al-Nahaadi, descendants of 'Adnan. As for 

myself, I came here with 4 father. My father, may God forgive 

him,. was an illiterate man who could neither read nor write, 

but he used to understand religious affairs. He got a reciter 

to correct: his faults if he made any mistake in reading the 

verses of the Qur? an or in-anything else. He used to take me 

with him everywhere when I was eight years old. I started to 

acquire understanding when I was ten years old. 
He was a in Biljershi and was from the village of 

al-haha. He married my mother in Biljershi and began living 

in a village known as Sho""ab al-fugha". 

A13) "Shoab al-fugha, where is that? " 

B14) "Shoab al-fugha is one of the villages of Biljershi". 

A15) "Oh, I see". 

B16) "Yes, one of the villages of Biljershi. We lived over there 
for a long period and we began learning from the fogaha (that 
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is, the learned religious teachers); the Qur? an was our only 

text-book. When being taught our Khatma (the recitation of the 

Qur? an from beginning to end), we began by reading aloud from 

the Qur? an, starting with its alphabet, which we used to memo- 

rize in this way; - 
"Alif has no dot; Ba has one dot underneath it, Ta has two dots 

on its head, tha has three dots on its head, Jim has a dot in 

its stomach, Ha has no dot, and so on. " 

Now where was I? Now, this was the style of vocalization we 

followed; - 

? abJad Hawwaz Hutti Kalman saAfas garsat<thakh khadh 

taghdun. 

and so on. 

And when we were able to read the Qur? an, we moved on to 

a teacher called Ahmad "Ali Efendi and we gained what skill we 

could in handwriting and an understanding of religious matters. 
But in my time - in my childhood - Khalid bin al-Way came 

to Biljershi on behalf of the government. He wanted to advise 

the people of Biljershi that they would be wise to accept the 

new regime. It was the will of God that Biljershi should be 

captured. At, that time I used to wear a gun at my waist -- 
the old sort of rifle that was called a Martini; they named it 

Abu Zirfal. And at- that time my uncle ran away with my father. 

My-father was not in the town; he ran away to a town called 

Homran, which is on the outskirts of Biljershi, as they thought 

that they (the members of the new government) would not take 

over any but the chief city, because the administrator of 

Biljershi thought that Ibn Saud was going to ally himself with 

the Sherif, and he in fact went to Khalid and took an oath of 

allegiance; Khalid came away saying "We only want to receive 

assurance". He established the new regime of Ibn Saud and went 

away, and from that Tuesday morning in 1338H, the new standard 
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began to wave, and the people surrendered their arms. I heard 

the sound of guns and I had a small gun myself which was not 

loaded. I used to carry it on my shoulder, although I was. so 

young, and I used to go with the cattle and sheep which we 

used to work on the cultivation of our: fields, and I ran away, 

wandering with my mother, who used to wear a mezab$, 
(1) 

of the 

kind which is known as a eerab, made of tanned sheep-skin 

and carried on the back. We came running, seeking a way out 

from that: troubled spot to be safe from the shooting which 

was going on. (I saw) someone fall down shot; he was from 

Biljershi, and his son was with him. I saw him lying covered 

in blood. He was dead. 

After that; I went wandering about the tracks until I 

reached a village called Mahuznah. I wanted to find a way out, 

to run away from our region, where there were men thirsting 

for our blood. One of Khalidts men came, who told me, 'Boy, 

put. down your gun', but I held fast to the gun regarding it 

as the total of my posse ssiöns, for at; that time I had only 

that gun and six piastres, so I held on to my gun. That man 

was following someone, a woman called Gamgosha, who said to 

me, 'Please hold this ass down for met. She had some coins 

(fransa) with her and wanted to safeguard her-money by running 

away. While I was holding down the ass for her, the man who 

was following her for her money shot at me with his gun, and 

the bullet passed through the sleeve of my robe, and I felt it 

pass, but L was uninsured, for the bullet did not touch my 

flesh or skin. The woman cried out and shouted, 'Os. my sonl0 

and clapped her hands in alarm. So I stood up and told her, 

, Look at me, I am still alive, and here is my gun too*. The 

man followed the ass and we walked on, but then we gave him 

1. A special sling worn by Bedouin women for carrying a 
child at the hip. 
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the slip, and as we were approaching the out-sluts=, of 

the town, we saw a man coming back from the village of Qar, 

who asked me, Us Saad with you? His face is pitted from 

small-pox'. I informed him that Saad had been killed in the 

recent struggles, and after that we found our way and reached 
the town of Huzna. " 

Al7-) "Where did this conflict take place? Was it in the city of 
Biljershi? " 

B18) "Yes, that's right. " 

A19) "Was it when Ibn Saud captured the kingdom? " 

B20) "res, it was when they took over Bil. jershi; they conquered 

Tjrba and then they conquered Biljershi in just the same way. 
Then they took over Taif. " 

A21) "Was it in 1330? " 

B22) "Yes, Hejira. " 

A23) "I am surprised that. you remember all this so well -- how old 

were you at. that: time? " 

B24) "I was at that time twelve years old, and I used to wear a gun 
and my aim was very good, but 1-didn't shoot anybody, so I 

didn't-bring on myself the sin of murder. I simply wanted to 

run away with my mother, and I didntt want to fight with the 

followers of Khalid, nor with anyone else. I. was just running 

away with my mother. And when we arrived .... " 

C25) "By the grace of the Saudi government the capture of Biljershi 

and the region of Ghamid, Zahran, Tihama and Beni Omair was 

completed, and the Saudi took over the whole kingdom and praise 

be to God, the Lord of all worlds. " 

B26) "No, there is something further to tell: we remained in this 

terrible situation until we arrived there. Our livestock had 

been lost and my father -may God forgive him- returned and 

said, 10 Khalid, I am one of the inhabitants of al-Baha, I 

don't belong to Biljershi, but. I wasn't married there, I got 
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married in Biljershi. My possessions have been lost. ' 

Khalid asked, Into which family did yotu marry in Biljershi? 

In any case I will stand by the family you are related to; 

I have been here for thirty years. ' 

C27) (Khalid then recited two lines of poetry in a joyful fashion) 

'You are my son-in-law, and according to our custom, a son- 
in-law shares house and country. ' A guest deserves honour 

until his departure. ' It 

B28) "I. don't-remember what`he said in the third line, it was 

something that ended in the word aar (neighbour). He said, 

tGo, my good fellow, to the public animal enclosure and sort 

out your livestock. I will leave yours for you, if you can 

find them there. ' He went, and looked very hard, and he 

knew that his cattle had been killed, and that none were 

left. He said,, ''God on High will compensate me. ' But Khalid 

went without giving us any thing in compensation. Anyhow, 

our cattle and sheep had gone together with the rest of 

our possessions, but at least we could sleep soundly after 
that. " 

C29) "But we could sleep happily after that, and peace was 

restored to the country, and praise be to God, Lord of all 

worlds. " 

B30) "No doubt we received all ggod things from our government, 

but that time when the war was going on and the struggles 

were taking place in Biljershi was really a terrible 

period. The most remarkable event of my life or-cured 

when I was shot myself. " 
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Informant (No. 4): Saleh bin Saeed, 40 years old peasant from 

the tribe of Bani `Abdullah of al-Hukman North 

of Zahran. 
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Notes 

(1) Jahla sing. Jaahil "young ones" not "ignorant ones". 

(2) of, ruJuuliyyat in conversation of informant No. 5-of "C". 

(3) fi ? amaanillah fi? amaan lah. 

(4) Jiddey Jeddah with imala. 

(5) ru5ul and raddal both heard from this same informant. 

(6) (S) is velarized in the contiguity of a ionemic velarized (t). 

(7) gaal for 3rd pers. sing, femo instead of "gaalat" and tiJlus 

? iJlis (imperative). 

fig) marshal min? ahl. 

(g) 'indah liya < ? ahleha. 

Sý 
ýý 
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Informant (No. 4); Saleh bin Saeed. 40 years old peasant from the 

tribe of Bani Abdullah of al-Hulonanj North of 
Zahran. 

Al) Salutations. 
B2) 
Ä3)' "Your name please? " 

B4) "Saleh bin Saeed. "- 

A5) "How old are you? " 

B6) "Forty years old"; 

A7) "Which tribe do you belong to? " 

B8) "Bani Abdullah. " 

A9) "What is your occupation? " 

. 810) "Our occupation is agriculture. " 

All) "Do you have your own farms? " 

B12) "Land belongs to God. He has given us our livelihood from it. " 

A13) "How much land do you own? What acreage of land do you have? " 

B14) "It_is measured by the work f'i'labourer can do. There is 

plenty of land. " 

A15) "Could you describe your, first pilgrimage to Mecca, please? " 

B16) "Well, my friend, the first time we travelled we were in- 

experienced young chaps. " 

A17) "How old were you at that'time? " 

B18) "May be ten years. We started out for the Hejaz on foot. When 

we arrived at Mecca I; got myself employment for one riyal 

per month, and stayed in this job until the end of the month. 
%AiteY that a messenger came from Jedda sent by one of my 
cousins, and I went to him sträight. away and asked him for a 
job. They said, 'There is no-job for you. here, but if you 
like to stay with us, we can give you twenty riyals for 

, 
twelve months h. I said, - 

'"I: can! t agree to these terms. If 
you can give me one riyalper month God will compensate you, 
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and if you will not do this, God will open another door for 

me't He: said, 'Well, we have nothing to offer you; if you 

want to stay you are welcome, and if you want to go, may 
God protect you". So I got ready and went to the town 

of Jedda. " 

A19) "Were you alone at this time? " 

B20) "Yes, I was alone, but went to Jedda with people from my group. 
I arrived in Jedda, and took employment at three riyals per 

month serving a man who had two wives - one of them was mad, 

and the other was sane. I stayed with them for one day, and 

then on the following day I went down to the market; when I 

had been down to the market I came back after sunset to the 1, 

house, and entered the apartment of the woman who lived in 

the middle flat. She called me, so L moved towards her, then 
j 

she asked me to sit down: she stood'up and gave out a horri- 

ble cry, and I was frightened of her. I opened the door, and 

ran up, the stairs and ran away. When I appeared to the peoplo 

living on the top floor, I told them that the lady on the 

second floor had frightened me. They said, *Did, you go to 

her? ' I answered , 'Yest. They exclaimed, 'She is mad, how 

lucky that God protected-yowl' I. said, 'Praise be to God, 

I am safe. ' They-made me stay, you know, to take my supper; 

I enjoyed it and then took my belongings and ran away. I didn't 

go back to them, because I was terrified. I ran away to my 

cousin and stayed with him for that night. 

The following night I took a job with a man called 

Ibrahim Jada" at two riyals per month. For the duration of 

six months I-stayed with him, in return for which I received 

twelve riyals in wages. At the end of that period, someone 

from my region came and said, Me are going back to the Hejaz, 

if you want to come with us, get ready. ' (1ý 
I got ready and 

------------ 
1 Literally, "Trust, in God. " 
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went with them. by sea. We boarded a_boat, on which the fare 

was one riyal. from Jedda to Qunfuda. When we arrived at 

Qunfuda, we stayed that day and the following day, and the day 

after that we rode on camels: the camel fare was quarter 

price, for.; they calculated me as a quarter passenger. We contin- 

ued our journey from Qunfuda. to Yebs overnight and at; dawn 

the following day we halted until sunset, when we recommenced 

our journey, and we, arrived at NLokhawa at daybreak on the 

third day. I arrived there with my cousin;, he asked after my f 

father, and told him, 'We have nine riyals of your son's 

wages. ' They handed over only nine riyals in return for the 

work I had done during six months. 

Some time later I travelled alone. When I. arrived in Jedda. 

I managed to find a job for six riyals per month on my own 
initiative. I had got wise in the period when I. first travel- 

led and had been the victim of others# dishonesty. I mean to 

say, that I was clever-enough to learn how to be thrifty. I 
(1) 

stayed six months with this employer* 

After that my father came to this place and bought two 
, 2 

assisted him in making camels of Hejazian stock. My master 

the deal at a reduced price, about two hundred and twenty 

riyals each. I handed over to him three guineas which I had 

been able to save and which my master had kept for me. A 

guinea was equivalent to ten riyals at the time. There was 

another' three guineas in my possession which I had earned 

daring my services I handed all of my wealth over to my 

father. He took it and went to the Hejaz, and paid his cred- f` 

itors among the camelmen. After that I left my employer. 

God added his blessing when I went on another pilgrimage 

and went to Jedda and started working with camelmen. I used { 

2. The literal translation is "uncleß, which is used of the 
master of the house; similarly the mistress of the house 
is called "aunt". 
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4 

to. take four riyals for every trip, besides twelve riyals in 

fares, the total of which was sixteen rivals a week. After 

some experience my earnings were forty riyals a week, and then 

then I was able to return tn'the Fbjaz and establish my farm 

and fruit production. When L was sixteen any, farms brought 

me five hundred riyals. and I got married -- my old lady who is 

with me now is the girl = married in those days. God save 

all of you. " 
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Informant (No. 31): Muhammad bin Muhammad"Hanash, police guard. 
30 years old, semi-literate. 
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Notes 

(1) is changed here in its initial position to "k" but no other 

example could be found. 

(2) Compare "narda' in text (1) 

(3} is sounded as (S). 

, aý 

(4) Compare above in the same speech xuuyaana. 

(5 ) Compare wasalna in text (1). 

(6) Informant (4) of "A" often used dalhiin with the meaning 

"at " that, time". 

:ý 

`. ý '. e 

:. 
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Informant (No. 31); Muhammad bin Muhammad(1) Hanash, Police guard, 
30 years old, semi-literate. 

Al) 

B2) 

A3) 
B4) 
A5) 
B6) 
A7") 
B8) 

A9) 

Bio) 
A11) 
B12) 

A13) 

B14) 

A15) 

B16) 

"Your-name brother? " 

"Muhammad bin Muhammad Hanash. " 
"To which tribe do, you belong? " 

"The tribe of Khad (am. " 

"Is it a branch of Ghamid? " 

"No, it is another tribe called, Khal"ah. " 
"How' far is it from. here? " - 
"It is one day*s journey from Biljershi. " 

"I understand that; you. are a police guard? " 

"Yes. I� am. " 

"And before that? " 

"Before that I used to be in the army. " 
"Could you tell, me the story of your life from the time you 
joined the army to the time you left it? What kind of life 
did you lead? " 

"Yes, Itll tell-you, " 

"Please do. " 

"I travelled from there, from the region of Kh# am, went to 
the airport at Jedda, signed my contract, then transferred from 
there-I-to Haayel, which is near to asim; west. of'Riyad, and 

stayed there. 

Normally the brigadier-general seledts from the military 
a man whose appearance is good, who is pbysically strong and 
who bears himself well. in uniform;; a- the man who is beet 

qualified in these respects receives a posting to discharge 

his duties. Of course, Brigadier Amri Said selected fifty 

men from amongst, us, and I was one of those chosen, and all of 

When a songs birth occurs after. his father's death, he adopts 
the fatherns name as part of his own. 
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them were from the Hejaz, from the area. ranging from Zahran to 

Asir- only. 
I stayed in the army for a period of four years. We were 

trained on tanks and instructed in the system of mine location 

and disposal. For example, if we should advance to the border- 

line, the duty of the policeman who is on reconnaissance is to 

find out the nature of the terrain and of any hazards on the 

route along which the army has been detailed to march, in order 

to find out the enemy positions and any sources of water which 

might: be available for our army. Then we return and ask the 

opinion of the doctor with this special responsibility, whether 

the water is safe, and he analyses it. 

After that, if there are enemy about, or we suspect that 

there may be mines laid, and there is danger for the tanks, it 

is our duty to defuse the mines. However, we are assumed to 

be: trained how to render the mines ineffective by the use of 

flails, operated from the tanks. 

Now-this scout is always in the van of his army to defend 

his homeland, government and nation. In any case, we ought to 

. be prepared to sacrifice ourselves, so we go in front and dis- 

cover-where mines have been laid. We hazard our lives and go 

to the exact spot where the mines lie hidden, and then wo return 

to our-brigadier and report our activities. Anyhow, the 

reconnaissance detachment carries hand-grenades, -naturally, and 

a walkie-talkie and a sub-machine gun. This works automatically 

but can be operated manually. It is used with the automatic 

device: in woods or streets, for example, if we enter a village 

or battle ground we use it on automatic while we are advancing. 

We went on doing this work for a time, then travelled to 

Tabuk. We stayed in Tabuk for one year, ' then we were trans- 

ferred to Hagl, and from Hagl to the borderline between Jordan 

and Israel, that, is to Aqaba. It was at. the time when Israel 
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captured a machine-gun, -also when war was being waged on port 

Said. We were sent to the border of Saudi-Arabia, entered lmman, 

where we stayed for some time. 
There is a story which gives some idea about the nature of 

our work. Once we were passing through at night in our cars, 

having captured two Israelis; so we had extinguished the lights 

on the car. -we were driving. We found our-way barred by a trees 

when we got nearer to the tree, our driver, aznra {, said that 

this trees which was in front of as might perhaps be an enemy, 

because it: stood straight. upright, like a person standing in 

the street. 

So; we made the Israelis get out of the car; (those two 
Israelis whom we had captured and put in the prisoners' cav 

were blindfolded, for we had bound our head-covers round their 

eyes. We brought them back to Tabuk, and from Tabuk we deepatche d 
them by air to Riyad where the government received them, but 

we donrt know what became of them after the government took them 

over from us. ) So naturally we got out of the car, and one of 

our companions immediately fired a gunshot at the tree, thinking 

it was an enemy. This is the funniest thing that happened to 

anyone in our-company, 

Anyhow, we returned from there and transferred from TabuI 

as well. to Taif. 

When we arrived at Taif I received information that my 

brother was ill. I applied for compassionate leave and went 

home and found my brother suffering from cancer. I took him 

to: Jedda. and applied to be discharged from the army for the 

sake of my brother. In Jedda I took him to Khalid hospital and 

from Khalid hospital to Feisai'hospital in Tait until he recov.. 

Bred; they took a lot of water from his body. 

After that I took my brother back to our village because 

the doctors asked me to do so. After a period of not leas than 
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five months, God received his soul, may God rest his soul. 

After his death I came to Biljershi. where there were friends 

and companions of%mine. They advised me to apply for the 

police force, because this was a way in which I might serve 

any government (may God give itir honour, and we are honoured 

to be in her service). I applied at. Biljershi police station, 

and at; that time the Inspector there was a man called Abdul 

Hafiz, who was an Indian, and after him another an called 

Yahya el Yami. The present Inspector who succeeded him is 

called Hasan Janbi, who is also a. foreigner from Java. 
(') 

After. I had been working at the police station for a time 

the organization for religious affairs asked the police guard 

for their officers. The Inspector of Police at that time, 

yakiya el Yami invited them to choose from amongst the policemea 

wha were there at-the time, and they selected some men on the 

basis of their integrity. It meant that they wanted courteous 

policemen who would not quarrel with people and who could be 

trusted to behave in a manner suitable for a religious organi.. 

zation. Anyhow, I and one of my colleagues were selected and 

sent to this organization on the police inspector's inetruotiona. 

We have been here for two years, and, thanks be to God. " 

.. 
-. 

These men, although of Saudi nationality, and-Arabic spe&king, dro 
thought of as foreigners because they'are`ethnically distinct from 
the local indigenous population. 
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